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Abstract
The discovery of low-temperature ferromagnetism in semiconductors doped with transition metal
(i.e. Mn), known as Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors (DMS) in the second half of the twentieth
century has opened up new perspectives for solid-state physics and materials engineering, providing
opportunities to study new physical phenomena linking ferromagnetism with semiconductor
properties, thereby encouraging scientists to broaden the exploration of this class of materials in
terms of their application in spintronics (the field that uses not only the charge but also the spin of
the electron). Previous studies on DMS show that its prominent representative of zinc blende
structure (Ga,Mn)As (obtained in the form of thin layers) after proper synthesis reaches the Curie
temperature (TC) of ~ 200 K = -73 ° C, which excludes its application in devices operating at room
temperature. One of the ideas for using the (Ga,Mn)As potential is its annealing and thus obtaining
a hybrid material which results in a semiconductor with ferromagnetic nano-inclusions, having TC
much higher than the starting material. In particular, such a nanocomposite is formed by
(Ga,Mn)As phase transformation and the separation of MnAs nanocrystals (NCs) embedded in the
GaAs matrix. The comprehensive description of this process is not proposed yet and the data
available in the literature still do not give clear answers to the questions about the details of the
mechanism and the nature of this phase transition occurring in DMS.
In this dissertation, the current state of knowledge is extended with data based on more detailed
experimental studies using advanced transmission electron microscopy (TEM) methods, which
include a description of the dynamics and kinetics of the phase transition occurring in (Ga,Mn)As
wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure.
WZ (Ga,Mn)As can be obtained in the form of a nanowire (NW) shell around a wurtzite core made
of GaAs, inheriting its crystal structure. Therefore, the subject of this thesis concerns NWs that
have been produced using the non-equilibrium crystal growth method, i.e. molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE). This technique enables the crystallization of solid solutions with chemical compositions
significantly deviating from their thermodynamic equilibrium. MBE was used for the synthesis of
NWs investigated in this thesis, i.e., with GaAs or (Ga,In)As cores and subsequent shells (Ga,Al)As,
(Ga,Mn)As, GaAs.
One of the most important findings of this thesis was the observation of high-temperature
ferromagnetism found in MnAs NCs (up to above 127 °C = 400 K). Its emergence was correlated
with the stress exerted by the WZ-GaAs matrix on the NCs, which blocked their magnetostructural phase transition (for bulk MnAs taking place at 40 °C = 313 K). Furthermore, the
phenomenon of increasing TC with increasing the lattice parameter a in α-MnAs was confirmed by
ab-initio calculations and became the starting point for more advanced TEM research.
TEM allows for the structural analysis of the diffusion or phase transition with subnanometer
accuracy inside the systems as small as NWs, with a simultaneous examination of the chemical
composition using spectroscopic methods: EDS (Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy) and
EELS (Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy). In addition, the rapidly developing in-situ TEM
techniques enable a more accurate connection of the physical properties of materials with their
structure and their structure’s dynamic changes under the influence of current flow, temperature
(heating/cooling), magnetic field, the gases or liquids environment, thanks to the registration of
images series over time. Indeed, research using one of the options offered by in-situ TEM was the
most demanding and, therefore, the most valuable and exciting part of this work. By using a newgeneration heating holder and chips based on Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) that
allow for high-speed heating/cooling rates while maintaining a minimum drift, the phase transition
in WZ-(Ga, Mn)As was carried out live, enabling observation of MnAs nano-clusters formation and
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evolution in real-time. This was an extremely challenging task since NCs are embedded in one of
the NW shells. According to current knowledge, nobody has conducted such systematic TEM
studies of individual nano-objects of such complex structure, as presented in this paper.
The detection of Mn NCs during the annealing experiment required optimizing the imagining
conditions to obtain the highest possible contrast. The appropriate conditions were achieved in the
scanning TEM (STEM) mode, and the understanding and explanation of the origin of the strong
contrast for Mn precipitates were confirmed by multislice simulations (and in the case of coherent,
stressed clusters modeled with finite element methods). Furthermore, it was shown that by using a
proper strategy in the selection of STEM parameters, it is possible to dynamically track structural
changes in the NWs and detect nano-clusters at each of the stages:
a) nucleation and formation of coherent wurtzite nano-clusters with manganese atoms
in a substitutional positions MnGa (r <1.5 nm), significantly stressed in the WZ-GaAs matrix
b) nanoclusters phase transition from WZ-MnAs to α-MnAs
c) growth of semi-coherent α-MnAs nanocrystals, partially stressed in the WZ matrix
In order to obtain quantitative information on the precipitation process of MnAs NCs (from
thousands of recorded digital photos), an algorithm based on advanced image processing
procedures in the form of the dedicated software package was developed. This software allowed for
the automatization and analysis of NWs images at various stages of in-situ experiments and made it
possible to identify, measure, and get the statistics of the detected particles. Furthermore, the
correctness of the software performance has been tested on simulated models and has been
successfully verified.
Thanks to in-depth data analysis, a favored (anisotropic) nucleation of nano-crystallites and their
increased mobility was noticed in the basal plane (0001), i.e. in the directions perpendicular to the
NW axis. This observation was supported by theoretical calculations of the migration energy for Mn
diffusion in WZ-GaAs via the Ga vacancy mechanism (for T > 200°C). A significant difference was
observed between WZ-Ga1-xMnxAs containing x = 6% and x =4% Mn, for which the segregation
(nucleation) of manganese atoms starts at different temperatures: 300 and 360 °C, respectively. The
formation of WZ-MnAs clusters is followed by a phase transition to α-MnAs at 350-400 °C (Moiré
fringes are visible on the micrograms). Their coarsening occurs at higher temperatures (> 440 °C).
At even higher temperatures (~ 500 °C), the escape of MnAs NCs to the free NW surfaces is
observed. For this reason, in-situ research was extended to NWs containing an additional (Ga,Al)As
shell grown after the (Ga,Mn)As shell, which confirmed that (Ga,Al)As acts as a diffusion barrier
for MnAs NCs, trapping them inside NWs.
All the aspects mentioned above allowed to demonstrate methods of controlling the Mn segregation
process in WZ-GaAs (one of the NW building blocks). Tuning the size and spatial distribution of
the resulting MnAs NCs by choosing appropriate NWs design and proper temperature and time
parameters will be crucial for their potential application in new spintronic nano-devices.
Unlike most of the data available in the literature, which usually relate to precipitation processes in
solid solutions (i.e., metal alloys) the obtained unique experimental results are pioneering because
they concern the precipitation in the matrix of a semiconductor compound. What is more, they
refer to the compound crystallized in WZ structure, which is thermodynamically unusual for GaAs.
The theoretical analysis of this work, determining the paths and energy of Mn migration in WZGaAs, serves as a starting point for further research. Moreover, it opens up new possibilities in
applying strain engineering for materials with untypical crystal structures to control their electronic
and magnetic properties and use them in new branches of semiconductor physics and material
science.
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Streszczenie
Odkrycie niskotemperaturowego ferromagnetyzmu w drugiej połowie XX wieku w
półprzewodnikach domieszkowanych metalami przejściowymi (tj. Mn), znanych pod nazwą
rozcieńczonych półprzewodników magnetycznych (ang. Dilutetd Magnetic Semiconductors DMS)
otworzyło nowe perspektywy dla fizyki ciała stałego i inŜynierii materiałowej. Ponadto, odkrycie to
pozwoliło na badania nowych zjawisk fizycznych wiąŜących ferromagnetyzm z własnościami
półprzewodnikowymi, zachęcając naukowców do szerszej eksploracji tej klasy materiałów pod
kątem ich zastosowania w spintronice (dziedzinie wykorzystującej nie tylko ładunek, ale teŜ spin
elektronu). Dotychczasowe badania nad DMS, których głównym przedstawicielem jest (Ga,Mn)As
o strukturze blendy cynkowej, pokazują Ŝe materiał ten (otrzymywany w postaci cienkich warstw)
po odpowiedniej obróbce osiąga temperaturę Curie (TC)~200 K = –73 °C, która wyklucza jego
zastosowanie w urządzeniach pracujących w temperaturze pokojowej. Jednym z pomysłów na
wykorzystanie potencjału (Ga,Mn)As jest jego wygrzewanie i dzięki temu otrzymanie materiału
hybrydowego będącego półprzewodnikiem z ferromagnetycznymi nano-wtrąceniami, których TC
jest znacznie wyŜsze niŜ TC materiału wyjściowego. W szczególności, taki nanokompozyt powstaje
na drodze przemiany fazowej (Ga,Mn)As w kompozyt nanokryształów MnAs osadzonych w
matrycy GaAs. Dane dostępne w literaturze wciąŜ nie dają jednoznacznych odpowiedzi na pytania
dotyczące szczegółów mechanizmu i natury przejścia fazowego zachodzącego w DMS.
W niniejszej rozprawie dotychczasowy stan wiedzy został rozszerzony o dane oparte na badaniach
eksperymentalnych, które zawierają opis dynamiki i kinetyki przemiany fazowej zachodzącej w
(Ga,Mn)As, o wurcytowej (WZ) budowie krystalicznej, uŜywając w tym celu zaawansowanych
metod transmisyjnej mikroskopii elektronowej (TEM).
(Ga,Mn)As o strukturze wurcytu moŜe być uzyskany w postaci nanodrutów, w formie otoczki
wokół wurcytowego rdzenia zbudowanego z arsenku galu, dziedzicząc jego krystaliczną strukturę.
W związku z tym, przedmiotem niniejszej rozprawy są nanodruty, które zostały wytworzone dzięki
uŜyciu nierównowagowej metody wzrostu kryształów, tj. epitaksji z wiązek molekularnych (ang.
molecular beam epitaxy – MBE). Technika ta umoŜliwia krystalizację roztworów stałych o składach
chemicznych znacznie odbiegających od ich równowagi termodynamicznej i została uŜyta w
niniejszej pracy do wytworzenia wurcytowych nanodrutów (o rdzeniach z GaAs i (Ga,In)As oraz
otoczkach: (Ga,Al)As, (Ga,Mn)As, MnAs, GaAs).
Jednym z najwaŜniejszych odkryć tego doktoratu było zaobserwowanie wysokotemperaturowego
ferromagnetyzmu występującego w nanokryształach MnAs (> 127 °C = 400 K) i skorelowanie go z
napręŜeniami wywieranymi przez matrycę WZ-GaAs na nanokryształy, blokującymi ich magnetostrukturalną przemianę fazową (która dla objętościowego MnAs zachodzi w 40 °C = 313 K).
Zjawisko zwiększania TC wraz ze wzrostem a parametru sieci w α-MnAs zostało potwierdzone
obliczeniami ab-initio i stało się punktem wyjścia do bardziej zaawansowanych badań TEM.
Transmisyjna mikroskopia elektronowa pozwala na strukturalną analizę dyfuzji czy przemian
fazowych z nanometrową dokładnością we wnętrzu tak małych systemów, jakimi są nanodruty, z
jednoczesnym badaniem składu chemicznego metodami spektroskopowymi EDS (ang. Energy 6

Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy) i EELS (ang. Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy). Dodatkowo uŜycie techniki
in-situ TEM, poszerza spektrum moŜliwości badawczych TEM i pozwala na dokładniejsze
powiązanie właściwości fizycznych materiałów ze zmianą ich struktury pod wpływem: przepływu
prądu, działania temperatury (grzanie, chłodzenie), pola magnetycznego, obecności wybranych
gazów czy cieczy, dzięki rejestracji serii obrazów w czasie. Istotnie, badania in-situ TEM były
najbardziej wymagającym i tym samym najbardziej wartościowym i ekscytującym elementem
niniejszej pracy. Wykorzystując uchwyt grzewczy nowej generacji oraz chipy bazujące na
mikroukładach elektromechanicznych (ang. micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)) dające moŜliwość
bardzo szybkiego grzania/chłodzenia przy zachowaniu minimalnego dryftu obserwowano
przemianę fazową w WZ-(Ga,Mn)As w czasie rzeczywistym, śledząc jak powstają i ewoluują nanoklastry MnAs. Było to niezwykle trudne zadanie jako, Ŝe nanokryształy są ulokowane w jednej z
otoczek półprzewodnikowych nanodrutów. Według dotychczasowej wiedzy, nikt do tej pory nie
przeprowadził tak systematycznych badań w TEM, pojedynczych nano-obiektów o tak złoŜonej tak
budowie, jak te przedstawione w niniejszej pracy.
Detekcja nanokryształów Mn podczas eksperymentu wygrzewania wymagała optymalizacji
warunków obserwacji tak, Ŝeby uzyskać jak największy kontrast. Odpowiednie warunki udało się
osiągnąć w trybie skaningowej transmisyjnej mikroskopii elektronowej (STEM), a zrozumienie i
wytłumaczenie pochodzenia silnego kontrastu dla wytrąceń Mn zostało potwierdzone przez
symulacje multislice (i w przypadku koherentnych, napręŜonych klastrów, modele otrzymano
metodami elementów skończonych). Wykazano, Ŝe dzięki zastosowaniu odpowiedniej strategii w
doborze parametrów STEM moŜna dynamicznie śledzić zmiany strukturalne w nanodrutach i
wykrywać nano-klastry na kaŜdym z etapów:
a)

zarodkowania i powstawania koherentnych nano-klastrów wurcytowych z atomami manganu
w pozycjach węzłowych MnGa (r<1.5nm), napręŜonych w matrycy WZ-GaAs
b) przemiany fazowej nano-klastrów WZ-MnAs do α-MnAs
c) wzrostu częściowo koherentnych nanokryształów α-MnAs i częściowo napręŜonych w
matrycy WZ-GaAs
W celu uzyskania ilościowych informacji na temat procesu wydzieleniowego nanokryształów MnAs
(z tysięcy zarejestrowanych cyfrowych zdjęć) opracowano algorytm oparty na zaawansowanych
procedurach przetwarzania obrazów w postaci dedykowanego pakietu oprogramowania.
UmoŜliwiło to automatyzację i analizę obrazów nanodrutów na róŜnych etapach eksperymentów insitu i w efekcie pozwoliło na identyfikację, pomiar i statystykę wykrytych wydzieleń. Poprawność
działania oprogramowania była testowana i została pomyślnie zweryfikowana.
Dzięki wnikliwej analizie danych zauwaŜono uprzywilejowaną (anizotropową) nukleację nanokrystalitów i ich zwiększoną ruchliwość w płaszczyźnie bazalnej (0001), tj. prostopadle do osi
nanodrutu, co zostało poparte teoretycznymi obliczeniami energii migracji dla dyfuzji Mn w WZGaAs odbywającej się poprzez mechanizm wakansowy (dla temperatur > 200 °C).
Zaobserwowano istotną róŜnicę pomiędzy WZ-Ga1-xMnxAs zwierającym x=6% a x=4% Mn, dla
których rozpoczęcie segregacji atomów manganu (zarodkowanie) zachodzi w innych temperaturach,
odpowiednio 300 i 360 °C, po czym następuje przejście fazowe do α-MnAs w 350-400 °C (na
zarejestrowanych obrazach widoczne prąŜki Moiré), a następnie w wyŜszych temperaturach
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(> 440 °C) ich rozrost (ang. coarsening). W jeszcze wyŜszych temperaturach (~500 °C) udało się
zaobserwować ucieczkę nanokryształów MnAs do wolnych powierzchni nanodrutu. Z tego powodu
rozszerzono badania in-situ o nanodruty zawierające dodatkową otoczkę (Ga,Al)As znajdującą się za
otoczką (Ga,Mn)As i potwierdzono, Ŝe działa ona jak bariera dyfuzyjna dla nanokryształów MnAs,
zatrzymując je wewnątrz nanodrutu.
Biorąc pod uwagę wszystkie powyŜsze aspekty, udało się zademonstrować metody kontrolowania
procesu segregacji Mn w WZ-GaAs (będącym jedną z otoczek w nanodrutach) otrzymując
oczekiwaną wielkości i rozkład przestrzenny powstających nanokryształów MnAs pod kątem ich
potencjalnego zastosowania w nowych nano-urządzeniach spintornicznych.
Uzyskane unikalne dane eksperymentalne w odróŜnieniu od większości danych dostępnych
w literaturze (które zwykle dotyczą procesów wydzieleniowych w roztworach stałych tj. stopy
metali), traktują o wydzieleniach w matrycy związku półprzewodnikowego i w tym sensie są
pionierskie. Dodatkowo dotyczą związku wykrystalizowanego w termodynamicznie nietypowej dla
GaAs strukturze wurcytu.
Analizy teoretyczne zamieszczone w tej pracy, wyznaczające ścieŜki i energie migracji atomów
manganu w WZ-GaAs, są punktem startowym dla kolejnych badań i otwierają nowe moŜliwości w
stosowaniu inŜynierii napręŜeń dla materiałów o nietypowych strukturach krystalicznych
w celu kontrolowania ich własności elektronowych i magnetycznych, a w konsekwencji
zastosowanie ich w dziedzinie fizyki półprzewodników, stopów metalicznych (związków
intermetaliczych) czy ceramiki.
.
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Abbreviations
ADF – annular dark field
CCP – cubic close-packed
CL – camera length
DMS – dilute magnetic semiconductors
DFT – Density Functional Theory
EDX/EDS – Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
EELS – Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
FCC – face-centered cubic
FFT – Fast Fourier Transform
FIB – Focused Ion Beam
GPA – Geometric Phase Analysis
HAADF – high-angle annular dark field
HCP – hexagonal close-packed
HR – high resolution
LAADF – low angle annular dark field
LT – low temperature
RT – room temperature
M – misfit
NC – nanocrystal
NCL – nanocluster
NN – nearest neighbors
NW – nanowire
SF – stacking fault
STEM – Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
TEM – Transmission Electron Microscopy
WZ – wurtzite
ZA – zone-axis
ZB – zinc-blende
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1 Introduction – aim and structure of this thesis
Background and aim of this thesis
Understanding a real-time dynamic of DMS phase transition under the temperature,
particularly for (Ga,Mn)As, is of great interest in terms of building new spintronic nanodevices based on these structures. In this thesis, the wurtzite (Ga,Mn)As in the form of the
shells around the NWs’ cores is subjected to thermal treatment and the process of MnAs
ferromagnetic nanocrystals formation. The research is done with the use of advanced
transmission electron microscopy employing in-situ heating holder for real-time structural
changes under the temperature.
The aim of this work is to understand the segregation process of Mn in WZ-(Ga,Mn)As and in
consequence the manipulation of MnAs nano-inclusions in WZ-GaAs nanowires in a
controlled manner, i.e. obtaining the desired nanocluster size and distribution.
Objectives of the thesis:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observing the formation and evolution of Mn nanoclusters in WZ (Ga,Mn)As shell in
NW geometry by in-situ TEM.
Understanding Mn diffusion process and determining local crystal structure of the Mn
NCLs and the phase transition occurring for nanocrystals
Estimating the conditions (time and temperature) to control the MnAs NCs size and
distribution.
Relate the strain exerted on the NCs with the magnetic properties of the NWs
Determining how the Mn initial content in WZ-(Ga,Mn)As affects the precipitation and
resulting NCs parameter
Comparing the precipitation of intermetallic NCs in WZ with ZB-GaAs compound
matrix and

Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized in five broad chapters describing:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Theoretical part
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Development of strategy for Mn clusters detection
Experimental part
Outlook and summary

The Chapter I contains two main sections: 2 and 3 which covers the fundamentals necessary
to understand the background of this thesis as well as introduces the material and
nanostructures investigated in this work.
Chapter II explains advanced transmission electron microscopy fundamentals and describes
techniques employed in this work.
1

Chapter III presents the approach to the Mn nanocluster detection, i.e. proper imagining
conditions, performed simulations and the developed image processing script.
Chapter IV presents the experimental results obtained from TEM investigations for as-grown
nanowires, ex-situ and in-situ annealed and discusses the aspect of Mn clustering in WZ(Ga,Mn)As.
Chapter V exhibits discussion on the main aspects achieved within this work offering
conclusion and ultimate summary.

2

Chapter I
Theoretical part

3

2 General information
information/
/Fundame
Fundamentals
tals for
Semiconductors
2.1 Crystal
rystal structures
structure of III-V
III semiconductors
2.1.1 Crystallographic symmetries – CCP
CP and HCP arrangements
Under normal conditions, all III
III-V
V semiconductors
semiconductor are tetrahedrally bo
bonded
nded with 1:1
stoichiometry (AB compounds) and crystalize in clos
close-packked structures, where atoms are
densely organized. In their bulk form, most
most of them (III
(III-As,
As, III
III-P, III-Se)
Se) adopt zinc-blende
zinc
(ZB) crystal structure, which is based on face-centered
centered cubic
cubic (FCC) known as cubic closepacked (CCP) arrangement (Figure 1a--e). However, there
t
is a noticeable exemption from this
tendency observed for IIIIII-N
N compounds,
compounds which prefer hexagonal symmetry and crystalize in
wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure, based on hexagonal
gonal close-packed
close packed (HCP) atoms arrangement
(Figure
Figure 1f-j).

Figure 1 Comparison between cubic close
close-packed
packed and hexagonal close-packed
packed crystal structures. a-e)
a e) CCP: a)
main planes and directions, b) unit cell, c) ABC stacking layers, d) 3D perspective of ABC stacking e) CCP
projection along 1
110. f-j)
j) HCP: f) main planes and directions, g) unit cell, h) AB stacking layers, i) 3D
0.
perspective of AB stacking, j) HCP projection along 211

A dedicated notation system based on the unit cell geometry is used to describe crystal lattice.
Therefore, a crystallographic plane is specified with Miller indices (hkl)
hkl) – integers which
determine where the (hkl)--plane
plane intersects three crystallographic unit cell vectors of a, b, c,
lengths, giving three points, i.e., at a/h
/h, b/k, and c/l
c points. The (hkl) are chosen so that their
greatest common divisor equals 1. Subs
Subsequently,
equently, the crystallographic direction marked with
square brackets [hkl]
[ ] denotes direction ha+kb+llc,, which in the case of cubic symmetry is
normal to the ((hkl)-plane.
plane. Additionally, more general notations are used to indicate the set of
equivalent planes {hkl}} and equivalent directions <hkl>
< > (for the cubic system, it simply
means hkl permutations).
For the unit cell of hexagonal symmetry (where the angle between a and b vectors = 120°), it
is more convenient to use 4 indices(hkil)
indices
– defined with Miller-Bravais
Bravais notation
notation, which
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introduces additional vector in ab-plane (basal plane). Index i depends on h and k as follows: i
= -(h+k). Therefore, all three basal plane vectors are positioned every 120° and are usually
referred to as a1, a2, a3 hexagonal unit cell vectors (shown in Figure 2). Transition to MillerBravais notation for hexagonal systems is justified using the same convention, i.e., a plane and
its normal direction have the same indices (color-coded in Figure 2).
To be able to contrast CCP and HCP structures, one should look at them along their adequate
directions, i.e. at the CCP along its main diagonal [111] and at HCP along [0001], observing in
both cases with six-fold symmetry. Figure 2 shows other analogous planes in cubic and
hexagonal structures.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2 Main crystallographic directions and planes in: a) cubic structure seen along [111] direction described by
Miller indices, b) hexagonal structure seen along [001]/[0001] direction described by: b) Miller indices, c) MillerBravais indices.

Although CCP and HCP structures have two different symmetries, they have much in
common. Figure 1c,h presents how CCP and HCP structures can be built with the spheres
(atoms), starting from the same layer A (purple). When second layer B (green) is superimposed
on top of layer A, each ball from B-layer can be positioned only in the middle of three spheres
on A-layer. The third layer, however, can be chosen in two different ways, it can be either
located in the “empty” space over AB projection or exactly above A-layer. This is how
…ABCABC… occurring in CCP towards [111] direction (diagonal of FCC unit cell) and
…ABABAB… occurring in HCP towards [0001] direction (c-axis) are defined. To have a
clear differentiation between these two structures, one should look at them from the side view:
0, and at CCP stacking along 110 direction
at HCP stacking along the a-axis, i.e. 211
(Figure 1e and j, respectively). Corresponding crystallographic directions in CCP and HCP,
0, green
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2: blue arrow 111||0001, red arrow 110||211
0, facilitate easy switching between these two arrangements.
arrow 112||011

2.1.2 From CCP to ZB and from HCP to WZ
If only two overlaid layers of the rigid ball model are considered, namely AB-stacking (present
in both CCP and HCP structures), one can distinguish two types of holes between spheres
shown in Figure 3: tetrahedral with 4-nearest neighbors (blue) and octahedral surrounded by
6-nearest neighbors (red). Tetrahedral holes arise in the spaces where one sphere sits exactly in
a depression of three spares below. It is also called four-coordinate interstitial space, presented
5

in Figure 3 (blue).
(blue). Octahedral holes originate when three spheres
sphere below are covered by three
spheres above, so one set is rotated by 60
60°° to another. Spheres create six corners of
octahedron space (double
double square pyramid shown in Figure 3a
3 (red)) and visible in Figure 3b
(red)
(red), thus, such spaces are also called six-coordinate
six coordinate interstitial sites.

a)

b)

Figure 3 Two types of holes in CCP/HCP structures: octahedral and tetrahedral. a)) Octahedron (red) and
tetrahedron (blue) drawn in FCC unit cell indicating positions of octahedral and tetrahedral holes located in the
centers of these polyhedrons
polyhedrons. b) Visualization of both types of the holes between two stacking layers A and B.

In principle, tetrahedral and octahedral holes can be filled with atoms/ions. Therefore, if
anions are assumed to have CCP or HCP arrangement, cations (smaller in size) can occup
occupy
particular interstitial sites, resulting in specific crystal structure – some possible configurations
of AB structures are shown in Figure 4.
4 One can quickly notice that both ZB and WZ
structures originate from closed
closed-packed
packed anions arrangement, cubic and hexagonal,
respectively, and have analogous cation occupancy (i.e., half of al
alll tetrahedral interstitials are
filled with cations).

a)

b
b)

Figure 4 The crystal
rystal str
structures originate
originat from CCP and HCP anions arrangements by filling octahedral and
tetrahedral holes. AB semiconductor compound possible anion and cation locations a) for cubic and b) hexagonal
symmetry unit cell. Bas
Based on
n anion arrangement CPP and HCP, respectively, one can obtain 2 different
structures for each symmetry NaCl-like
NaCl like or Zinc-Blende
Zinc Blende for FCC and NiAs-like
NiAs like or Wurtzite for HCP.

2.1.3 Zinc-blende
Zinc
vs. Wurtzite
urtzite crystal structure
Section 2.1.3 shows that ZB and WZ originate from close
close-packed
packed structures: CCP and HCP,
which are similar in stacking layers as presented in section 2.1.2. If one treats a stacking
monolayer (ML) so that it contains two atoms – an anion and a cation, ZB with
…ABCABC… stack
stacking
ing in <111> direction and WZ with …ABABAB… stacking in <0001>
direction will be constructed. A, B, or C positions refer solely to the location of one atom
from the dumbbell (e.g., location of As in GaAs) in the ML, indicated with the purple ball in
Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. ZB and WZ can also be differentiated according to h
h-c
notation (Jagodzinski-Wyckoff
(Jagodzinski Wyckoff notation) based on the nearest neighbor (NN) MLs. When the
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ML has NN MLs with different lateral atom positions, it is called “c-type”
type” ML (Figure
Figure 5b
upper), whereas if the ML has NN MLs with the same positions, it is called “h-type”
type” ML
(Figure 55b lower). Moreover, the A
A-B
B cubic bond (c-type)
(c type) differs from A
A-B
B hexagonal bond
(h-type)
type) with the symmetry of the second atom in the dumbbell. When oonly
nly two MLs are
considered, A and B, in WZ, a cation (pink) in A
A-ML
ML sits just beneath an anion in B-ML
B
(Figure 7dd),
), whereas in ZB they reside above empty
empty spaces (Figure
Figure 6d).

Figure 5 a) Possible A, B, C position of anion in the ML (horizontal line). b) cc--type and h-type
type MLs along [111]
and [0001], respectively with superimposed ball model, where purple ball corresponds to anion A, B
B, or C
position. c) ZB – repeating c-type
c type MLs (left). Reproduction form [1].
[1]

ZB is described by 
(No. 216) symmetry space group
group. As mentioned above, ZB
structure can be defined by anions (V group elements)) sitting in the FCC positions and cations
occupying
ing half of the tetrahedral holes (T+ or T
T-)) as shown on the left side of Figure 4.
Furthermore, the approach presented in Figure 4 helps visualize
visualiz the differences between two
cubic structures with the same stoichiometry (AB) and anion arrangement (CCP/FCC), only
filling particular holes. Another way to define ZB structure is to describe it with two interlaced
FCC lattices shifted by an offset of a/4 in [111] direction with two atom base i.e.,
i.e. X (0,0,0) Y
(¼,¼,¼). ZB structure of a lattice parameter with purple anions (Y) and pink cations (X) is
shown in Figure 6a,
a, (111) plane is highlighted by a transparent grey area. For further
recognition of the ZB structure in TEM images, it is shown
shown in [111] and [110] zone axes (in
(
Figure 6b
b and e, respectively, with corresponding diffraction patterns (shown in Figure 6cc and
f, respectively). In both spaces: real and reciprocal, the chosen characteristic distances are
indicated with the same colors.
Moreover, the stacking ABC layers positions are marked with grey dashed lines (in Figure 6b,
d, e), referring to the anion location, whereas abc notation refers to cation positions. Figure 6d
shows an enlarged orange box from Figure 6ee in perspective, presenting the bonding between
etween
two MLs in the ZB structure (named cubic to differentiate it from hexagonal bonding in WZ
WZ).
It indicates that the not-bonded
not bonded cation and anion (blue boxes) form neighboring MLs not
reside above each other but are situated over empty spaces – demonstrated
demonstrated with green planes.
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Figure 6 a) ZB unit cell with (111) plane highlighted with grey color b) ZB structure in [111] zone axis: real space
with (20
(20-2) and (2--42)
42) column distances (red and green) with black unit cell. c) The adequate
adequate indexed electron
diffraction pattern of b (reciprocal space) with reflexes corresponding to distances in b. d) Cubic geometry of the
bonding in the ZB with A and B MLs revealing that anion in C and cation in b reside below/above empty space.
e) ZB shown in [110] zone axis: real space with (111) and (2
(2--24)
24) column distances (blue and green) with black
unit cell. f) Reciprocal space of e with reflexes corresponding to distances in e.

Wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure is characterized by   (No. 186) symmetry space group
and is composed of two interpenetrating HCP lattices being exclusively oc
occupied
cupied by zinc and
oxygen atoms, respectively
respectively, with diatomic base A (⅓,
( ⅔,, 0) and B ((⅓
⅓, ⅔, ⅜).
). It can b
be
considered an analog to ZB structure since cat
cations
ions occupy half of tetrahedral holes positions
in its close
close-packed
packed anions arrangement,
arrangement, with a difference that the symmetry is hexagonal
(HCP). WZ can also be described by two HCP interlaced lattice
lattices shifted by the offset of ⅜ c
towards [0001] direction. W
WZ
Z structure visualization is shown in Figure 7 where a WZ
conventional cell is presented in Figure 7aa with highlighted (0001) plane, also known as basal
basalplane or c-plane
plane (grey color)
color). The WZ structure projected onto a basal plane is shown in
Figure 7b
b with a corresponding indexed-diffraction
indexed diffraction pattern (Figure
Figure 7c). WZ structure

observed along 1120 is presented in Figure 7ee with its diffraction pattern shown in Figure
7f. In both spaces: real ((Figure
Figure 7b,d)
b,d) and reciprocal ((Figure
Figure 7c,e),
c,e), the chosen characteristic
distances are shown with the same colors. AB stacking layer positions are marked with grey
dashed lines (in Figure 6b,d,e)
b,d,e) and refer to the anion location in the ML, whereas ab notation
refers to cation positions. Figure 7d
d shows an enlarged orange box from Figure 7e in
perspective, presenting the hexagonal bonding between two MLs in WZ structure, which
indicates that the not-bonded
not bonded cation and anion (blue boxes) reside above each other
other; they
belong to the same green plane. Therefore, the difference between the hexagonal and cubic
8

bonding of MLs lies in the relative relation of not bonded cation and anion.
anion. Cubic can become
hexagonal and the other way round once one ML is rotated by 60° in plane.

Figure 7 a) WZ conventional cell with (0001) highlighted with grey color. b) Crystal structure seen in [0001]
projection/zone axis with two major atom columns distances(10
distances(10-10)
10) and (1-210)
(1 210) (green and red lines) with
highlighted unit cell (black). c) The adequate indexed
indexed electron diffraction pattern of b (reciprocal space) with
reflexes corresponding to distances in b. d) Hexagonal geometry of the bonding in the WZ with A and B MLs
revealing that anion in A and cation in B reside below/above each other. e) WZ shown iin [11-20]
20] zone axis: real
space with (0002) and (10
(10-10)
10) column distances (blue and green) with black unit cell. f) Reciprocal space of e with
reflexes corresponding to distances in e.

2.1.4 Defects in III-V
V semiconductors
Defects in crystals are, in general, imperfections
imperfections and deviations from the periodicity of ideal
crystalline
line structure,, determined by crystal symmetry (space group) and the unit cell
parameters (lattice constants
con
a, b, c and angles between them α, β, γ).
).
Defects can be classified according to their
eir dimensionality
imensionality:: 0D – point defects, 1D – line
defects, 2D – planar defects, 3D – bulk/volume
/volume defects. Moreover, in all case,s
case s the presence
of defects is accompanied by a strain field emerging in the material.

0D (point) defects
Point
int defects are localized displacements from crystal regularity occurring at a certain point
point.
Since they are not extended in the crystal lattice space, they are called 0D defects. The general
division of p
point defects
defect can be made due to the occurrence of impurities:
mpurities:
•
•

defects in pure crystal ((intrinsic
intrinsic defects
defects).
defects in the crystal lattice related to the dopant presence (extrinsic
(extrinsic defects)
defects
9

Both native defects and extrinsic impurities can control semiconductor properties by
introducing additional states in the bandgap and affect thermal diffusion rates, carrier
concentration and mobility.
If the material does not contain external impurities and its stoichiometry is maintained, there
will always be a certain amount of intrinsic defects (not introduced intentionally) being in
thermodynamical equilibrium with the host crystal, so-called native defects.
There are three major types of native defects:
•
•

vacancy – lack of an atom on its actual site in the ideal crystal lattice,
interstitial – atom on the non-lattice site (normally unoccupied position in the unit
cell),
• antisite – the atomic site where the original atomic specie is replaced with the other
one (does not apply to elemental semiconductors).
For binary III-V semiconductor compounds, it results in six possible native defect sub-types,
i.e., 2 vacancies: vacancy on III-group atom site (VIII) and vacancy on V-group atom site (VV),
2 interstitials: III-group (IIIi) and V-group (Vi) on interstitial site, 2 antisites: III-group atom
on V-group site (IIIV) and group-V atom on III-group site (VIII). One can also distinguish
native defect complexes, such as:
•
•
•

Schottky defect: VV – VIII (forming when anion and cation pair diffuses out to the
surface, leaving their vacancies pair inside the crystal),
Frenkel defect: VIII – IIIi or VV – Vi (forming when the cation or anion (less likely)
jumps to the interstitial site creating vacancy).
other: VIII – IIIV, Vi – IIIV, IIIi – VIII.

In Figure 8, six point defects mentioned above are presented for GaAs: VGa, VAs, Gai, Asi,
GaAs, AsGa. Extrinsic defects can be introduced to the crystal lattice in the form of dopants
(intentional) or as a form of impurities (unintentional) of the other atom specie. Furthermore,
they can have two distinguished locations, i.e., interstitials (beyond crystal lattice sites) and
substitutional (substituting one of the host atoms in the crystal lattice), shown in Figure 8 for
Mn and N atoms.

Figure 8 Points defects in GaAs shown in 2D lattice [100] projection: intrinsic (VGa, VAs, Gai, Asi, GaAs, AsGa) and
extrinsic (MnGa, Mni, NAs, Ni).

1D (line) defects
Line defects, also known as dislocations, appear in the crystal lattice in one dimension (1D)
due to atom distortions from their ideal positions caused by different forms of stress. Thus, a
dislocation determines the distorted region of the crystal and it can form a closed loop or
10

terminates at other defect (e.g. dislocation, grain boundary) or free surface [2]. Dislocations are
, line vectors  and glide planes and can be described
characterized by their Burger vectors 

geometrically with the Burgers circuit around the core of the dislocation, where arising Burger
vector describes direction and scale of the local lattice distortion. The origin of Burgers vector
is shown in Figure 9. If  can be described by transitions vectors of the crystal lattice, it
indicates to “perfect dislocation” , otherwise to “partial dislocation”.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 9 Burgers circuit of a) a perfect crystal, b) a real crystal with edge dislocation [2]. c) Schematic 3D
visualization of dislocations a) edge b) screw.

Depending on the angle between  and 
, three types of dislocations can be defined: screw
dislocation (b∥u), edge dislocation (b⊥u) and mixed dislocation ∠(b, u) = (0◦, 90◦).
Furthermore, one can divide dislocations depending on their mobility into: immobile, called
sessile (e.g. Lomer-Corrtell) and mobile called glissile (egde and screw dislocation, shown in
Figure 9bcd).
If the Burgers vector does not equal to crystal translation vector, the dislocation is called
partial, unlikely to perfect dislocation. Therefore, the partial dislocation needs to end on the
free surface or should contain a stacking fault (SF) or a grain boundary within its circuit. It is
also possible that the partial dislocation is a product of perfect dislocation dissociation.
Furthermore, partial dislocations can lead to change in stacking sequence in ZB and WZ
crystalline structures, giving rise to SF.

The formation of line defects is an endothermic process, meaning that dislocations contain
additional energy/entropy per their unit length as the atoms and their bonds in the core of the
dislocation are out of their equilibrium arrangement. Nevertheless, the dislocations can
minimize the total free energy in the system when they relax the strain emerging in the system,
e.g. at the interface of two highly mismatched materials or growing precipitated of the new
phase.

2D (planar) defects
Planar defects can be identified in the crystal once the whole plane in its structure is changed,
terminates or joins another crystal. Therefore surfaces, interfaces, stacking faults, twin
boundaries, antiphase boundaries and grain boundaries are considered to be 2D defects.
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Stacking Fault (SF) is a defect typically recognized in closed-packed structures, i.e. ZB
(based on CCP) and WZ (based on HCP) semiconductors since it introduces modification in
their sequences (certain plane shift, removal, insertion, reflection). According to F. Glass [1],
only equivalent monolayers (MLs): (111) in ZB and (0001) in WZ and their sequence along a
direction normal to these MLs …ABC… and …AB… respectively, are considered for SF
identification (Figure 10).

a)

b)

Figure 10 Stacking faults in: a) ZB and b) WZ. Adapted from [1].

In the reference to ideal ZB structure (Figure 10a, first in row and Figure 11a), the intrinsic
stacking fault (ISF) can be recognized as a removal of one ML, i.e. …ABC|BCAB depicted
in Figure 10a (second in row). Extrinsic stacking fault (ESF) in ZB can be described in the
same manner, i.e. it can be recognized as insertion of one additional plane …ABCBABC….
However, if a mirror symmetry stacking sequence (twisted by 180°) appears i.e. …ABCBA…,
it is identified as a twin-like stacking fault (TSF).

Figure 11 Ball models of ZB crystal structure and its planar defects. a) Perfect ZB structure. b) Intrinsic stacking
fault (ISF). c) Extrinsic stacking fault (ESF). d) Twin-like stacking fault (TSF). Light blue color indicates the
hexagonal bonds. Darker blue line is used to relate to Figure 10c.

For the perfect WZ structure as a reference, it was shown in [1] that there are three types of
SFs: two intrinsic stacking faults (ISF1 and ISF2) and extrinsic stacking fault (ESF), presented
schematically in Figure 10b in second, third and fourth row, respectively as well as in Figure
12a,b,d. Once ISF1 occurs in WZ structure it results in …ABABACACA.... In contrast, when
ISF2 appears in WZ structure the sequence changes to …ABABACBCBC…. In the case of
ESF in WZ the following stacking occurs …ABABACBABAB…

12

Figure 12 Ball models of WZ crystal structure and its planar defects.
defects. a) Perfect WZ structure. b)
b Intrinsic stacking
fault 1-type
type (ISF1). c)) Intrinsic stacking fault 2-type
2 type (ISF2). d) Extrinsic stacking fault (ESF
(ESF). e) 4H-ploytype
ploytype
inclusion f) IIntrinsic
ntrinsic stacking fault 33-type
type (ISF3). Light pink color indicates
i
the cubic type (c--type) of NNs. Red
line is used to relate to Figure 10d.

Lately, however, Fadalay et al [3] showed that previously unidentified planar defect in WZ
structure of …ABABCB
…AB BCBAB…
AB… referred as a third type of intrinsic stacking fault (ISF3)
(
) can
terminate inside the material (not on the surface). ISF3 defect is composed of two partial
stacking faults (2x ISF1)
ISF1) resembling 4H-polytype
polytype and is terminated by two partial dislocations
with 60° mutual inclination as shown in Figure 12f.

Interfaces
Interfaces
nterfaces between two materials determine their physical properties as well as performance in
the future devices. In particular, the relationship between the two different solid phases (i.e.
their interface) can be divided into three types according to their atomic structure: coherent,
semi-coherent
coherent and incoherent, as shown in Figure 13.. For the first type ((Figure
Figure 13a)
a) the layer
adapts
apts to the substrate, so that the strain in the unit cell of the layer material appears as a cost
of preserving interfacial energy low and interface coherency. For the semi
semi-coherent
coherent interface
(Figure 13
13b),
b), some dislocations appears on the layer side to lower the strain. For the
incoherent interface (Figure
(
13c),
c), there is no crystallographic relation between the substrate
and the layer.

13

Figure 13 Three types of surface hetero-interface: a) coherent, b) semi-coherent, c) in-coherent. The same type of
interface found in 3D precipitates. Adapted from [4].

3D (volume) defects
3D defects affect the crystal lattice in a finite volume, therefore precipitates, second-phase
particles inclusions or agglomeration of vacancies – voids are included into this category.
Having the second phase inclusion in the parent crystal matrix, their interface can be treated as
a more complex 2D interface case. Therefore, the 3D interface between the spherical inclusion
and the matrix can be: coherent, semi-coherent and incoherent depending on their
crystallographic relation, shown in Figure 14a,b,c).

Figure 14 Visualization of 3D interfaces: coherent, b) semi-coherent, c) incoherent. Adopted from [5].

2.2 Strain in heterostructures
Strain is found to have a huge impact on mechanical, electrical, optical and magnetic
properties of materials at nanoscale. Therefore, an appropriate strain engineering would allow
to create heterostructures with new functionalities in the future.

2.2.1 Deformation – stress and strain in materials
Stress, strain and deformation are closely linked with each other. Generally, the deformation is
the change in the object shape due to the applied pressures (forces). Stress (σ) is (the force that
causes the deformation) the cause of the deformation, defined as a force per unit area,
measured in pascals [Pa]. Strain (ε) is the effect of stress and expresses the relative value of the
body deformation (i.e. change in length to original length). In the linear elasticity model, the
relation between stress and strain is described by Hooke’s law for continuous media, which
states that strain is linearly proportional to stress up to the threshold called yield point or
elastic limit. The proportionality constant (δ), expressed in [Pa], is called elastic modulus and
describes how the material is resistant to the applied stresses (the higher the elastic modulus of
the material, the stronger are the bonds between atoms the stiffer the material,). Therefore,
this relationship is given by the equation (1):
stress = (elastic modulus) * strain
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 = 
In the case of real materials (three dimensional case), this proportionality is generalized in the
Theory of Linear Elasticity and described by generalized Hooke’s law (equation (2)).
Therefore, the elastic modulus of materials is defined by a fourth-order tensor  !" , called
constitutive elastic constants tensor, represented by 81 elastic stiffness coefficients.

# =  !" $!"
Thanks to Voight notation  !" can be reduced to 2-ranked vector with 36 elastic constants
coefficients called a stiffness matrix C (equation (3)):

(3)

Depending on the crystal lattice symmetry, stiffness matrix can be simplified and some elastic
constant are reduced as described in [6]. For instance cubic crystal requires only three elastic
constants: C11, C12 and C44. Moreover, Cij components can be represented with the four main
types of elastic modulus:
•
•
•
•

E – Young's Modulus - the ratio of uniaxial stress (tensile/compressive) to uniaxial
strain (along the applied force)
G – Shear Modulus - the ratio of tangential stress to the angular deformation of the
material
ν – Poisson ratio – the ratio of uniaxial stress to transverse strain
K – Bulk Modulus - the ratio of material volumetric stress to strain

2.2.2 Strain and lattice displacement
Established crystal lattice equilibrium, i.e. atoms positions and bonds between them may be
modified once the displacement field appears due to the defects presence (e.g. screw
dislocation as presented in Figure 15a), change of temperature/pressure or the stress exerted
on the crystals. For instance, from materials engineering perspective, temperature plays a great
role in the devices based on thin films (2D layers), since at the interface between two materials
of different thermal expansion coefficient, defects can arise and propagate within the
materials.
When the crystal lattice is deformed, atoms are moved from their ideal positions, therefore
atom/lattice displacement (u) can be defined as a difference between atom’s ideal (r) and real
position (r’), as presented in Figure 15a.
%&, (, )* = +%&, (, )* − +

- %&,

. = & − & (, )* / = ( − ( 0 = ) − ) -

(4)
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(1)

(2)

Figure 15 a) Crystal lattice deformation due to screw dislocation with highlighted Burgers vector . b) Atom
displacement in Cartesian coordinate system.

Strain ε in the crystal lattice is defined as a relative change of points positions within a body
(crystal) due to deformation. Therefore, when analyzing the deformation of the crystal lattice
in two dimensions, i.e. when the 3D crystal is oriented so that the certain plane in projection is
sharp(case obtained in TEM), the 2D deformation matrix 1 can be calculated using the u
displacements along 2 directions (x and y) – displacement field gradient, shown in equation (5).
5.
4 5&
1=3
5/
2 5&

5.
5( 8
5/ 7
5( 6

(5)

2.2.3 Misfit strains for the precipitate
When considering the system with precipitate of phase β embedded coherently in the matrix
of phase α (Figure 16), the misfit strain ε’ (equation (7)) between them will appear due to the
difference in lattice parameters and the resulting misfit M (equation (6)).
:; − :<
:<
:′; − :<
$′ =
:<
9=

(6)
(7)

Figure 16 presents schematically the origin of the coherency strains for the precipitate of
smaller parameter aβ when filling the encircled volume in the matrix of bigger parameter aα
(Figure 16a,b).

Figure 16 Coherency strain origin for the precipitate embedded in the matrix. Adapted from [5].

Assuming, fully coherent case (number of points in the lattice is preserved - Figure 16c), the
atoms belonging to the matrix as well as the ones belonging to precipitate will be stressed by
equal but opposite forces. Therefore, the interface coherency maintenance is the reason for
precipitate distortion and once it is of spherical shape, the strain ε’ is purely hydrostatic
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(uniform in all directions) and “generates” the new precipitate lattice parameter a’β. The
coherency, however, cannot be maintained forever and will be lost once the precipitate size
exceeds the critical size, i.e. the elastic strain energy is higher than surface energy. Therefore
the system lowers its free energy by forming interfacial dislocations and the precipitate
becomes semi-coherent (Figure 14b).

2.3 Diffusional transformation in solids – clustering
The majority of phase transformations occurring in the solid state are thermally activated i.e.,
taking place due to thermally induced movements of atoms. For the purposes of this thesis,
the transformations of an alloy that has a fixed bulk composition will be concerned, on the
change of the single-phase region to a region where one or more other phases are stable.
Particularly, the attention is focused on the precipitation transformations, which can be
expressed eq. (8):
α′→ α +β

(8)

where α′ is a metastable supersaturated solid solution, α is the host (more) stable solid solution
of the same crystal structure as α′ and β is a stable or metastable precipitate

2.3.1 Diffusion mechanisms
Diffusion - basic concept
According to the first Fick’s law, the migration of atoms or other species, i.e. point defects,
caused by existing concentration gradient can be described by their diffusion coefficient
(diffusivity) D, leading to reestablishment of equilibrium. Assuming one-dimensional, time
independent case in the absence of electric files, the atomic flux J of the certain species can be
defined by eq. (9). Moreover, regarding mass conservation and lack of chemical reactions, the
concentration changes with the time can be then derived from eq. (9) and defined by eq.(10),
known as second Fick’s law.
(9)
D
B = −C

D&
5
5 F
=C F
5E
5 &

(10)

It has been accepted that atoms in solids, in particular, in crystals are not still and they oscillate
around they equilibrium positions depending on the temperature. Such oscillations can have
sufficient energy to let the atom change its location, known in diffusion terminology as a jump,
so even in equilibrium conditions atoms can jump. Their migration due to concentration
gradient or external force can be seen as successive jumps between neighboring lattice sites
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Atomic diffusion in solids can be described as a thermally activated random jump mechanism
of an identified diffusing specie [7]. Then, the diffusivity follows general dependency, known
as Arrhenius relation, i.e. diffusivity logarithm is linear with respect to inverse temperature:
C = CG exp%−

KL
*
MN O

(11)

Where kB is Boltzmann constant and T a temperature, Do and Ea are determined by a certain
diffusion mechanism. Now, considering the simplest case of random (uncorrelated) jumps in
3D crystal lattice with sites in a-distance, when diffusing specie makes n jumps in t time, a meansquare displacement can be calculated as 〈Q F 〉 = S:F as well as a diffusion coefficient
C=

〈T U 〉
VW

and diffusion length  = 2√CE.

There are several, basic diffusion mechanisms pointed out in by Shaw [7], shown in the table,
for both solute and solvent atoms in a crystal lattice, which can take place simultaneously or
individually. In general, they can be divided into two main types due to defect employment, i.e.
defect dependent and independent. The defect-dependent ones play the major role in
semiconductor diffusion, whereas the defect-independent processes are minor.
Starting with the most probable (of lowest activation energy) diffusion mechanism, one needs
to account for migration of interstitials, atom jumps from interstitial to interstitial site
throughout the crystal. Direct interstitial diffusion is preferred by relatively small solute atoms
occupying interstitial positions whereas indirect interstitial happens for bigger solute atoms at
interstitial site leading to knocking off the solvent atom to interstitial site. The dissociative
mechanism, introduced by Frank and Turnbull, assumes migration of solute atoms occupying
both substitutional and interstitial positions, where only interstisals are accounted to move by
direct interstitial mechanism. With overall slightly higher Ea vacancy mechanisms are next
probable ones for solutes occupying substitutional. There are also some other possible
variations concerning di-Interstisal, di-vacancy or solute-vacancy mechanisms as well as more
complicated dislocations mechanisms creating diffusion channels. Moreover, it is worth
remembering the general rule saying that low solubility often means high mobility.

Figure 17 Basic diffusion mechanism in crystals.
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2.3.2 Phase transformations
There are two types of phase transformations which can be classified due to their nature:
homogenous and heterogeneous.
heterogeneous
The transformation is called homogenous, once the change in the system occurs in its whole
volume simultaneously. In solids, they are realized by spinodal decomposition (Figure 18
18a,c)
transformation
transformationss when small compositional fluctuations in the material appears without any
sharp boundaries or interfaces between the host and the new phase product. In time, such
fluctuations lead to uphill diffusion and phase separation of equilibrium phases.
However
However, once the phase transformation is heterogeneous,
heterogeneous, it consists of nucleation and
growth.. Therefore, it starts with the nuclei of tiny volume or a new phase product (often
(o
having the same crystal structure as the host at the very beginning).
beginning In time the nuclei grows
bigger and a sharp boundary between the nuclei and the host starts to appear (Figure
Figure 18a,
a, d).
d

Figure 18 Alloys between the spinodal points are unstable and decompose into two coherent phases α1 and α2
without overcoming the activation energy. Alloys between the
the coherent miscibility gaps and the spinodal are
metastable and
and decomposes only after the nucleation of other phase. c)) Schematic composition profiles at the
increasing times in an alloy quenched into the spinodal region (Xo in Figure 18 a) d)) Schematic composition
profiles at increasing times in an alloy outside the spinodal (X’o in panela a).
a Reproduction from [5].

2.3.3 Coarsening
Once the total interracial energy is not at minimum, tthe
he microstructure of a two
two-phase
phase alloy is
always
ys unstable. Therefore,
Therefore, a high density of small precipitates
precipitates will tend to grow at the expense
of smaller ones (coarsen
(coarsen) into a lower density of larger particles with a smaller total interfacial
area. The rate of the coarsening increases with temperature and is of particu
particular interest in
terms of the design of materials for high temperature applications. The driving force for
coarsening is the reduction in the inte
interfacial
rfacial energy.
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3 Materials investigated in this thesis
3.1 Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
In normal conditions bulk GaAs crystalizes in ZB structure, meaning that the bulk gallium
arsenide of ZB structure has the lowest formation enthalpy (typically expressed in [meV/atom
pair]) for the ZB bonding. Nonetheless, other forms of GaAs has been reported, such as WZ
GaAs found in nanowires [8][9][10],, meaning that the difference in formation enthalpy
between WZ and ZB is negative ((∆Z[\]\N
b 0).. The reason for that is NW large surface to
[\
volume ratio which can stabilize WZ phase as it has less dangling bonds on the NW side walls
than tthe
he ZB phase, therefore the surface energy for WZ side walls is reduced.
reduced

For bulk GaAs the reported values of ∆Z[\]
8 12 meV/atom
]\N are in the range of 8-12
[11]
[11][12][13].. As far as NWs are concerned, they have large surface to volume ratio
proportional to their inverse diameter, resulting in a high fraction of surface atoms which have
different bonding configurations then vvolume
olume atoms. Therefore, such a geometry can have
significant influence of the formation enthalpy per atom pair and can result in indeed negative
∆Z[\
[\]\N favoring WZ structure.
Moreover, it has been shown that using non
non-equilibrium
equilibrium growing techniques, such as
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), the WZ/ZB phase selection in NWs can be controlled by the
contact angle of the catalytic droplet [14].
[14]

Table 1 Crystallographic data for GaAs in zinc blende and wurtzite structure [15].. Elastic constants for ZB GaAs
were taken from [16] and for WZ GaAs from
f
[17]
[17].

ZB GaAs

WZ GaAs

cubic

^43a (216)

hexagonal

a = 5.65Å

a = 3.99Å, c = 6.56Å

Conventional
cell

Symmetry
Space group

V = 180.35
Cell
parameters

Ga-As
As

Å3

c6e af (186)
V = 90.4 Å3, c/a =1.644

8 sites/unit cell

4 sites/unit cell

d = 5.33 g/cm3

d = 5.31 g/cm3

da = 4.44 x 1022 atom/cm
/cm3

da = 4.42 x 1022 atom/cm3

distance: 2.45 Å

distance: 2.44 Å
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bonding

coordination: tetrahedral

Site
Atom
coordinates

Elastic
constants
[GPa]

Element

x

coordination: tetrahedral

y

z

Site

Element

x

y

z

Ga1

Ga

¼

¼ ¼

Ga1

Ga

⅓

⅔

⅝

As1

As

0

0

As1

As

⅓

⅔

¼

0

c11

c12

c44

c11

c12

c13

c33 c44

114

56

59 [17]

152

42

40

165

47
[17]

3.2 MnAs – an intermetallic compound
Manganese arsenide is an intermetallic compound/ferromagnetic semimetal which can exist in
various crystallographic forms. According to [18] and the phase diagram of Mn–As, shown in
Figure 19a, six manganese arsenide compounds has been identified: MnAs, Mn5As4, Mn4As3,
Mn3As2, Mn2As, Mn3As. The phase diagram starts almost in the middle (~50% Mn/As
content) since compounds of prevailing As concertation are difficult to obtain because of the
high arsenic volatility.
MnAs is the only ferromagnet among all the available manganese arsenide structures.
Moreover, it has the Curie point set above room temperature (313–315 К) and can be easily
integrated with traditional semiconductors: Si and GaAs using epitaxial fabrication
technologies, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [19]. Therefore, it is considered to be one
of the most promising materials for new hybrid structures integrating ferromagnetic materials
with semiconductors.
The studies on MnAs was initiated by Hausler over 100 years ago [20]. Seven years later, in
1911, Hipert and Dieckmann [21] observed room-temperature ferromagnetism giving the raise
to the intensive research on this material.
It was then shown by Willis and Rooksby [22] that bulk MnAs undergoes 2 characteristic
changes associated with magneto-structural transitions:
•

•

first-order magnetic transition from ferromagnetic α-MnAs to paramagnetic β-MnAs
occurring at ~40 °C (313-315 K) with discontinuous change in lattice parameter giving
2% contraction in volume, also evidenced in [23],
second-order phase transition (from β-MnAs to γ-MnAs):at ~125 °C (~400 K) with
discontinuous change of temperature derivatives of the lattice parameter:

visualized in the graph in Figure 19c. Magnetostructural phase diagram (temperature vs
pressure) for MnAs is shown in Figure 19b [24].
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Figure 19 a) As-Mn
Mn phase diagram [18] b) Variation of the unit cell dimensions of MnAs with temperature [22].
c) Magnetic phase diagram of MnAs [24].

Bulk MnAs is ferromagnetic at room temperature and has hexagonal αα-MnAs
MnAs structure (NiAs(NiAs
type with a= 3.72 Å, c =5.71 Å [25])) with quite strong magneto-crystalline
magneto crystalline anisotropy with the
preference of magnetic moments lying in the basal/hexagonal plane. At 40
40°°C (Curie
temperature) one can notice abrupt decrease (~1%) in a-lattice
lattice parameter ((Figure
Figure 19b) and
~2% decrease in volume,, which results in a small distortion and lowering symmetry in crystal
structure recognized as a orthorhombic β-MnAs
MnAs (MnP-type
(MnP type with a=5.72, b
b=3.68
=3.68 and c=6.38
Å) [26]
[26].. A further transition appears at 125 °C,
C, which brings back the crystal structure to
hexagonal NiA
NiAss-type
type structure, called γγ-MnAs
MnAs since it is no longer ferromagnetic in contrast to
α-MnAs
MnAs [27].. Such a magnetostructural coupling for MnAs was explained in [28],
[28] where
authors show strong coupling between magnetism and crystal structure occurs due to an
orbital
orbital-specific
cific competition between exchange energies and kinetic (bonding) energies.

Table 2 Crystallographic data for bulk αα-MnAs
MnAs and β-MnAs
β MnAs [15].. Elastic constants for α-MnAs
α MnAs were taken from

α-MnAs
MnAs

β
β-MnAs

Conventional
unit cell

Temperature
occurrence

T < 317 K (ferromagnetic)

Symmetry

hexagonal

Space group
Cell
parameters

T > 400 K (paramagnetic)

317 K < T < 400 K (paramagnetic)

c6e /aaf
aaf (194)

orthorhombic

a = 3.72Å, c = 5.71Å

a = 5.72Å, b=3.68 Å, c = 6.56Å

3

V = 68.18 Å

cSa: (62)

V = 133.82 Å3
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Atom
coordinates

Elastic
constants
[GPa]

4 sites/unit cell

8 sites/unit cell

d = 6.302 g/cm3

d = 6.446 g/cm3

da = 5.85 x 1022 atom/cm3

da = 5.98 x 1021 atom/cm3

Site

Element

x

y

z

Site

Mn1

Mn

0

0

½

Mn1

Mn

As1

As

⅓

⅔

⅝

As1

As

c11

c12

c13

c33

c55

40

8

10

110

34 [29]

c11

x

y

z

-0.005

0.25

0.223

0.275

0.25

-0.082

Element

c12

c13

c33

c44

3.3 ZB-(Ga, Mn)As - dilute magnetic semiconductor
(Ga,Mn)As is the most prominent representative of dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS)
class of materials (or diluted ferromagnetic semiconductor (DFS)). In principle, DMS/DFS
combine magnetic and semiconducting properties within one material due to random
distribution of magnetic impurities in the semiconducting host lattice, providing (below TC) a
non-vanishing, constant magnetic moment, i.e. making material ferromagnetic. Analogically,
similar case occurs for electrical doping of insulating materials by introducing donors or
acceptor impurities to make them conductive.
DMS are interesting from the technological point of view, since can be easily integrated with
semiconductor-based electronics and they can offer new functionalities utilizing not only the
charge of the carriers but also their spin making them potential candidates for spintronics.
The history of DMS began from the active search of a room-temperature material pursuing
both semiconducting and ferromagnetic properties, i.e. ferromagnetic semiconductors (FMS)
and it was dated around 1960. Due to the investigations of Eu compounds: EuO, EuSe, EuTe
exhibiting different magnetic characters, i.e. ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism, antiferromagnetism, respectively. The research focused on the magnetic interaction origin, which
led to discovery of ferromagnetism order due to exchange interactions between magnetic
moments and charge carriers. Since the strength of this interaction is proportional to the
effective mass of the charge carriers, valence band holes are preferred over the conductive
band electrons. This finding opened the door for revolution in electronic industry.
Unfortunately, the bottleneck for its application was Curie Temperature (Tc) < 100 K, far
from RT requirements.
Undoubtedly, the development in non-equilibrium growth techniques such as low temperature
molecular beam epitaxy (LT- MBE) contributed to further exploration of FMS and works on
DMS. The first studies on DMS date to the 80’s when first generation of DMS was
demonstrated and referred to II-VI semiconductors with small percentage of isoelectric Mn2+
impurities [30]. They allowed to observe some magnetic effect (i.e. large Zeeman splitting),
however only at very low temperatures, mostly due to the domination of anti-ferromagnetic
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interactions between Mn ions and lack of free carriers mediating ferromagnetic coupling
(semiconductor cation and Mn having the same valence).
Thanks to the development of LT-MBE and III-V material integration, the low solubility of
magnetic ions was overcome. Therefore, the first III-V DMS (In,Mn)As was successfully
grown. Even though, it exhibited hole-induced ferromagnetic order, its Curie temperature was
found to be~10K [31], jointly with trials of (Ga,Mn)Sb and finally (Ga,Mn)As – the most
prominent representative of DMS, obtained for the first time in 1996 [32] by Ohno et al.
Among others, (Ga, Mn)As became a model system for all DMS [33][34] since it has the
highest Curie temperature for this class of materials, achieved for thin film Ga1-xMnxAs with
x=12% (~190K).

3.3.1 Magnetic properties
Typical (Ga,Mn)As crystalizes in the zinc-blende GaAs structure with cubic unit cell, with
elements of following electron configuration: [Ga] = [Ar]3d104s24p1, [Mn] = [Ar]3d54s2 and
[As] = [Ar]3d104s24p3. The majority of Mn substitutes Ga site in the crystal lattice MnGa – the
most stable position, with 2+ charge state, offering an itinerant hole (MnGa acts as acceptor
since only two 4s valence electrons take part in bonding creation instead of tree electrons from
Ga) and a localized magnetic moment (due to half-filled shell, S=5/2).
In fact, theoretical predictions assumed linear dependency of Tc with Mn concentration, which
for 10% Mn concentration should already result in RT ferromagnetism. Experiments, however
showed the limitations of these expectations due to the compensating effect occurring in real
samples, namely crystallographic defects. It was found that Mn locates in the lattice interstitial
positions having twofold compensating outcome [35]:
1) Electrical: Mni2+ is a double donor and compensate iterant hole from MnGa acceptor
2) Magnetic: Mni and MnGa couple antiferromagnetically

However, depending on Mn concentration – the higher the concentration, the more Mn
atoms can be found in interstitial positions, acting as double donor and reducing hole
concentration p = 4(xsub-xi)/a^3, where a is a lattice constant. Furthermore, Mni-MnGa pairs
couple antiferromagnetically and compensate the magnetic moments arising from MnGa.
It has been reported that (Ga,Mn)As supports the hole-mediated ferromagnetic order up to
190 K for the net concentration of MnGa below 10% [36][37]. According to the Zener meanfield model, Curie temperature (Tc) is proportional to the MnGa concentration and free carrier
concentration Tc ~ xsub*p^1/3. Thus, to increase Tc, substitutional fraction of Mn needs to be
maximized while reducing interstitial one. So, it was crucial for (Ga,Mn)As future
ferromagnetic performance to understand the diffusion of interstitial Mn, i.e. its thermal
stability to control and reduce interstitials by post-growth annealing. It has been shown that
Mni out-diffuses at about 200 °C [38]. Nevertheless, even for increasing Mn content over
10%, the maximum achieved Tc for Ga1-xMnxAs thin layers remains unchanged and does not
exceed 200 K.
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In terms of enhancing ferromagnetic properties of (Ga,Mn)As and in consequence tailor its Tc
towards RT, it has been of the crucial importance to determine Mn location in (Ga,Mn)As
lattice to be able to manipulate the ratio of counterpartying substitutional and interstitial Mn
fractions. Furthermore, the detailed Mn diffusion and mechanism of secondary phase
segregation of MnAs clusters reminded unsolved and needs to be understood for the sake of
material engineering and its future application in spintronics.
Then, it was of great importance to understand the diffusion of Mn in (Ga,Mn)As to elevate
Curie temperature and improve crystallographic quality, by eliminating MnI. It has been
investigated that post-growth annealing at moderately low temperatures ~ 200 °C causes outdiffusion of interstitial manganese atoms leading to their surface passivation. Using this
approach, indeed Curie temperatures has been improved, however not to expected extent. So
far, ~ 190 K [38] is still the highest attainable Tc for whole class of DMS.

3.3.2 ZB (Ga,Mn)As lattice constant and Mn lattice location
It has been shown by Masek et al. [39] with DFT calculation have predicted that the increase
in lattice constant due to substitutional Mn should be almost zero and have suggested that the
observed increases in lattice constant with increasing Mn concentration are probably all due to
defects, which widen the host GaAs lattice constant: MnGa, MnI and AsGa (Equation (12)).
Moreover, it is consistent with the fact that atomic radius of Mn is slightly bigger than Ga [40]
The equilibrium lattice constant of (Ga,Mn)As, a(Ga,Mn)As, can be approximated via [39]:
:%hL,ij*kl = :hLkl + 0.02 ∙ fijop + 0.69 ∙ fklop + 1.05 ∙ fijs

(12)

Where, fijop , fklop , fijs denote the concentrations of MnGa, AsGa, MnI, respectively, and
:hLkl refers to GaAs the lattice constant. The lattice constant of as-grown (Ga,Mn)As was
found out to decrease after annealing [41], which is considered to be due to out-diffusion of
Mni (Figure 20)

Figure 20 Relaxed lattice constants for the 50-nm-thick (Ga,Mn)As films before annealing squares and after
annealing triangular as a function of substitutional Mn content. The inset shows the change of the relaxed lattice
constant as a function of the change. Adapted from [41].
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Interstitial Mn location in ZB (Ga,Mn)As
In GaAs ZB structure, in fact, there are two main interstitial positions, both with tetrahedral
surrounding, i.e., TAs (Figure 21c) with 4 As NNs and TGa with 4 Ga nearest neighbors (NN).
Figure 21a shows GaAs unit cell with all TGa (green) and TAs (blue) sites locations. It is worth
noticing that both TGa and TAs have each other in their NN surrounding.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 21 ZB-GaAs with interstitial positions marked in the unit cell with TGa (green) and TAs (blue): a) unit cell,
b) TAs NNs, c) TGa NNs

Summing up main points from 3.3.1, Mn in substitutional position MnGa is an acceptor in
GaAs lattice and favors ferromagnetic character by providing localized magnetic moment and
itinerant hole responsible for long-distance magnetic interactions, while Mni is a double donor
and compensates electrically MnGa acceptor and couples antiferromagnetically with it.
Moreover, with growing effective Mn concentration (xeff = xGa - xi) Tc increases, however with
growing Mn content not only substitutional but also interstitial Mn occupancy increases which
blocks Tc enhancement.
Even though, the earliest research on Mn location in (Ga,Mn)As by XAFS [42] showed that
Mn occupies only Ga-substitutional Mn, the latter measurements of Ga1-xMnxAs with
increasing x did not follow the prediction on Tc improvement [35] indicating on the
compensating effect occurring in the material. Subsequent investigations done by ion
channeling [43] and XAFS [44] revealed mixed Ga-substitutional and T interstitial Mn
occupancy with the majority of Mn atoms in substitutional sites. These works however did
not differentiate exact Mni localization between possible interstitial sites [45].

3.4 Phase segregated (Ga,Mn)As – GaAs:MnAs granular
material
There has been a growing interest in hybrid structures combining both ferromagnetic and
semiconducting properties for future spintronics. One of the most promising material for such
application is manganese arsenide, since it can be easily integrated with traditional
semiconductors: GaAs and Si using epitaxial fabrication technologies such as molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) [19].
GaAs:Mn phase segregated, hybrid materials consisting of magnetic NCs embedded in a
semiconductor host can be fabricated as a composite material can be fabricated, by a medium26

to-high temperature (400−600 °C) post-growth annealing of (Ga,Mn)As, the canonical DFS,
resulting in the GaAs−MnAs hybrid system (as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23). Since the
equilibrium solubility of Mn in the GaAs host lattice is very low (below about 0.2%) [46], the
(Ga,Mn)As ternary compound can only be obtained by highly non-equilibrium methods such
as low-temperature MBE.

a)

b)

Figure 22 Adapted from [47] TEM cross section of a) as-grown sample b)after annealing at 650 C for 30s.

The segregation of MnAs gained great attention as it gave another prospect of (Ga,Mn)As
application as a hybrid granular material with ferromagnetic precipitates embedded in
semiconducting matrix. Such a novel material seems to be a promising alternative of RT
ferromagnetism, since bulk MnAs has Tc = 317K (~40 °C). Furthermore, studies show that
precipitates in the form of embedded NC, found in both ZB and NiAs-like (α-MnAs) crystal
structure exhibit higher Curie temperatures than its bulk equivalent – up to 370K (Figure 24b).
Moreover, the α-MnAs NCs are found to undergo the phase transition to β-MnAs differently
than the bulk (Figure 24a).

Figure 23 Adapted from [48] (a) BF STEM and (b) LAADF STEM images of nanocrystals in sample B annealed
at 560 ◦C, recorded from the same area. The inner ADF detector semi-angle used for (b) was 30.9 mrad. All of
the nanocrystals that are associated with voids are adjacent to regions of dark contrast in the LAADF image. (c)
BF TEM image of a hexagonal and a cubic (Mn,Ga)As nanocrystal. (d) BF TEM image of a (Mn,Ga)As/As/void
complex.
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a)

b)

Figure 24 a) MnAs Temperature dependence of MnAs a-lattice
lattice constant observed for the αα-MnAs
MnAs NC and bulk
MnAs
MnAs. Adapted from [49]. b) Magnetization M measured in the low applied field (and normalized by field cooled
magnetization M0 at T = 5K) in the function of temperature for epitaxial MnAs film grown on GaAs(gray) and
for MnAs nanoclusters embedded in ZB GaAs (black). The sample was cooled from 395 K down to 5 K under
zero applied field first and then low field (30 eO for the film and 50 Oe for the NCLs)
NCLs),, i.e., ZFC and FC curves
were subsequ
subsequently
ently measured upon heating and cooling. Adapted from [50].
[50]

3.4.1 Diffusion of Mn in ZB-GaAs
ZB
Hav
Having
ing in mind above regularities, the diffusion of Mn in (Ga,Mn)As can be divided to two
different processes: 1) diffusion
iffusion of interstitials Mni, 2) diffusion
iffusion of substitutional MnGa and
segregation of MnAs

3.4.1.1 Diffusion of Mni
Due to the fact that Mni is a less sstable
table defect than the MnGa in GaAs structure, it becomes
mobile earlier, i.e. at lower temperatures Mni can gain enough energy to overcome migration
energy barrier and jump to the neighbor interstitial site. It is worth mentioning that Mni2+ as an
isolated donor can theoretically occupy two non
non-equivalent
equivalent interstitial positions, both of
tetragonal surrounding: TGa with 4 Ga nearest neighbors and TAs with 4 As nearest neighbors.
Furthermore, each of the interstitial position has 4 other
other-type
type-interstitial
nterstitial positions in their
closest surrounding – nearest neighborhood (NN
NN) ( see Figure 21) making the migration
process energetically accessible.
Moreover,
oreover, there are essentially three possible configurations to consider for understanding Mn
diffusion: isolated Mni (with As atoms as first nearest neighbors), Mni-MnGa pairs and
MnGa-Mni-MnGa triangles)
triangles [51].
Of course a given diffusing Mn atom will encounter a mixture of triplet and doublet
complexes and the real activation energy will lie in the range ggiven
iven by the activation energies
for the different
Moreover, in was shown [52] that thermal stability (i.e. activation energy for diffusion Ea)
increases from isolated Mni to Mni-Mn
- s pairs to Mns-Mn
Mni-Mns triplets [53]: Ea = Em for
isolated Mn, with Em being the effective migration barrier in a TAsTGaT
 As path; (Ea = Em +
Eb for pairs and triplets, with Eb being the binding energy of the complexes, which is larger for
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Mns-Mni-Mns triplets due to the Coulomb interaction between ionized Mni donors and the
Mns acceptors)
Edmonds et al. [54] using ab initio calculations showed that isolated Mni prefers to occupy TAs
site (having 0.35eV lower energy than in TGa position). They also indicated that diffusion of
Mni happens through interstitial path TAs  TGa  TAs… estimating barrier of one jump to be
0.8 eV (see Figure 25). However, considering relatively high, i.e. 6% Mn doping concentration,
more MnGa- acceptors can be found on the path of migrating Mni and attract it by Coulomb
and magnetic interactions.

Figure 25 Adapted from [54]. Calculated changes of the total energy of MnI along the TGa-TAs path for isolated
MnI, MnI-MnGa pair, and MnGa-MnI-MnGa triangle. Inset: Projection of atomic positions on the (110) plane.
Change of the energy due to Mn lattice position, i.e. between Mni in TAs position (reference) and its path to/from
second interstitial position TGa while being isolated ion or being traped in MGa-Mni pair or MGa-Mni-MnGa
triangle. Inset constitutes the (110) plane in GaAs unit cell.

Ab initio calculations reported by Edmonds et al [54] revealed that for Mn in both position
acts as double donor Mn2+ and as while isolated, it has lower energy in TAs site than in TGa
by 0.35eV due to Coulomb attractive interaction with negatively charged As anions. TAs site
preference for isolated Mn interstitial was confirmed by other works, i.e. [53] [51].
Moreover, it was shown that when Mni creates complexes with substitutional Mn (such as
MnGa-Mni pairs and MnGa-Mni-MnGa triangles), TAs is, surprisingly, the favorable location again
[51][52]. From crystallographic point of view, such complexes will have closer bonding if Mni
is in TGa [54]. Considering manganese occupying only substitutional, random positions in the
GaAs lattice with concentration x, the fraction of the isolated MnGa (xs), and MnGa- MnGa
pairs(xs-s) can be calculated as follows [55]: &l = %1 − &*tF and &l]l = 12&%1 − &*tu .
For 6% Mn concentration, these fractions are approximately: xs = 0.48 (i.e. 1-xs = 0.52 Mn
fraction is involved into nanoclusters (NCL)) and xs-s= 0.24, which means that, Mni can indeed
easily meet MnGa during its migration and get trapped into stable complexes, i.e. MnGa-Mni pair
or MnGa-Mni-MnGa triangle with 1.3 and 1 eV binding energy, respectively. Moreover, assuming
the presence of an electric field, induced by all MnGa acceptors, a diffusion barrier for Mni will
be lower for higher MnGa concentration, effectively decreasing activation energy below 1eV.
The finding described in [54] has been confirmed by [53] and by Pereira’s group [51][52][56] as
they presented Mni diffusion as a mixed process of free interstitial ion migration and trapped29

limited diffusion Figure 26. Therefore, the activation energy for interstitial Mn will fall within
the range of aforementioned processes (Ea1 –Ea4).

Figure 26 Mni diffusion path and its energetic landscape. Three representations of Mni being an isolated
interstitial, a pair with Mns and a triplet with Mns and other Mni. Red arrows indicate the possible diffusion path
for Mni from TAs  TGa  TAs with associated activation energy of each step [52].

3.4.1.2 Diffusion of MnGa and MnAs segregation
At temperatures higher than temperatures sufficient for interstitial diffusion, Mn occupying
substitutional positions start to move out their sites and, in consequence, leave vacancies in
gallium positions – VGa. Works elaborated by H. Raebiger’s group on Mn clustering
(employing spin-polarized total energy supercell calculations based on DFT and the projector
augmented-wave method together with the generalized gradient approximation GGA-PW91
for exchange correlation as implemented in the VASP code) are limited solely to substitutional
Mn, indicating that the diffusion mechanism is vacancy mediated, i.e. occurs only via VGa an
happens in three steps: 1) MnGa and VGa create a pair, 2) they switch places, 3) pair dissociates
[57]. Such process promotes and leads to Mn clustering, which is energetically favorable for
Mn to join CL [58][59]. Moreover, the most stable CLs consist of Mn atoms that surround
symmetrically As atom. Interestingly authors claim that “The energy gain in forming
pentamers is smaller than the energy required to dissociate existing trimers and tetramers, i.e.
larger clusters will not grow at the cost of smaller ones” [60]
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a)

b)

Figure 27 a) Vacancy mediated diffusion of MnGa [57], b) Calculated Mn cluster configurations and total energies
[59]

Other authors [52][56][45] claim that MnGa diffusion is a Frank-Turnbull type (interstitial
assisted diffusion) and happens as follows: first MnGa becomes Mni, then it migrates as an
interstitial which can recombine with VGa and become substitutional. Subsequently, it can
jump to Interstisal again, but ultimately this scenario will continue until Mni is trapped by Mn
complex or cluster. The latter assumes that with higher Mn concentration
Basically, on one hand, the majority of Mni migration descriptions, found in literature, focused
on the out-diffusion of Mni and total removal of Mn from the (Ga,Mn)As lattice interstitial
positions, leading to magnetic properties enhancement. On the other hand, it is known that
Mni trapped in MnGa-Mni pairs and MnGa-Mni-MnGa triangles has a higher activation energy
than isolated Mni, so they are not so easily removable. Therefore, for my point of view, it is
still unclear how the precipitation of MnAs begins, namely:
there are some aspects remaining unexplained:
•
•
•

•

how exactly Mn clusters (CLs) start to nucleate, i.e. whether two MnGa (nearest
neighbors) are sufficient to become a CL origin
whether Mn clusters consists of solely substitutional MnGa
or mixed -MnGa-Mni-complexes
providing that CLs can contain Mn interstitials, to what extent (with what density) Mni
can be incorporated into CLs to create stable MnAs nanocrystals (NCs) coherent with
ZB GaAs matrix.
how the phase transition from ZB MnAs to hex-MnAs takes place
should voids always be expected since hex-MnAs has more dense crystal structure
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3.4.2 Crystallographic transformations in ZB (Ga,Mn)As with
temperature
Extremely interesting data is presented in [61] and in
Figure 28a showing GaMnAs (layer) and GaAs (substrate) lattice constants measurement
performed by location 004 Bragg reflex from XRD maps during annealing. Analysis of the
changes of their lattice parameters with temperature suggests that:
i.

at low temperatures up to about 170 °C aGaMnAs increases linearly with temperature as
aGaAs of the substrate
ii. at 170–230 °C aGaMnAs increases with lower rate than aGaAs and decreasing of is
activated, assumed to be due to surface out-diffusion of Mn interstitials.
iii. At T > 230 °C aGaMnAs decreases with accelerating rate, which stabilizes around 280
◦C, possibly due to the diffusion of Mn from Ga sites.
iv. At T> 300 °C Mn atoms start to form Mn- rich (MnAs) clusters in GaAs matrix of the
former GaMnAs layer.
v. At T > 400 °C cubic NCs (ZB-MnAs) are believed to be created
vi. At T > 470 °C the lattice parameter of the layer increases again.
The strain (misfit of the measured lattice constants) of (Ga,Mn)As with respect to GaAs for
growing temperatures is calculated and shown in
Figure 28. Former (Ga,Mn)As constant decreases due to diffusion of Mni and MnGa. Around
400C the lattice constant of GaMnAs reaches GaAs and lowers until it reaches ~450C. At this
temperature range there must occur something which compresses the lattice constant of the
layer, and it seems that such a cause is made by coherent NCs of smaller lattice parameters
effectively lowering the lattice of the GaMnAs layer. Around 450C, the lattice constant starts
growing and it seems to be due to the effect of matrix relaxation and ZB NCs to hexagonal (αMnAs) phase transition.
(Ga,Mn)As to GaAs
GaAs to GaAs

100*(x-aGaAs)/aGaAs
0.8
0.6
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Figure 28 a) Changes of the lattice constant (out of plane) of the (Ga,Mn)As layer and GaAs substrate during
annealing registered with XRD, 004 Bragg reflex. b) The strain of (Ga,Mn)As with respect to GaAs calculated
from a).
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3.4.3 MnAs NCs embedded in ZB-GaAs matrix
In the works of Ploog group, the investigation of MnAs precipitation from ZB-(Ga,Mn)As
matrix was performed thoroughly. In [62], the crystallographic relations of GaAs and MnAs is
found, i.e. {111}||{0001}. Furthermore, they in early stages of annealing a process of Mn
segregation starts with ZB tetrahedral clusters and is followed by hexagonal MnAs NCLs
emergence exerted by the matrix. The annealing temperature influences both the cluster size
and the Curie temperature. The ferromagnetic/superparamagnetic behavior was determined
by the cluster size.
In the later work [63], based on XRD results, they discovered that MnAs NCs are slightly
compressed in the basal planes and largely expanded along c axis. They were also trying to
check if the precipitation process can be controlled, as they found that it occurs in two steps:
1) nucleation and 2) coarsening. Moreover, the key findings of the work are:
•

•
•
•

•

Nucleation occurs at the beginning of the precipitation process; in an early stage of the
process of MnAs precipitates in GaAs: Mn impurities diffuse toward and accumulate
in {111} planes of the ZB GaAs matrix. It gives rise to Mn-rich ZB Mn(Ga)As
clusters with tetrahedral {111} facets embedded in Ga(Mn)As.
The free energy difference between the supersaturated (Ga,Mn)As matrix and the
GaAs matrix with MnAs precipitates is thus a driving force for the nucleation of NCs.
The volume mismatch (density difference) of the precipitate and matrix materials may
give rise to strain inside the precipitate directly upon formation, at the annealing T.
Interfacial free energy is added as the precipitate grows. Since the crystal structures of
MnAs NCs and GaAs matrix are very different, a coherent interface between them
would give rise to a large interfacial energy
MnAs precipitates tend to have spherical shape. This results in the minimum surface
area for a fixed volume. The lattices of the precipitate and matrix are essentially
incoherent; the interface can be considered essentially relaxed.
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Chapter II
Transmission Electron Microscopy
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4 Basics of Transmission Electron Microscopy
techniques
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is one of the most powerful techniques for material
characterization at nanoscale regime. In principle, TEM uses accelerated electrons passing
through and interacting with the ultrathin sample to obtain information about its structure
with angstrom resolution. Moreover, this is the only applied technique which allows to directly
observe the crystal structure of investigated material and the types of defects it has as well as
and get the information about, local electronic structure, bonding stage, elemental content and
phase distribution, the strain field, localized electric and magnetic field.
This thesis focuses on studying the structure and the phase transformation occurring in
individual hybrid core-shell NWs, and TEM technique is considered the only possible choice
for such in-depth structural investigations. Even the most advanced nano-beams synchrotron
technique has a resolution of 10 nm – two orders of magnitude too low for imagining the
crystal lattice (the resolution of 0.1 nm is needed) [64].
Low-temperature spin-polarized scanning tunneling Microscopy (SP STM) related techniques
can be a choice for the detailed study of local magnetic properties in future research. However,
since magnetic NCs are embedded inside NW shells, the methods for surface analysis cannot
be applied. So instead, we used TEM techniques combined with the SQUID magnetometry to
determine the magnetic properties of the ensemble of thousands of NWs.

4.1 Principles of TEM
4.1.1 Electron wavelength
Depending on the accelerating voltage, the associated electron wavelength λ can be
determined using de Broglie’s hypothesis on wave-particle duality and relativistic assumption:
v=

ℎ

x2ay zK {1 +

z
K|
2ay f F

(13)

h – Plank Constant (6.62607 × 10]e B ∙ , 4.13567 × 10]t z ∙ )
e – electron charge (1.60218 × 10]t *
m0 – electron mass (9.10938 × 10]et M )
E – accelerating voltage
c – speed of light (3.00 × 10u a/*
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Figure 29 Electron wavelength as a function of electron kinetic energy with and without relativistic correction.

According to Figure 29,, the relativistic effects start playing a considerable role for accelerating
voltages higher than 100 kV and they result in the electron wavelengths lower than 4 pm. The
accelerating voltages used in this thesis were: 200 kV and 300 kV, giving relativisti
relativisticc electron
wavelengths: 2.51 pm and 1.97 pm respectively. These values are 2 orders of magnitude lower
than the characteristic distances in solids
solids, therefore,
therefo they are perfect medium for imaging
materials with high resolution.

4.1.2 Electron interaction with mat
matter
ter
In transmission electron m
microscop
icroscope the high-energy
high energy electron be
beam goes through the very thin
(preferably
preferably < 100 nm) sample and interacts with its atoms.. When one thinks of the possible
electron
electron-matter
matter interaction it can be divided in two cases: interact
interaction
ion with atom and the solid
(millions of atoms bonded together) and is schematically shown in Figure 30a
30 and b
respectively.

sample of

Elastically scattered electrons
Inelastically scattered electrons EELS

a)

b)

Figure 30 a) The interaction of high
high-energy
energy electrons with an atom (b) and with solid. In a) the subsequent
numbers correspond to: 1. Not scattered electron,
electron 2. Low angle elastic forward scattering, 3. High angle elastic
forward scattering, 4. Backward scattered el
electron,
ectron, 5. Inelastic forward scattering on outer shell, 6. Inelastic
forward scattering on inner shell. In b) more interaction are possible as described in the image.

This high-energy
energy electron crossing thin sample generate different signals, which contain
information about internal struc
structure
ture of the sample. The most characteristic signals are
visualized schematically in Figure 30.. Electron forward scattering can be divided according to
energy loss into elastic (with energy conservation – no loss,
loss, but momentum change) and
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inelastic (with energy loss and momentum change
change).
). The elastic electron scattering occurs via
Coulomb interactions, hence it carries information about specimen structure. The low
low-angle
angle
elastic scattering (Figure
Figure 30a,
a, no. 2) is mostly coherent (exhibit in
in-phase
phase relation) and results in
constructive interference and the formation of diffracted beams at specific
specific angles and can be
observed in TEM diffraction mode
mod as the Bragg spots (in
(in the case of crysta
crystalline
lline sample).
sample
The origin of diffraction as a sets of spots spreading from the center (Figure
Figure 31b) can be
explained with wave nature of electron beam. Once plane electron wave hits the scattering
centers (atoms), the spherical waves are produced and in consequence a wavelets constructive
interference occurs, generating 0th order (center in diffraction pattern
pattern)) and higher order beams,
st
nd
i.e. 1 and 2 , scattered at specific angles.

a)

b)

Figure 31 a) The schematic view of formation of secondary wavelets from a row of scattering centers (atoms) b)
result of scattering by 3D crystal observed in TEM Diffraction mode, known as diffr
diffraction
action pattern.

Such elastically scattered beams are used in forming various types of images in TEM: bright
field (BF) – when only direct beam (0th order) is chosen for imaging, dark-field
dark field (DF) – when
only one of higher order beams is chosen and high-resol
high resolution
ution TEM (HRTEM) – when direct
beam and multiple diffracted beams are chosen so that they interfere with each other resulting
in crystal lattice phase contrast imaging.
The high
high-angle
angle elastic scattering (Figure 30a,
a, no. 3),
3), i.e. involving large momentum transfer is
dominated by incoherent since it happens via electron interactions with nuclei and phonons,
referred as thermal diffuse scattering (TDS). It
It is described by the Rutherford differential
cross-section,
section, which explains the strong dependence of the high
high-angle
angle scattered electrons on
the atomic number Z and is used in high annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM).
Inelastically scattered electrons cannot conserve coherency, therefore they do not show in
inphase relation. Their energy can be absorb by the sample usually in 3 ways, to excite: phonons
∆E<0.1
0.1 eV
eV, valence electrons ∆E < 50eV ((Figure 30 no. 5) or inner shell electrons ∆E <
5000eV
eV ((Figure 30a,
a, no.
n 6),, depending on the elements building the sample. Therefore, these
electrons can be used for analytical electron spectroscopy, named: electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS),
(EELS), described in section 4.5.2.
4.5.2. Meanwhile, the excited atoms of the sample
while returning to their stationary state emit characteristic X radiation, which can be collected
via electron dispersive X
X-ray
ray spectroscopy (EDX) detector
detector and used for chemical analysis as
well,, described in section 4.5.1.
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The interaction with periodic crystal lattice produce complex 3D interferenc
interference field (extension
of Figure 31a) inside, under but also over the sample. The magnetic lenses can be used to
magnify this field and the electron diffra
diffraction (Figure
Figure 31) can be obtained in back focal plane
of such lanes (Figure
Figure 32 right side).
side)

Figure 32 Two basic modes
m
of operation of the TEM: imagining mode (left side), diffraction (right side).
Reproduction from [65]

Depending of optical system configuration (imagining or diffraction) the first sample image or
first diffraction pattern can be magnified. Magnetic lenses are used to image an object in TEM
(Figure
Figure 32) and have in principle three types of characteristic planes: the object plane, the back
focal plane and the image plane. The object and image planes are conjugate, meaning that a
one specific point in object plane is brought to a one point in the image plane. In the back
focal plane all the parallel rays (leaving the object) are focused in one point – this is where a
diffraction pattern (DP)
(DP) is created.
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4.1.3 Instrument – components and working principle
Modern transmission electron microscopes combine two, previously separated, microscopes –
TEM and STEM.

Figure 33 Modern aberation corrected TEM/STEM
TEM/STEM.. The instrument corss-section
section reveal its elements or real
microscope (left side) and the schememe (right side)
side).. Image from [66].
[66]

Thanks to dedicated construction, the instrument can be switched between various modes and
elements’ parameters can be adjusted elastically to obtain desired imaging conditions.
Schematically, the microscope has three main components: the illumination system, the stage
and the imaging system (Figure
(
33). In the illumination system
33).
system,, the electron beam is generated,
monochromatized, and accelerated (the gun) then focused and shaped by condenser lenses
and apertures (parallel for CTEM and conve
convergent
rgent for STEM). The stage consists of sample
holder, objective lenses and the objective lens aperture. The imagining system is composed of
the intermediate and projector lenses magnifying the image onto the detector/camera. The
TEM column is maintained in ultra-high
ultra high vacuum (ultra
(ultra-low
low pressure:
pressure 10-10 mbar for the gun
-8
and 10 mbar next to sample holder stage
stage)) to maximize electron free path and eliminate
scattering on any gaseous particles as well as to avoid contamination.
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4.2 Selected TEM imaging modes and tec
techniques
hniques
HRTEM – phase contrast (Phenomenological description)
In this mode
mode, the illumination system of microscope form parallel beam (trajectories
(trajector
of
electron
electrons are parallel)
parallel with high degree of coherence (energy
(energy and phase). The plane electron
wave which p
penetrate
enetrate thin sample is considered to have flat phase in most of the illuminated
area (typically
typically up to few microns in diameter
diameter). When the investigated sample is crystalline and
its atom columns are aligned in parallel to incident beam (sample is zone axis),
axis electron wave
interact
interacts with electrostatic potential of the crystal and is diffracted. Depending on the inner
potential of the atoms in the sample and their distances
distances, the corresponding (characteristic for
every material) diffraction pattern is created,
cr
analogically as shown in Figure 31. In TEM, the
first diffraction pattern is formed in back focal plane of objective lens, i.e. beams scattered at
the same angle “meet” at the same point ((Figure
Figure 32).
). In the back focal plane, the contrast
aperture (objective aperture) can be introduced to select the beams which then contribute to
the image formation, i.e. are present in I image
image plane (Figure
(
32
32).
The beam scattered elastically and coherently under higher
high angles represent the higher
higher indexed
(Miller indices, described in sect
section 2.1.1)
2.1.1 atomic plane and has the higher spatial frequencies.
Depending of the diameter of the objective aperture (expressed in 1/nm), different
interference
terference patterns can be obtained. As shown in Figure 34,
34, in the case of [110] projection
of ZB
ZB-GaAs
GaAs by selecting four {111}, two {002} and (000) beams, the 0.3 nm resolution image
can be obtained. However, with wider aperture and additional {220} and {113} beams, the Ga
and As atoms can be resolved in a dumbbell.

Figure 34 Interference pattern formed by 2 and 7 bea
beams.
ms. The projection of ZB GaAs in [110] ZA, corresponding
diffraction pattern with two apertures selecting 7 and 13 beam
beams. (Adapted from [67])

But due to phase shift of individu
individual
al beams, double diffraction ((a diffracted beam can be again
diffracted
diffracted) for thick crystals
crystal and big diameter of aperture
aperture,, the interference pattern
pattern becomes
complex and impossible to interpret.
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Additionally, one can think of TEM as of the imperfect optical system, which aberrations act
as low-pass filter and phase-shifter on the object (sample) image. It means that depending of
the spatial frequency representing by certain beam, its amplitude is dumped down and phase is
modified in a complex way. The effect of the aberrations of the microscope optical system on
exit wave Ψt (r) (where t is the sample thickness of the crystal) is characterized by the phase
contrast transfer function T (k ) defined in the reciprocal space (k-space). If the optical system
the object and the image is as follows:


{

}





(14)
Ψ ( r ' ) = TF −1 D ( k )T ( k )TF [Ψ ( r ) ]

where TF is a Furrier Transform and D (k ) is a window function which cuts the highest

spatial frequencies and corresponds to the introduction of an objective aperture in the back
focal plane.
The contrast transfer function (CTF) is given by:

T ( k ) = exp [iχ ( k ) ]

χ (k ) =


(15)

2π  λ k
λk 
Cs
+ ∆f

4
2 
λ 
3

4

2

(16)

The optical system therefore introduces for each diffracted beam a phase variation χ (k ) which
depends on the spherical aberration coefficient Cs of the objective lens and the defocus ∆.
Both parameter can be tuned electronically by TEM operator to obtain the proper contrast of
the sample by transferring the desired spatial frequencies.
“Envelope" functions


So far, we spatial inconsistencies (parallelism imperfections) and temporal incoherence
(electron energy dispersion linked to the chromatic aberration of the objective lens) have been
neglected. These two phenomena lead to a variation in the amplitude of the diffracted beams.
They can be taken into account by multiplying the coherent transfer function by two

Gaussians, called envelope functions: spatial “envelope” function E S (k ) and temporal envelope




function E T (k ) . E s ( k ) accounts for the convergence of the incident beam. If we consider that
the incident beam is conical with an angular Gaussian profile exp[−Θ / 2α 2 ] where α is the
semi-convergence angle. The spatial "envelope" function is given by:

{[

]

}


2
(17)
E S (k ) = exp − 2παk (Cs λ2 k 2 + ∆f ) / 2
The energy dispersion (chromatic aberration) of the electrons is linked to several causes: the
initial energy dispersion ∆E of the electrons emitted by the filament, the variation of the
accelerating voltage ∆V during the acquisition of the images, and current fluctuation in the
objective lens. These effects cause a variation of the focal length of the objective lens and
contribute to this chromatic defocus δ f :
 ∆V  2  ∆I 2  ∆E  2 
 +2  +  
 V   I   E  

δf = Cc 

(18)

Cc is the chromatic aberration coefficient of the objective lens. Therefore, the time envelope
function is given by:

[


E T ( k ) = exp − π 2 λ 2 δ f 2 k 4 / 2

]

(19)

The transfer function of the microscope finally becomes:
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(
(20)
T ( k ) = D ( k )T ( k ) E S ( k ) E T ( k )
Resolution and information limits of electron microscopes
The structural or point resolution is defined as the smallest distance between two details which
can be interpreted as two separate elements of the structure
structure. There is a definition of resolution
for thin objects ("weak phase object") from analysis of the imaginary part of the transfer

function sin( χ (k
he defocus. The
( )) . The shape of the contrast transfer function depends on the
defocus for which the broad
roadest band of spatial frequencies k are transferred from the object to
the image without phase shift, corresponds to the Scherzer defocus
defocus.

(
(21)
Under
nder these conditions, the resolution of the microscope is maximum and corresponds to the

first solution of the imaginary part of the contrast transfer function sin( χ ( k 0 )) = 0 . The point
resolution depends only on the acceleration voltage (expressed with electron wavelength λ)
and the spherical aberration coefficient CS:

d pp = 0 .65 C s1 / 4 λ3 / 4

(
(22)


Spatial frequencies > k 0 are transmitted with a phase shift and are affected by the envelope

func
functions.
tions. It is then possible to define a resolution din (information transfer limit) which
corresponds to the highest spatial frequency that can be distinguished from the noise. It
should be emphasized that the additional information that is observed beyond the Scherzer
resolution cannot be interpreted directly in terms of crystal structure projection.
The spherical as well as higher order aberrations can be eliminated using objective lens
aberration corrector. Its technology allows to obtained the interpretable phase contrast images
(HRTEM) for thin samples with resolution beyond the Scherzer limits. Ad
Additionally,
ditionally, the
aberration can be tuned to maximize the transfer of major lattice spaces frequencies of the
investigated crystal.

Figure 35 The examples of transfer functions for a) uncorrected TEM of Cs=1 mm – LaB6 200
200KV
KV JEOL 2000
EX microscope and b) image-corrected
corrected 300
300kV
V Titan 80-300
80 300 Cs=0.02 mm
mm.. (Insets show the 2D TF with
diffraction beams from [110] zone axis of ZB
ZB--GaAs)
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For example, in left panel of Figure 35 only 111 diffracted beams
beam of GaAs are transmitted
with high amplitude (uncorrected TEM), whereas in the right panel of Figure 35 more major
GaN diffracted beams
beams,, i.e. more spatial frequencies are transferred (aberration
erration-corrected
corrected
TEM).

Figure 36 Zemlin
Zemlin’s Tableaus (2D FFT of image of amorphous carbon obtained at different beam tilts for
aberration tuned microscope - the flat “phase plate” transfer is obtained up to 23 mrad.

The aberration measurement is performed by taking a series of HRTEM images for different
incident beam angles [68]. Figure 36 presents the 2D Fast Fourier Transforms of the
amorphous sample, which allow determining the high order aberrations and correcting them
by the corrector. The right panel of Figure 36 shows a beam corrected up to 23 mrad, meaning
that the beams scattered at angles lower than 23 mrad are transferred without significant phase
shift (flat “phase pl
plate”
ate” is obtained up to 23mrad). Corrector allows changing the spherical
aberration coefficient of objective lenses on
on-demand
demand to tune the transfer function to make the
gallium and nitrogen atoms visible as white maxima on a dark background (STEM-like
(STEM
contrast).
st). Figure 37 shows the example of GaN HRTEM image obtained in such a way (with
C3 tuned to -40 µm and flat phase plate up to 12 mrad)

Figure 37 Microscope tuned with spherical aberration coefficient fixed to Cs=C3=
Cs=C3=-40 µm allowing direct
interpretation of HRTEM image ((white
white atoms on black background).The diameter of the ph
phase
ase plate is limited to
12 mrad on the camera CCD during
during the acquisition.
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4.3 STEM – details, image formation and simulation

a)

b)

Figure 38 Setup STEM: electron probe scans the sample for each beam position (pixel), the CBED patterns are
integrated by angular detector,
detector and the image is created in computer memory and displayed on the screen.
Adopted from [69].
[69]

The scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images are created on the computer
screen. The illumination system of the microscope (the condenser lenses and condenser
aperture) forms the converged
converged electron beam. The convergence semi-angle
semi angle of the beam can be
changed, and HR
HR-STEM
STEM should be in the range of 9 to 30 mrad. The beam formed in such a
way, known as a probe, scans the chosen area of the sample point by point, line by line, by the
deflec
deflector
tor coils (is deflected in x, yy-direction
direction as shown in Figure 38a).. The
he sub nanometric
beam goes through the sample and interacts with its atoms. In the detector plane, the
convergent beam diffraction pattern (CBED) appears for each x,y position of the bea
beam. The
angular detector collects electrons scattered under the range of angles depending on the
detector's inner and outer diameter and camera length (e.g., 40
40-52
52 mrad ring in Figure 39a).
The integrated signal from the angular detector from one point of the area of the scanned
sample represents the intensity of one pixel in the image.

Figure 39 a) Simulated
imulated CBED pat
pattern obtained
ned for 40 nm thick WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs crystal in [1-210]
[ 210] zone axis for 3300 kV
and convergence semi angle of 9.5 mrad b) experimental CBED recorded for 91mm camera length, obtained
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from 200 nm thick GaN in [1-210]
210] zone axis formed in detector
detector plane of TITAN microscope equipped with
image corrector
corrector,, described in.
in

The CBED pattern consists of elastically scattered electrons – Bragg disks (Figure
(Figure 38b) with a
diameter corresponding to the convergent angle of the incident beam, the HOLZ circles,
inelastically scattered electrons, and thermal diffusion scattered electrons.
However, the maximum collection angles in real microscopes are limited. In the Titan
microscope
oscope equipped with an image corrector, the characteristic threefold deformation of the
diffraction pattern is visible for high scattering angles (Figure 39b)
b). This
his effect is caused by
magnetic optics of the image corrector, which is under the objective lens and over STEM
detectors and causes the diffraction pattern shading. In the case of a camera length of 91 mm,
only electrons scattered with an angle lower than 199 mrad are transferred to the detector
plane, as shown in Figure 39b.

Figure 40 Bragg disk for different convergent angles. The overlapping disks create the interference fringes
responsible for high resolution

Lattice resolution requires a probe diameter smaller than the unit cell size and a convergence
angle greater than the Bragg angle.
angle. Therefore, the CBED pattern with overlapping discs is
required to obtain high-resolution
high resolution imaging, as shown in Figure 40.

Detectors and image contrast
contrast

Figure 41 Types of detectors used in STEM. Reproduction form [70]

Since they are place
placed
d in a diffraction plane, conventional STEM detectors (Figure
Figure 41) usually
have an annular (ring or circular) geometry. There is a wide variety of poss
possible
ible STEM
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detectors [71], including bright field (BF), where the detector is aligned with all or part of the
unscattered probe, annular bright field (ABF) detector without the center circle, and annular
dark field (ADF) ring detector which selects an angular range of electrons scattered at a larger
angle than the convergence angle (α < θ). The inner collection angle θ of ADF can sometimes
be too low, which lets the detector collect coherently (Bragg), incoherently, and inelastically
scattered electrons. Such a mixture is, unfortunately, hard to analyze qualitatively. The most
common and convenient STEM imaging mode is high-angle ADF (HAADF), which records
the incoherent electron scattering [72] and scales monotonically with the specimen thickness.
The sample projected potential should follow a Zx dependence, where x varies from 1.6 to 1.8
(this is why it is called “Z-contrast” imaging). However, the “pure Z-contrast can be only
observed for ultrathin crystalline or amorphous material.
Frequently, the real TEMs do not have multiple physical ADF and ABF detectors. Therefore,
the range of the scattered electrons, registered on the detector (the collection angles) can be
regulated with the camera length parameter (characteristically for each TEM), shown
schematically in Figure 42. Selection of the appropriate CL allows to obtain the image created
from the desired part of the electron beam (i.e. HAADF realization for high CLs).

a)

b)

Figure 42 Conception of camera length (CL) in STEM. a) The longer camera L means the collection of angles
scattered at lower angles, whereas b) the shorter camera L allows to collect the scattered electrons at higher
angles.

Moreover, it should be considered that the HAADF detector also records the quasiinelastically scattered electrons, called thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) electrons caused by
specimen phonons, leading to a diffuse background in the diffraction pattern (Figure 43).
Elastic BF-STEM images are equivalent to TEM bright-field images (reciprocity principle).
They are mainly produced with Bragg disks hitting the detector. They contain diffraction
contrast and are therefore susceptible to strain/diffraction conditions change in the material.
HAADF-STEM images are mainly produced by TDS (since at high scattering angles, TDS has
the highest scattering cross-section) and higher-order Laue zone (HOLZ) Bragg scattering.
Medium angle ADF (MAADF) STEM images contain both Bragg diffraction and TDS
contributions.
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Figure 43 Impact of Thermal Diffusion Scattering on image contrast for thick sample. The left pattern is
calculated without phonons. The upper right pattern from 44 configurations of the detailed phonon model. The
lower right pattern is from 44 configurations of the detailed phonon model at 297 K. where th
thee phonon phases
have been scrambled to remove correlations between atoms. Reproduction from [73].

Channeling and de
de-channeling
ling – imagining defects and strain in STEM
In the case of the crystalline sample observed near the zone axis, an additional factor known as
“channeling” contribute to image contrast. Channeling has been defined as the tendency of
charged particles to run along the paths of low potential energy in the crystal. Electrons can be
encouraged
couraged to travel down the nuclear strings by focusing the wave field entirely onto one
such string. However, in crystalline materials, electron channeling down atomic columns
strongly alters the shape of an electron probe. Figure 44 compares the intensity profile of an
electron beam propagating in free space and down an isolated silicon column, two isolated
columns, and two columns in the crystal.

Figure 44 Cross
Cross-sectional
sectional depth profile of probability for an aberration
aberration-correct
corrected
ed electron probe (33 mrad, 100
keV) as it propagates (a) in free space, (b) down a single isolated atomic column, (c) down two adjacent isolated
columns ,and (d) down two adjacent columns in a full lattice. The atomic columns, atomic spacings, and column
spacings are that of the Si [211] zone axis. Reproduction from [74]
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The difference in channeling shown in Figure 44 is dramatic. The probe shape alters so
strongly that it can create a nodal point in a place where one would expect it to reach its
maximum, or vice versa. Therefore, one needs to remember that the channeling effect can
transform a probe profile maximum into the minimum or multiple maxima at incorrect
locations.
Moreover, the effects of channeling is highly sensitive to the diffraction conditions (and
selection of the zone axis) since the electron intensity can decrease and increase periodically
along the various atomic columns [75].
As presented in Figure 44, the column of atoms acts as a nano-lens, focusing and localizing
the e-beam along the column (with the attractive electrostatic potential of the atom core).
Hence, all kinds of defects such as dislocations, stacking faults, second phase inclusions, and
aggregates of point defects affect coherent Bragg scattering of perfect crystal lattice
affect/disturb the e-beam channeling. In the de-channeling theory, image contrast results from
disruption of the channeling process. Distortion of the lattice channels by the strain field close
to a crystal [76]
Once the distortion of scattering becomes significant, it can contribute to diffraction contrast:
•

in DF TEM, when images are formed from a single Bragg beam, enabling to mapping
out the strain field around a defect
• in STEM (diffraction contrast) using adequate high camera lengths
Therefore, combined diffraction and HR(S)TEM can result in defects detection.
The degree of strain contrast that shows up in a STEM image depends on the collection angles
of scattered electrons and registered on the detector. As the inner radius of the collection
angles is increased, the effect of strain is reduced, and the contrast from compositional
changes (Z-contrast) increases. Registering two images for different collection angles (with
different camera lengths) and comparing them can help distinguish between strain and
composition changes. [77]

Depth of focus
Depth of focus depends strongly on the convergence angle of the incident beam, which is
defined by the condenser aperture. The high convergence angle indicates the probe of smaller
diameter and smaller depth of focus. Therefore, an aberration-corrected microscope with a
higher convergence angle provides a higher spatial X and Y resolution (better than 0.1 nm) but
a low depth of field in the Z direction (the second figure shown in Figure 45). On the other
hand, the uncorrected TEM for lower convergence angels provides worse spatial resolution
but greater depth of focus (~20nm for the first figure shown in Figure 45), making the depth
sectioning possible.
In the case of thick nanowires, 100-200 nm in diameter, the limited depth of focus can be a
disadvantage. However, with a higher depth of focus, more NCs embedded in NW can be
visible in the image.
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a)

b)

Figure 45 A comparison of the depth of focus of (a) an aberration-uncorrected 10 mrad convergence angle and
(b) an aberration-corrected 35 mrad ADF-STEM. [78]

So, image contrast depends on many factors related to a particular setup (TEM cut-off
characteristics), beam convergence, crystal orientation, and periodicity. Therefore, these
factors must be considered when developing the methodology for detecting the nanocrystals
embedded in the matrix. As is evident for thick crystalline samples, such as nanowires, the
TDS and channeling effects make the direct interpretation of STEM images as pure Z contrast impossible. However, Z-contrast imaging applies for low camera lengths (< 91 mm)
and small depth of focus (or very thin samples, i.e., few monolayers).

4.4 4D-STEM
As mentioned in section 4.3, in STEM mode, the focused electron beam (probe) after
interactions with the investigated material is recorded by the angular detector (placed in the
diffraction plane). Each x,y pixel’s value of the resulting (2D) image is built up with the
intensity I(x,y), obtained by integrating the signal registered on the detector. In the case of 4
Dimensional STEM (4D STEM) technique, the direct-electron, the pixelated detector, is used
to for capturing the whole range of scattered electrons and record 2D CBED I(kx, ky) for
every point in the specimen (x,y), in consequence, providing 4D dataset I(kx, ky, x, y) (Figure
46). Thanks to that, in the post-processing analysis, it is possible to virtually define the
detectors corresponding to BF, ABF, ADF, HAADF, or entirely new ones to obtain the
desired features visible in the sample image.
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Figure 46 In 4D STEM, for each beam position of 2D area on the sample, a 2D diffraction
diffraction pattern (2D CBED)
is recorded resulting
ulting in a 4D dataset [61] b,c) the schematic view of pixel array of Large pixel detectors, hybrid
pixel sensors and ingle pixel of direct electron detector
detector.. Reproduction from [79] and [80].
[80]

One of the simplest analysis that can be obtained from 4D STEM dataset is to applied virtual
detectors, i.e., mask the angu
angular area of the diffraction space and integrate masked signals
signal to
recover a 2D STEM image, shown in Figure 47.

Figure 47 Masking 4D STEM dataset using virtual detector adequate to
to: a) HAADF, b) BF,, c) ABF d) whole
range of registered diffraction, with corresponding HR crystal structure images [81].

Depending on the convergence and collections angles,
angle , the CBED
CBED can be tuned and desired
type of the 4D STEM dataset can be obtained including variations in local material structure
(crystallinity, symmetries, Bragg spacing), also orientation, strain/deformation, electromagnetic
fields and other
er sample-dependent
sample dependent properties.
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Figure 48 The experimental maximum data rates problem in modern electron microscopy – exponential growth
of generated data

4D STEM can be used online using ultra-fast high dynamic rate direct electron detection
(Figure 46). In the case of 128x128 version of the EMPAD camera (used in this thesis), pixel
size is 150x150 µm, acquisition time 0.86 ms/frame, the dynamic range of 1000000:1, and
single-electron sensitivity (noise is 1/50e-). Such excellent performance requires, however,
post-processing using and storing an enormous quantity of data (Figure 48).

4.5 Analytical methods
4.5.1 EDX/EDS
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, XEDS, EDXS) is the most common analytical
technique used for chemical characterization in both SEM and TEM devices. It derives
information from X-rays produced by the interaction of electron beam with the specimen's
inner core electrons. When an electron beam collides with an electron of an atom in the
specimen, it may transfer enough energy to free this electron from its position in its atomic
shell and excite it to higher energy levels (or even expel it from the atom). In this case, an
electron from an outer shell would replace the hole in the inner shell by "falling" to the deeper
energy level. Since its energy needs to be preserved, so-called characteristic X-ray radiation is
emitted. The emission energy depends on the two shells involved in X-ray quantum
generation, and it is strongly material-dependent since the differences between the shell
energies are unique for every atom. In TEM, the emitted radiation is collected by a detector
shown in Figure 49.
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a)

b)

Figure 49 a) The principle of operation of Si(Li) EDS detector b) typical hardware compatible with TEM column
used in this thesis in IFPAN- Titan Microscope

In the current thesis, two types of EDS detectors were used. In the case of an EDS detector,
which uses a lithium (Li)-doped silicon (Si) single-crystal (Figure 49), the X-ray photons enter
the detector and generate electron-hole pairs with their numbers proportional to the X-ray
energy. An anode (collector electrode) is placed at the backside of the element. The collector
electrode registers the generated electrons by applying a voltage between the X-ray incident
plane and the collector electrode. Then, the X-ray energy is determined by measuring the
amount of the charge collected. The Si(Li) detector can detect X-rays energies ranging from
0.1 to 40 keV, which means that the detector can analyze the characteristic X-rays ranging
from boron (B: atomic number 5) to uranium (U: atomic number 92). The exemplary EDS
spectrum is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50 EDS exemplary spectrum. It contains the detected peaks of characteristic energy of photon X
generated during electron jump from upper shell to ionized inner shell. For example Mn Kα1 means that the
vacancy in K-level shell is filled with an electron from L level.

The detector's energy resolution is approximately 130 to 140 eV (for FWHM of Mn Kα 5.9
keV). To prevent the diffusion of lithium in the detector at the applied voltage and to reduce
thermal noise and a dark current, the detector element is cooled with liquid nitrogen. The high
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capacity of the detector limits the number of analyzed events to ~2000-5000
~2000 5000 per second.
Therefore, more X
X-rays
rays are not counted.

Figure 51 The principle of operation of silicon drift detector (Image from: [82]).

Compared with the conventional Si(Li) detector, the silicon drift detector (S
(SDD),, shown in
Figure 51,
51 enables high
high-speed
speed processing of electric signals and achieves a high count rate of
more than two orders of magnitudes (>105 counts per second
second).
). Furthermore, since the SDD is
operated with Peltier cooling (no
(not liquid-nitrogen
nitrogen as it is for conventional EDS), the detector
is compact and light-weighted.
light weighted. Now, the SDD is the mainstream of EDS detectors. The
energy resolution of the SDD reaches 128
128-135
135 eV for Mn-Kα
Mn Kα (5.9 keV)
eV) is slightly better than
that
hat for Si(Li) detector
detector (130-140
(130 140 eV).
eV)

Figure 52 The diagram illustrating the position of EDS in relation to sample and pole pieces of TEM microscope
objective in th
the case of single Si(Li
Si(Li) detector (IFPAN) and for SDD
D detector
or of ThermoFisher
ThermoFisher Chemi STEM
technology (MIT, AGH, CSU) – section 4.7.2).

The detector collection angle Ω is the solid angle subtended at the analysis point on the
specimen by the active area of the front face of the detector. The EDS collection angle is
shown in Figure 52 and is defined as: Ω=Acos
=Acosα/S2, (where A is the detector's active area, S is
the distance from the analysis point to the detector face, and α is the angle between the normal
to the detector face and a line from the detector to the specimen). In the case of IFPAN FEI
TITAN 80
80-300
300 and Si(Li) detector 0.13 srad (30 mm2). In the case of FEI Titan G2, 80-200
80
ChemiStem technology, due to 4 SSDD
D detectors collection angle was 0.9 srad.
srad
.
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4.5.2 EELS
ELS Energy Loss spectroscopy
Part of the high-energy
high energy electrons passing through the specimen is inelastically scattered and
loses some amount of their initial energy due to different types of phenomena. The energy loss
can be related to interaction with phonons, plas
plasmons,
mons, magnons, excitons, or during the
ionization of atoms. These events absorb part of the electron beam energy starting from 0eV
losses (the transmitted beam) up to 4000 eV or more in the case of core losses. Such an energy
loss spectrum can be obtained thanks to the electron beam dispersion via the magnetic prisms.
In this thesis, we use the post
post-column
column energy filter as is shown schematically in Figure 53, but
in column filters (prisms sets) can also be used. The illustrative
llustrative spectrum in the logarithmic
scale is shown in the inset in Figure 53.
53
Different kinds of information about the sample can be obtained from EELS spectra: near the
zero
zero-loss peak- ZLP (unaltered electrons), the information about the optical excitation (up to
infrared
frared in the case of the last generation monochromated electron guns), phonons, mangos,
local bandgap, bulk and surface plasmons can be obtained. The rratio of intensity between the
ZLP and plasmon’s peaks and some bulk p
plasmon’s
lasmon’s peaks (more than one peak) means that
multiple inelastic scattering events happen (plural scattering) for a thick sample. In general, the
information about the sample thickness can be obtained using the following equation
equation:
t = λ ln%I /Iy *

(
(23)

where λp is the plasmon mean free path, IP is the intensity in the first (and only) plasmon peak,
and I0 is the intensity of the zero
zero-loss
loss peak.

Figure 53 Diagram of post-column
column EELS detector in the inset the exemplary EELS spectrum from NiO2 in
logarithmic scale reproduction form [83]

The sample is considered too thick for core loss analysis if there is more than one plasmon
peak in the EELS spectrum, i.e.,
i.e., t/λ >1. The high energy loss region (E>50 eV) consists
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primarily of ionization or core-loss edges on a rapidly decreasing plural-scattering background.
Elemental-composition data and elemental maps can be extracted from such ionization edges.
Compared to EDS, EELS spectroscopy is more sensitive to light elements. The element
quantification in EELS is based on the integration of the electrons with energy losses higher
than the ionization edge after edge and background fitting and plural scattering correction in
Gatan Microscopy Suite® (GMS) [84], i.e., the jump ratio, two or three windows method can
be used. However, the better way is to use the model-based quantification available, for
example, in GMS 3 V. 3.0.

Figure 54 Processing of the EELS spectra for quantification of the signal coming from electron scattered on the
nitrogen edge in BN crystal, Adapted from [85].

In this approach, the MLLS (multiple linear least squares) fitting of the background model is
done as well the model of edge absorption (X section model) is used to determine the
electrons scattered at given atoms. Also, a more sophisticated correction may be applied by
adding the deconvolution of the low loss plural scattering or excluding the near edge structure
from the analysis. In the current thesis, only a basic quantification model was used for
elements mapping.

4.5.3 Quantification of the local strain by Geometric Phase Analysis
(GPA) of high resolution STEM /TEM images
Geometric phase analysis is a method, first introduced by Hytch [86], allowing to measure and
map displacement and strain field from high resolution electron microscopy images. In
principle, it relies on choosing two non-collinear strong Bragg-reflections in reciprocal space
(Fourier Transform of the real space) and tracking how they vary across the image and thus
creating 2D lattice image. Each variation from the “perfect” crystal structure makes diffuse
intensity appear around Bragg reflection with variation depending on the picked reference.
Therefore, it is used to determine displacements ux and uy – local components, thanks to
which four 2D strain components can be calculated. This method however, does not measure
absolute value of lattice parameters, since it is measures relative changes from the reference
lattice spacing. High resolution lattice image I(r) can be expressed by the sum of inverse
Fourier transform of the Bragg g vectors:
%+* =  Z exp%2 ∙ *

(24)
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In other words: a high-resolution
high resolution image in real space can be decomposed to the sum of
Fourier components – sets of lattice fringes Hg (Figure
Figure 55). In other words: a high-resolution
high resolution
image in real space can be decomposed to the sum of Fourier components – sets of lattice
fringes Hg (Figure 50). It is inverse to the principles of the H
HRTEM
RTEM image formation being a
result of the superposition of individual interference fringes (compare with section 4.5.3)
4.5.3
Each Fourier component can be described by the amplitude and phase (think of this: as a
sinusoidal wave projected onto 2D plane).

Figure 55 Decomposition of HRTEM image into sum of different Fourier components. Illustration of the

decomposition of an HR image into a series of distinct images for each Fourier coefficient H g (r ) (only the first
terms are important for the reconstruction of the image)
image).. Reproduction from [87].

The Bragg filtered image can be obtained by multiplying the complex 2DFFT (reciprocal
space) with aperture or Gaussian/Lorentzian mask centered at the Bragg peak position. After
inverse 2D
2DFFT,
FFT, the modulus images will represent lattice fringes corresponding to the given
vector g (Bra
(Braggg spot),
), and the period of the fringes will correspond to the periodicity of the
given lattice plane in crystal. In the case of a deformed crystal, a period of such fringes will
change locally. By using reference fringes, the phase shift between reference fringes and
deformed lattice can be measured for each pixel, as shown for the 1D case, in Figure 56.

Figure 56 Graphical description of the phase determination from lattice fringes, the green curve represent GPA
signal
signal.

Variations from the ideal structure can be described by Fourier coefficients Hg( r ), a function
of position, where the local intensity in the image is given by:
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I (r ) = ∑ H g (r ) exp{2πig ⋅ r}

(25)


g

We can then decompose the HR image into a series of separate images for each coefficient

H g (r ) as shown in Figure 55 and analyze them independently.
We can interpret complex images H g (r ) in terms of amplitude Ag (r ) and phase Pg (r ) :









H g ( r ) = Ag ( r ) exp {iPg ( r )}

(26)

Practically the image is obtained after Bragg filtering in reciprocal space (circular mask placed
around the Bragg spot). Its intensity is given by:



B g ( r ) = 2 Ag ( r ) cos{2πi g ⋅ r + Pg ( r )}

(27)

In case of deformed crystal the intensity becomes:



B g ( r ) = 2 Ag cos {2π i g ⋅ r − 2 π g ⋅ u}

(28)


where u is the displacement field. By comparing equations (27) and (28) we obtain the relation

between the phase and the strain field:
 
Pg ( r ) = − 2 πg ⋅ u
(29)

From the geometric phase image, the Pg (r ) displacement field component can be measured


u g (r ) By combination with the results obtained for the second vector g , the complete vector

field can be established.



To obtain the component of the displacement field u x (r ) and uz (r ) , where X and Z are the


image pixel coordinates, it is necessary to take the phase image in two different directions g1 ,


g 2 . The following two equations:


  

 Pg1 ( r ) = −2πg1 ⋅ u ( r ) = − 2 π{g 1x u x ( r ) + g1 z u z ( r )}

  

  
 Pg 2 ( r ) = − 2πg 2 ⋅ u ( r ) = −2 π{g 2x u x ( r ) + g 2 z u z ( r )}

(30)

make it possible to obtain the expression for components of the field of displacement:



1  Pg1 ( r ) g 2 z − Pg 2 ( r ) g1 z

u x (r ) = −
g1 x g 2 z − g1 z g 2 x
2π 



1  Pg 2 ( r ) g1 z − Pg1 ( r ) g 2 x

u z (r ) = −
2π 
g1 x g 2 z − g1 z g 2 x








(31)

Therefore, from these displacements, one can calculate the values of the deformations by the
equations:
∂u x
∂u z
= ε x and
= εz
(32)
∂x
∂z
It is possible to calculate the deformations directly from the phase images using the following
expressions:
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 ∂  
(P ( r ) )g 2 z − ∂∂x (Pg2 ( r ) )g 2 z 

1  ∂x g1


ε x (r ) = −
2π 
g1 x g 2 z − g1z g 2 x







∂
∂


P ( r ) g1 z −
Pg 1 ( r ) g 2 x 

1  ∂z g 2
∂
z


ε z (r ) = −
2π 
g1 x g 2 z − g1 z g 2 x






(

)

(

)

(
(33)

Figure 57 Semi-coherent
Semi coherent inclusion in 2D projection. Precipitate and matrix have the same lattice planes

From the geometric phase image
image, the Pg (r ) displacement field component can be measured
measured,


as shown in Figure 58.. By combination with the results obtained for another vector g , the
complete vvector
ector field can be established.

Figure 58 Practical example of GPA procedure for high resolution image of MnAs NCs embedded in WZ-GaAs.
WZ
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In the case of precipitates embedded in the matrix, the lattice distortion components $hk can

be related to local variation of the interplanar distances by following equations
$hk =

"G − 


(34)

Where dloc local inter-planar distance, dref refers to inter-planar distance in the non-deformed
material region, called a reference – green area in Figure 57). This relation can be applied to
MnAs precipitate in WZ-GaAs matrix (Figure 58). Due to similar space groups of α-MnAs
and WZ-GaAs the {0001}, {10-10}, {-2110} planes are common for both lattices.
Therefore, the misfits M between bulk α-MnAs and bulk WZ-GaAs in the direction of c and a
lattice parameters can be expressed by following equation:
9=

"!
"!
9S
− hLkl
"!
hLkl

(35)

The residual strain components εij which is remaining after not fully plastic relaxation
$ =

"!
"G
9S
− ijkl
"!
ijkl

(36)

Where the local lattice parameter d of strained MnAs is related to bulk unstrained MnAs.
Finally, residual strain in the precipitate can be calculated using the $hk which can be
measured on HRTEM /HR-STEM image
$ =

$hk − 9

(37)

1+9

4.6 STEM image Simulations
STEM image simulation consist of following steps :
1. Construction of model supercell containing x, y, z position of each atoms which is described
in section 5.3.
2. Formation of the electron probe witch will be scanned over the model supercell. In practice
its mean that the probe array will be calculated takin into account the acceleration voltage,
convergence angle, aberration coefficient of condenser lens system, defocus.
3. For each position of the beam (the probe array), the calculation of electron scattering in
supercell is performed using full multislice simulation and different frozen phonon
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configuration
onfiguration must be used. This calculation will allow to obtain a CBED patternss for each
pixel position.
4. Integration of the part of the diffraction pattern intensity that corresponds to the detector
area. Multiple detectors can be considered, which is discussed in section 4.7and
4.7
5.3.

Figure 59 Visualization of the shape of the electron probe for different convergence angles Adapted from [88].

Dynamical Scattering Computation: Multislice algorithm
algorithm.
The multislice
ultislice algorithm is numerical integration method to solve the Schr
Schrodinger
inger equation
for fast electrons in crystal lattice. In this approximation we consider scattering of electrons by
static Coulomb potential  %+*
% ** +
F Ψ%+

2a|z|
K + %+*Ψ%
* %+*
ℎF

(
(38)

This algorithm was originally proposed by J. Cowley and A. Moodie [89] using and benefitting
from the fast Fourier transform by K. Ishizuka and N. Uyeda
eda [90].
Multislice method allows to calculate crystal structure potential by dividing it into tt-thic
thick slices
along zz-direction.
direction. Partial potentials are averaged within one slice and the calculated output (i.e.
atoms potentials) from i slice is an input to i+1 slice.
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Figure 60 Idea of multislice method. Reproduction form [91]

The 3D potential of the atoms included in the model is calculated first. This potential can be
obtained from scattering factors parameterization, i.e., the tabulated Hartree-Fock results for
each atom [81], or introduced to the multislice software directly from DFT calculations. Then
the slice thickness is set in the 0.1-0.2 nm range. The part of that 3D potential is sliced and
projected on the plane. The propagation through a single slice is done in two steps (hybrid real
and reciprocal space method):
1. Transmission: multiplication of incident wave function with phase grating (in real space)
or convolution in reciprocal space.
Φ%+* → z&

2a|z| W¢£W
¡
 %+*D)¤ Φ%+̅ *
4M0 ℎF W

¦ %§* = ^O¨Φ%+*©
2. Fresnel propagation in reciprocal space: Fourier transformation Φ

(39)

and multiplication with the Fourier transform of the Fresnel propagator:
%§, ΔE* = ^O «z&

FW
−∆E|§|F
∆E¤¬ = z&
4M0
M0

(40)

¦ %§* → exp%−vΔE|§|F *Φ
¦ %§*
Φ

(41)

Obtaining the electron exit wave after applying inverse Fourier transform
¦ %§*®.
Φ%+* = ^O ]t Φ

The calculation of the electron exit wave (at the exit surface of the model, for the total
thickness) needs repetition of the two steps mentioned above for each slice. It means that the
exit wave from the i-slice becomes the enter wave for the i+1 slice.
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4.7 Specification of TEMs used in this thesis
4.7.1 Titan Cubed 80-300 FEI, IP PAS (Warsaw, Poland)
Most experiments have been performed at the Institute of Physics Polish Academy of Sciences
(IPPAS) using Titan Cubed 80-300 FEI (Figure 62), equipped with an image corrector.

Determination of the ADF collection angles for STEM imaging
The presence of the image corrector under the objective lens restricts the angular range of the
scattered electrons in diffraction plane (cut-off). This fact introduces limitations, which
become significant for the short camera lengths and affect Z-contrast, as illustrated in Figure
61 by red marked points. The upper (green) and lower (blue) curves correspond to the outer
and inner ADF detector collection angles, respectively. The procedure of measuring the ADF
range uses a beam deflection (described in detail in [92]). The ratio of outer to inner ADF
angle in Titan Cubed 80-300 FEI, is determined to be 6.1±0.2 and does not depend on the
CLs. However, it is limited due to the cut-off and for CL<145mm not entire ADF area is
illuminated. The experimentally determined ranges of collection angles (Figure 61) were taken
into account in simulations presented in part 5.3.

Figure 61 ADF collection angles in the function of camera length for uncorrected STEM mode at 300 kV. The
insets show: red - the shape of the cut-off function and green – the scan of the ADF detector (Fischione model
3000). Reproduction from [93].
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TEM parameters
During the experiments presented in this thesis, it was operated at 300kV with a probe
convergence semi angle of 9.5 mrad.
mrad

Figure 62 IImage-corrected
corrected Thermo Fisher Scientific Titan G3 60–300
300 kV

Information limit (TEM) @ 300
300 kV
Point resolution (TEM) @ 300
300 kV
Resolution (STEM) @ 3300
00 kV and 50 pA
EELS system energy resolution @300
@3 kV
ADF collection angle determined experimentally

70 pm
70 pm
< 130 pm
0. eV (with monochromator)
0.2
see (Figure 61)
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Detectors
Detectors:
• Peltier cooled Ultrascan 1000 XP
XP-P
P charge coupled device camera
camera (CCD) with a
format of 2048 x 2048 pixels of 15 microns in size (Gatan)
• Qu
Quantum 966
66 ERS Gatan Image filter with 2.5 and 5 mm and 9 mm entrance
apertures, electrostatic shutter (Gatan)
• Me
Medium
dium angle BF/DF STEM detectors (Gatan)
• Model 3000 HAADF dete
detector (Fischione)
Focused Ion Beam for TEM sample preparation
All FIB lamellas were prepared at Institute of Physics Polish Academy of Sciences with the use
of FEI Helios Nanolab 600 dual beam FEG
FEG-SEM/FIB
SEM/FIB equipped with OmniProbe nanonano
manipulator and platinum gas injection system (GIS).
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4.7.2 Titan 60-300
300 ThermoFisher at MIT (Cambridge, USA)
North Carolina State University (Rayleigh, USA)
AGH (Kraków, Poland)

Figure 63 Probe/Cs-corrected
Probe/Cs corrected ThermoFisher Scientific Titan G3 60
60–300
300 kV.
kV

During the experiments presented in this thesis, it was operated at 200kV with a probe
convergence semi angle of 19.6 mrad
mrad.. The
The STEM imaging was done with collection angles:
63–200
200 mrad (HAADF),
(HAADF) 15–59
15
mrad (LAADF) and 0–13
13 mrad (BF).
Information limit (TEM) @ 200
20 kV
Point resolution (TEM) @ 200 kV
Resolution (STEM) @ 200 kV and 50 pA
EDX system energy resolution (10 kcps)
Super
Super- X™ EDS detector ED
EDS solid angle
EELS system energy resolution @200 kV

110 pm
240 pm
< 80 pm
< 136 eV @ Mn
Mn-K
Kα
0.9sr
0.65 eV

Detectors
• Peltier cooled Ultrascan 1000 XP
XP-P
P charge coupled
coupled device camera (CCD) with a
format of 2048 x 2048 pixels of 15 microns in size. (Gatan)
• Enfinium 977 ER spectrometer with 2.5 and 5 mm entrance apertures, electrostatic
shutter and advanced dual
dual-EELS
LS spectroscopy modes. (Gatan)
• Medium angle BF/DF STEM detectors. (Gatan)
• Model 3000 HAADF detector. (Fischione)
• In axis triple DF1/DF2/BF detectors. (FEI)
• EMPAD direct electron detection 256x256 128x128 µm pixel high dynamic range
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4.8 In-situ TEM system: chips, holder, setup
Fusion Thermal E-chips made by Protochips are specially designed medium for TEM
samples, compatible with in-situ double-tilt Protochips holder for TEM with ). ( α=+/-20° β+/-10°) (Figure 64). Holder itself meets FEI Titan CUBED 80-300 standards and has been
purchased by SL1.4 IPPAS (my) group for electro-thermal in-situ experiments.

a)

b)

Figure 64 a) Box of in-situ heating chips. b) Visualization of in-situ holder designed for TEM investigations with
applied Fusion Thermal E-Chip (turquoise). Four electrodes can be used for both thermal and electrical
measurements.

Chips are the alternative for the standard TEM grids of 3mm diameter. They have external
dimensions of 4 x 5.8 mm with ~300 µm thickness and consist mainly of silicon, however the
area designed for TEM measurement, i.e. sample placement, is limited to 9 holes of ø ~9µm
arranged in 3x3 array with 12 µm spacing (Figure 65b). The holes are centrally located in the
heating membrane which is connected with two electrodes showed in Figure 65.
The membrane region is covered with carbon film ~18nm thickness with ø ~2µm free spaces,
so that the main 9 holes are locally completely transparent for electron beam (on average – 4
smaller holes in each of 9 main holes, well-showed in Figure 65c, d). Membrane (dirty pink
square in a and blue part in Figure 65d) is made of conductive ceramic material with the given
area: 0.7mm x 0.7mm, thickness: ~120nm and provides Joule heating to the sample (the
region of 9 holes) during the experiment. Tungsten electrodes are lithographically patterned
onto the membrane and transport electrical current to the sample. The chips can be heated up
to 1200 ˚C with ultra-high precision, i.e. 95% temperature accuracy, 99.5% temperature
uniformity, temperature stability less than 0.01 ˚C, ramp rates up to 106 ˚C/s with ultra-low
drift.
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c
c)

d)

Figure 65 Image of chip taken with optical microscope: a) Smaller magnification with visible membrane (pink)
and electrodes, b) higher magnification of the heating membrane with centrally located 9 holes, designed for
TEM investigation. c) SEM image of blue box fro
from b). d) Schematic cross
cross-section
section through central part of the
chip.

While holder with a chip is inserted to the microscope and can be treated as an internal
component, there are several other external elements essential to integrate the in
in-situ
experiment with TEM control (Figure
(Figure 66),
), which are:
•

Laptop with Protochips software

•

Keithley power supply

•

β-tilt
tilt controller

The Protochips software is used to run and control the temperature of the system basing on
calibration fi
files
les predesigned for each chip individually, by applying suitable voltage through
Keithley Power supply
supply (Source Measure Unit (SMU)
(SMU). Β-tilt
tilt controller provides (additionally to
microscope built-in
built α-tilt)
tilt) tilting the holder in the B
B-axis
axis with +/-10
+/
° range and
and by that letting
access the desired orientations of the sample.
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Figure 66 In--situ
situ Protochips setup.

Prior to the experiment the device
device-check
check of the chip and the system must be done, then the
user has to choose the type of the experiment and decide whether to conduct it manually or in
an automated way (with the designed waveform) sselecting
electing temperature, rate and time. After
the end of the experiment a *.csv file can be saved with experiment parameters and time
timetemperature points.

4.9 TEM sample preparation
a)

b)

Figure 67 Demonstrative SEM images of the core
core-shell
shell NWs grown perpendicular to the substrate: a) perspective
view, b) top view (with two detached NWs lying on top of NWs forest).

An electron
electron-transparent
transparent sample is needed to obtain high
high-resolution
resolution imagining, which is
i
presumed to have a thickness up to 200nm. NW
NWs of this thesis (e.g., Figure 67)) have diameters
around 200nm, and they are still suitable for HR imagini
imagining.
ng. Therefore, one method for TEM
sample preparation relies on transferring the whole NW onto the TEM sample holder.
However, in the case of studying nanoclusters’ crystal structure in detail and their interfaces
with the matrix, the sample preparation cha
challenges
llenges are significantly greater, and a more
sophisticated preparation method is needed. Therefore, a focused ion beam (FIB) is used for
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cutting out the NW thin slice (cross-section). However, it still would not guarantee the entire
elimination of the matrix from NCs field of view – such a FIB sample would almost always
contain matrix material over/under the NCs on the electron path. Moreover, due to radiation
damage during FIB preparation, it is hard to obtain the sample without any artifacts, which
sometimes can hinder the interpretation of TEM images of such samples.

4.9.1 Examination of whole NWs
4.9.1.1 NWs on the TEM grids for ex-situ
For the routine TEM examination, the whole NWs were transferred mechanically by sliding a
300-mesh copper grid (with holey carbon films) across the sample's surface with NWs (asgrown or ex-situ annealed). Such an action results in randomly located NWs, separated from
the substrate, on the carbon films in the copper grid, which are ready for TEM investigations.

4.9.1.2 NWs on the chip for in-situ experiment
There have been several unsuccessful trials before finding the effective method of NWs
transfer onto in-situ chips, e.g., mechanical transfer, similar to the one for TEM grids.
However, it was found that the sonification method works the best. Here are the steps used
for NWs studied in this thesis:
•

Placing small part of sample with the NWs on the substrate (< 1 cm2) in the plastic
test tube.

•

Filling the test tube with ethanol ~0.5 ml.

•

Placing the test tube with sample and ethanol in the ultrasounds (sonificator) for 1min,
letting NWs get out of the substrate.

•

Dispensing ~3 droplets of the suspension on the chip, next to the membrane region.

•

Waiting until the suspension is dry (Figure 68).

•
a)

b)

c

Figure 68 a) Image from optical microscope after successful transfer of NWs on the chip with visible darker ring
with higher density of the NWs occurred during drying suspension droplet. b,c) SEM images after NWs transfer
with higher and lower density of NWs, respectively.
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4.9.2 FIB sample preparation of thin cross
cross-sections
sections – lamellas
Focused ion beam (FIB) technique was used for thin sample preparation. FIB workstation is
usually incorporated into Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).
Classical FIB
In principle, FIB is a technique commonly used for TEM sample preparation and relays on
cutting out ultra
ultra-thin
thin sample from the specimen using gallium ions. In detailed description,
one can distinguish several important preparation stages:
1. Covering the chosen area with protectiv
protectivee layer of polycrystalline platinum
platinum by electrons,
shown in Figure 69c
2. Additional protective platinum layer deposit
deposition with gallium ions Figure 69d
3. Cutting out the thin slice
4. Transferring the slice with the use of sharp Omiprobe
miprobe nano-manipulator
nano manipulator (needle) and
transferring to a).
5. Welding the lamella to the TEM grid (presented
(presented in Figure 69b)) or to the chip
(Figure
Figure 70c)
6. Lamella tthinning
hinning to obtain the ready sample for TEM measurements (Figure
(
69gg and
Figure 70d).
For high
high-quality
quality longitudinal and cross-sections,
cross sections, we decided to test out an unconventional
tricky approach which would let us prepare both types of sections within one sample Figure
69c-g,, which considerably saves time for TEM investigations. The sample with as grown NW
(perpendicular to the substrate)
substrate were covered with the transparent resin and with
ith the use of
tiny needle
needle, the sample was scratched
scratched, so that some assembles of NWs appeared on top of the
standing ones ((Figure
Figure 69c).
c). Then the resin was hardened. The resulting sample for TEM is
shown in Figure 69g.
g.

b)

Figure 69 a) A diagram showing the steps of classical FIB cross-section
cross
preparation of (In,Ga)As/(Ga,Mn)As
NWs transferred to the silicon wafer,
wafer, adapted from [94], (b) Grid for FIB lamellas with 3 possible sample
positions: A, B, C. with the exact sample locations (white) in reference to the grid. c-g) SEM images showing the
FIB lamella preparation stages
stages. c) polycrystalline platinum deposited with electrons d) next layer of platinum
deposited with ions e) cutting the edges of the sample f) transferring of the sample the OmniProbe needle
g) lamella ready for TEM measurements.
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FIB lamellas on chip for in
in-situ
tu experiment
At an initial stage, it was challenging to master the art of FIB lamellas preparation on the
heating chips,, not to destroy the
their
ir fragile membrane. The successful processes of the lamella
deposition is shown in Figure 70.

Figure 70 Successful lamella
l
deposition onto
to the in-situ
in situ chip - subsequent stages.

Preparation hardships
Each in-situ
in situ process was challenging and time consuming, starting from the chip loading to
the holder. Even this, seemingly easy, operation turned out risky during my research, since the
heating membrane of the chip is very fragile element and I learned that it does not take a lot of
effort to
to destroy it by mistake ((Figure
Figure 71),
), i.e. to drop it from too high distance while placing
in the holder and finish the experiment undoubtedly earlier tha
than
n expected… I am responsible
at least 10 chips breakings.

a)

b)

Figure 71 Fragility of the chip - broken membranes after a) mechanical NWs transfer with pipette (image taken
with optical microscope, b) FIB lamella preparation – needle unintentional manipulations – SEM image.
image
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Chapter III
Development of strategy for
Mn clusters detection
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5 Mn-nanoclusters observation in transmission electron
microscope
Observing nano-scale precipitates inside the nano-objects (i.e. nanocrystals in nanowires) is an
extremely challenging task. Therefore, it this thesis, it was of prime importance to use the
optimized transmission electron microscopy conditions to detect precipitation of Mn-rich
NCs embedded in one of the shells in core-shell nanowires.

5.1 Best TEM imagining conditions for Mn nanoclusters
As presented in Section 4, transmission electron microscopy is a powerful technique with
plenty of modes. When it comes to embedded nanocrystals identification, there are several
imagining approaches which provide a possibility to differentiate the NCs from the matrix by
using:
•
•
•
•
•

diffraction-contrast, also called Bragg-contrast once NC and matrix have different
crystallographic structures, i.e. they reveal different reflexes in diffraction mode
two beam conditions using to the difference in structure factors between matrix and the
NCs, i.e. certain Bragg reflexes can be kinematically forbidden and give no intensity in
DF imagining.
Z-contrast imagining when NCs and matrix are built with elements of different Zatomic numbers, which is realized in STEM using HAADF detector and short camera
lengths
strain-contrast for strained structures around defects, e.g. at the interface between NCs
and the matrix (ADF STEM)
HR-(S)TEM – Moiré patterns, when two crystals of slightly different parameters overlap
creating characteristic fringes

Since the target of this thesis was to observe MnAs precipitation starting from Mn
nanoclusters formation, through their growth, phase transition to α-MnAs and further
evolution using not only NWs after ex-situ annealing, but also employing in-situ TEM
technique for real-time observation. Therefore, choosing consistent imagining condition with
strongest possible contrast for the nanoclusters at all evolution stages played the crucial role.
We have tested all the aforementioned approaches and we found out that the scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was the most comprehensive technique for our
dynamic observation and several above mentioned approaches can be combined at different
stages.

5.2 HR-STEM examples for NCLs and NCs
As discussed in 2.1.4, we expected that the Mn-rich clusters can be coherent, semi-coherent
and incoherent with respect to the matrix and they would perform various strain filed
characters during their growth. As discussed in section 2.2.3, Mn diffusion and MnAs
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precipitation could happen due to atoms transfer via interstitial and substitutional WZ lattice
positions. Therefore, the optimization of imagining conditions to visualize
visuali the defects and
strain in the investigated nanostructures was crucial.
During in
in-situ
situ STEM initial investigations done with 230mm CL,
CL, we observed that at relatively
low temperatures (i.e. iin
n the early stages of precipitation)
precipitation NWs structure started changing and
small bright spots began to appear.
appear As shown on the example in Figure 72d),, one can notice
~3 bright spherical areas magnified
magnifie in Figure 72ee, which correspond to Mn higher
concentration as revealed by ED
EDS analysis Figure 72 i,j,k).
i,j,k) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of
HRSTEM image (Figure
Figure 72f) show
showss only one set of reflexes originating from WZ structure
structure,
thus we presume that such areas are Mn coherent inclusions of WZ crystal structure, referred
in this thesis as nanoclusters (NCLs). These three NCLs were the most distinct ones in the
whole NW
NW,, and in other parts of the NW, less visible precipitates of lower intensity were
found. Surprisingly, the Mn EDS signal registered in Figure 72i,j,j turned out to be quite high
(Figure 72
72k),
k), i.e. reaching Mn:Ga atomic % ratio of 30:70.
If one compares STEM images of the same NW area taken with two camera lengths: 91mm
(Figure 72
72a,b)
a,b) and 230mm (Figure
(Figure 72d,e),
d,e), one would notice the difference in NCLs contrast.
The reaso
reason
n for the high intensity occurring in NCL regions captured with 230mm CL may be
the strain field and disturbance in electron channelling. These effects are known to affect
Bragg coherent scattering at low-angle
low angle scattering range (higher CLs),
CLs , whereas for CL = 91mm,
higher-angle
angle scattering takes part in image formation, therefore the image intensity depends
more on material Z atomic number, which in this case explains darker intensity in NCL region
(ZMn < ZGa).

Figure 72 Coherent Mn NCLs found after 1.5min at 325 °C. a,d)) Lower
Low magnification STEM image
imagess of the same
NW taken with a) 91mm d) 230mm CL. b,e
b,e) HRSTEM
STEM image NCLs of highlighted areas from a and d,
respectively
respectively. c,f) FFT of b and f with reflexes coming from single crystal structure. g-i)
g EDX maps of the region
shown in b and e: g) atomic percent of arsenic, h) atomic percent of gallium, i) atomic percent of manganese; j)
mixed percent composition maps of Ga and Mn.
Mn k) Averaged composition profile of the area highlighted in j
with arrow and dashes white box.
box
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In the case of bigger nanocrystals (NCs) with already formed α-MnAs crystal structure, STEM
investigations also show differences in contrast for various camera lengths (Figure 73).
Comparison of two STEM images of the same NW after ex-situ annealing at 450 C is
presented in Figure 73a and b. The oblique cross-section (almost parallel to the NW growth
axis) was registered with 73 and 230 mm, respectively. In the chosen areas 1, 2, 3, in both
figures, one can notice that for area 1, the bright NCs in Figure 73b, disappear in Figure 73a.
NCs highlighted in area 2, from bright ones (for 230 mm CL) become dark (for 73 mm CL),
which is due to the Z-contrast like character observed for 73mm CL, and in terms of crystals
build up with Mn (ZMn < ZGa), they appears as darker once the NW thickness is low (lower
contribution of GaAs matrix over and under the NC). In the case of area 3, NC disappears,
but, the void associated with the NC (indicated by arrow) is visible for both CLs.
It should be acknowledge that that very few voids are detected in the NW, but if they are
found, they are mainly located in the upper NWs parts, where the (Ga,Mn)As shells are
thicker. The vacancies diffusing and appearing during the transformation of (Ga,Mn)As into
GaAs-MnAs granular system have migrated towards the NWs surface and no voids have
remained near the NCs, only the individual voids appear.
In Figure 73c-j, the series of HRSTEM images taken (using ADF detector of the TEM in
AGH, Figure 63) for the single α-MnAs NC of the cross-section of ex-situ annealed NW is
presented. Each image corresponds to different camera length (CL). One can clearly notice
how the contrast changes for the NC with chosen CL. At higher CLs (> 145 mm), brighter
NCs in comparison to the matrix are observed (Figure 73i,j). At CL of 145 mm there is no
apparent contrast between the MnAs NCs and the GaAs matrix (Figure 73h). With further CL
decrease down-to 46 mm NCs start to appear as dark areas surrounded by the brighter matrix
(in other words the inversed contrast is observed), however, most of the NCs remain faintly
visible in the STEM images.

Figure 73 a,b) STEM annular dark field (ADF) images obtained from oblique cross-section of a NW at different
CLs: (a) 73 mm camera length and (b) 230 mm camera length. Adapted from [93]. The dashed ovals indicate
three characteristic places: 1 – the NCs vanish at short CLs, 2 – the NCs start to appear as dark areas surrounded
by the brighter matrix, 3 – the void (indicated by arrow) associated with the NC is visible for both CLs. c-j) ADF
HRSTEM images of the same MnAs NC in WZ GaAs matrix oriented in [-2110] zone axis taken with annular
dark field (ADF) detector with various camera lengths: c) 46mm; d) 58mm; e) 73mm, f) 91mm, g) 115mm,
h)145mm, i) 185mm, j) 230mm. k) FFT of one of the images c-j revealing additional sets of reflexes.
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5.3 STEM image simulations of Mn NCLs and MnAs NCs
in WZ-GaAs matrix
We performed STEM image simulations to verify the contrast in experimental STEM images
for MnAs precipitates (Mn NCL and α-MnAs NC) embedded in the WZ GaAs matrix (see
Figure 72 and Figure 73), based on several simple models. We wanted to check to what extent
the different Mn configurations in small clusters and MnAs nanocrystals emerging in the WZGaAs matrix would affect STEM image contrast. In other words, we were curious if such
small inclusions give any detectable signal from hundreds of times thicker GaAs matrix.
Therefore, we used QSTEM software using multislice algorithms [88] to obtain the MnAs-toGaAs contrast as a function of the sample thickness and camera lengths (collection angles).
The input simulation parameters were chosen so that they corresponded to the experimental
conditions applied during image acquisition: 300 kV acceleration voltage, 1 eV energy spread
of the electron beam, 9.5 mrad convergence angle, spherical aberration coefficient Cs for not
aberration corrected Titan with Super-Twin probe forming lenses of 1.2 mm and Scherzer
defocus. In the simulations, the range of collection angles were chosen to correspond to
experiment (discussed in section 4.7.1) – the values of certain camera length registered by
ADF as shown in Figure 61 and summarized in Table 3. The simulation was carried out with
taking into account the thermal diffusion scattering.

Table 3 Collection angle range dependence on camera length (CL) for ADF detector installed in Titan Cubed
TEM, summarizing the results outlined in section 4.7.1 and depicted in Figure 61.

Detector no. used
in simulation

Camera length
[mm]

Inner radius
[mrad]

Outer radius
[mrad]

1

37

144.5

153.7

2

46

118.5

173.9

3

58

97.6

186.5

4

73

80.3

196.6

5

91

65.5

207.3

6

115

51.9

218.7

7

145

40.4

228.5

8

185

31.3

190.8

9

230

24.9

152.1

10

285

20.1

122.6

11

360

16.0

97.5

12

460

13.0

79.0

In the following subsections of 5.3, MnAs-GaAs models, their STEM images simulations and
contrast maps (with sample thickness and CLs dependencies) will be presented.
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5.3.1 STEM Simulations for MnAs laye
layerr on GaAs
As a starting point, a model based on individual MnAs and GaAs layers was used (as
(as shown in
Figure 74a)
a) to see how contrast changes with thickness and chosen camera lengths. In this
model, GaAs and MnAs layers of 100 unit cells thicknesses in <1120>
̅0> crystallographic
direction were simulated sseparately
eparately with no interface calculations. The simulated area was
limited to 25*25 Å for GaAs and MnAs layers with 0.25 Å pixel size. For each simulated
materials thickness and at each CL, the contrast was calculated based on the following
equation:

ijkl − hLkl
(
(42)
100%
hLkl
where ijkl and hLkl are the intensities of MnAs and GaAs being the result of the sum (or
the mean) of the same areas from the simulated images (highlighted in the model with blue
and red boxes - Figure 74a).
a).
¯SE+:E
E+:E =

Figure 74cc shows the resulting contrast map, where each pixel represents contrast value
calculated using eq. (42).. For all the thicknesses at CLs lower than 145 mm, a relatively weak
change in contrast is obtained. For larger CLs the contrast change is much more prono
pronounced
which occurs due to the channeling effect, i.e. the difference in extinction lengths for GaAs
and MnAs (material thicknesses for which the minimum intensity appears – i.e. certain Bragg
reflexes weaken with thickness and contribute less tto
o the signal registered on ADF).

Figure 74 a) Ball model of two materials MnAs (blue box) and GaAs (pink box) aligned in [11
[11-20]
20] zone axis
chosen for simulations. b) The average intensities of the simulated STEM images of MnAs and GaAs crystals as a
function of thicknesses for 91 (solid lines) and 285 mm (dashed lines) CLs. The effect of channeling is clearly
visible for 285 mm CL
CL. c) The contrast map calculated for the same thicknesses of MnAs and GaAs layers up to
37 nm (y-axis)
(y s) and for CL range 73
73-460
460 mm (x-axis).
(x axis). For selected pixels (indicated by the arrows in the map) the
pair of simulated STEM images of MnAs and GaAs are shown on the left side of the panel c. Reproduction from
[93].

As shown in the graph in Figure 74b,
b, the mutual shift of the intensity maxima for 285mm CL
significantly affect image contrast for 10nm thickness which is illustrated in Figure 74c with
high contrast of MnAs with respect to GaAs, i.e. red color in the contrast map, refers to
second pair from the top.
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The channelling effect can be observed directly for single column of Mn,
n, As and Ga atoms (as
discussed in section 4.3). Due to the redistribution of the intensity along the atomic columns,
it is manifested as vanishing
vanishing of some columns in the STEM image. This effect is more
pronounced for MnAs with more significant difference between the atomic numbers of Mn
(25) and As (33) - compare simulation images (MnAs and GaAs pairs)
pairs in Figure 74c.

Figure 75 Channeling of Mn and As column a) Ball model of MnAs projected onto [2
[2-1-10]
10] plane. B) Simulated
STEM image of the model shown in a; of 115 Å thickness, acquired with 360mm CL (detector no. 11). c) Graph
showing intensity of highlighted (with red squares) areas: arsenic (As) – purple line and manganese (Mn) – light
blue line. Grey region determines thickness of which image from b is shown
shown.

5.3.2 STEM simulations of coherent MnGa cluster – early stages of
precipitation
To determine the early stages of precipitation, we were trying to estimate and propose several
models of small clusters forming in the WZ GaAs matrix. We assumed that NCLs before they
exceed
eed the critical size, are coherent with the matrix, therefore have wurtzite structure
themselves, however slightly different lattice constants than WZ GaAs. Such difference in
lattice parameters can introduce strain to the structure.
Hence, COMSOL Multip
Multiphysics
hysics software based on finite element method was implemented to
model the strain distribution emerging in WZ GaAs cube due to the Mn NCL precipitation.
COMSOL strain modeling was performed using linear elastic continuum approach where the
anisotropy is ddetermined
etermined by crystal symmetry of NCLs. Simulations used two fixed surfaces as
boundary conditions, as it could resemble the realistic situation of NCLs embedded in one of
the shell in core
core-multishell
multishell NWs.
For coherent Mn NCLs, we assumed two
wo possible scenarios: 1)) Mn atoms occupying
occupying Ga
substitutional sites or 2)
2 cluster consists of MnGa and contain some interstitials.
terstitials.
We believe that if some contrast already appears for higher CL for as
as-grown
grown NWs (NW130
and NW 122), it might be due to early stages of precipitation (both MnGa and Mi might be
responsible) and strain causing the electrons de
de-channeling
channeling and therefore, the higher intensity
on ADF.
Mn nanocluster of ellipsoidal shape with anisotropic strain
This model assumes that at the very ear
early
ly stage, the
the precipitate could have ellipsoidal shape,
since the migration barrier in basal WZ plane (0001) has lower energy barrier forr manganese
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atoms jumps (is discussed in section 12.4).
12.4 Therefore
herefore,, it seems to be probable that the NCL
would be elongated in basal-plane,
basal
, which let us consider ellipsoidal NCL of the following
principal semi
semi-axes
axes: a = 1 nm (x-axis),, b = 1 nm (y-axis),
(y
c = 0.5 nm (z-axis)
axis),, where a, b, and
c axes correspond to 21 10, 01 10,
10 and 0001
0001 crystallographic directions,
direction , respectively.
Such ellipsoidal NCL embedded in WZ GaAs cube of 15 x 20 x 20 nm is presented in Figure
76a.
a.
In terms of the strain, we
we decided to use the most extreme conditions to check if the effect
would give any additional signal to STEM simulated images. Thus, the COMSOL input
material in the ellipsoidal volume of NCL has the WZ structure,
structure, but the lattice constants of αα
MnAs (smaller than the WZ
WZ-GaAs),, and α-MnAs
MnAs elastic constants (see
(
Table 2). Strain
introduced in COMSOL calculation was chosen so that it reached the misfit values, of -6% in
a, and -13% in c.
c

Figure 76 Ellipsoidal coherent Mn NCL (blue) inside WZ GaAs cuboid (transparent). The center of the NCL is
located at the center of the coordinate system. Displacement magnitude (the absolute value of displacement
u(x,y,z) shown in: b) 3D with three perpendicular p
planes
lanes crossing at point (0,0,0); c) 2D with xy-plane
plane at z=0 nm;
d) 2D with xz-plane
plane at y=0 nm, e) 2D with yz-plane
at x=0 nm. Color
Color-coding
coding in b-e)
b e) applies to the same scale of
the range 00-0.1nm.
0.1nm. f-h)
h) supercell containing strained eellipsoidal
lipsoidal Mn-nanocluster
nanocluster.. f) Side view of the supercell
revealing that the NCL is at the half depth. g) Top view of the supercell corresponding to the simulated image. h)
Supercell shown in perspective.

Figure 76aa presents the
the model of such an ellipsoidal Mn inclusion (blue) coherent with the
GaAs matrix (transparent in the cube volume
volume). COMSOL calculations were used to obtain the
material cube with st
strained
rained Mn inclusion, where the absolute value of the displacement u(x,y,z)
projected onto chosen planes is shown in Figure 76b-ee in the same color
color-scale (right side of
the figures).. One can notice that the absolute displacement in xx-yy plane is lower (less
than
than|u|= 0.5Å
Å), whereas x-z
x and y-zz planes exhibit higher (and the same)
same displacement fields
up to |u|=
|u|=1Å,, which is consistent with applied higher strai
strain
n (-13%
( % misfit) in z-direction
z direction.
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Figure 77 Q
QSTEM simulation input window.
window a) Structure model top view. b) Structure model front (side) view.
C) Simulation parameters.

Having the displacement field obtained from COMSOL (i.e. coordinates (x, y, z, ux, uy, uz) of
the chosen sampling)
sampling) the centers of atoms: Ga and As for the WZ-GaAs
GaAs ball model are
recalculated and accordingly displaced.
displaced. Then, the appropriate Ga atoms are substituted with
Mn in the NCL region ((shown
shown in Figure 76f-h). Such
uch a ball model is used for QSTEM
multislice simulations,
ons, as shown in Figure 77. The crystal structure is oriented so that the
electron beam penetrates
penetrate the material down 0110,, and is shown with green in Figure 76h.
h.
STEM simulated images are generated with the chosen simulation conditions (Figure 77c):
77
structure model orientation, scan simulation (area of the simulation), probe array (image
resolution), slicing (number of slices in multislice method), microscope parameters, detectors
(numbers of detectors and their semi
semi-angle
angle ranges). Moreover, to check the effect of TDS
configurat
configurations
ions on resulting images, the five simulations were carried: with no TDS ((Figure
Figure
78a,f),
a,f), 2 TDS configurations (Figure
(Figure 78b,g),
b,g), 5 TDS configurations ((Figure
Figure 78c,h),
c,h), 15 TDS
configurations ((Figure
Figure 78d,i),
d,i), 30 TDS configurations ((Figure
Figure 78e,j).
e,j).
The contras
contrast maps (MnAs NCL to GaAs matrix) shown in Figure 78a-ee are calculated
according to the equation (42) using the areas of the same size (light blue box for Mn-NCL
Mn NCL
and pink box for GaAs
GaAs,, shown in Figure 78f).
f). All the simulated images in Figure 78f--j are
shown for 230 mm camera length and correspond to 13
13 nm structure model thickness.
thickness
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Figure 78 Five simulation with different number of TDS configurations show
showing
ing contrast maps for the Mn
Mn-NCL
ellipsoidal model of 1x1x0.5nm calculated using areas highlighted with blue and pink in panel f.
f a-e)
e) contrast
maps for: no TDS, 2 TDS, 5TDS, 15 TDS, 30 TDS, respectively. The color
color-coded
coded contrast scale on the right side
of the map in panel e corresponds to the contrast maps. f-j)
j) Simulated STEM images for 230 mm and 13
1 nm
thickness, corresponding to the indicated region in contrast maps.

The very first conclusion which can be derived is that, the contrast obtained for 37mm CL
without any TDS configurations (very first column in Figure 78a)
a) gives overestimated values.
The second observation refers to tthe
he number of TDS configurations, i.e. there is no
meaningful difference between 2, 5, 15 and 30 TDS.
TDS. As shown in Figure 78k,l,m,
k,l,m, the contrast
profiles for 73, 230 and 285 mm CLs show the overestimated vales for no TDS simulations,
whereas the rest curves almost completely overlap. Therefore, it is assumed that 2 TDS
configurations are sufficient for simulated STEM images, especially since each TDS
configuration extends a computation time by ~
~one
one day,
day, in our case
case.
In terms of the strained (up to misfit range, i.e. -6%
-6% in a and -13%
13% in c directions) coherent
Mn--nanocluster
ocluster of the ellipsoidal size (1.0x1.0x0.5 nm) containing 57 Mn atoms, the
maximum contrast,
contrast obtained in the simulation with TDS, is invisible for CLs <=185
<=
mm,
where the contrast for the NCL varies around 00%.
%. However
However, for CLs> 185mm, the contrast
reach
reaches the maximum of 35% for 130 Å thickness and drops till the maximum thickness ~200
Å (Figure
Figure 78l,m).
l,m).
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Figure 79 Image processing of the simulated NCL for 230 CL and 13 nm thickness done using the workflow
described in 7.2.. a) STEM simulated image. b) Smoothed image with the ddetected
etected particle of 1.1 nm radius and
calculated 127 Mn for the spherical volume. c) Comparison of detected area (yellow) with the simulated NCL of
ellipsoid a = 0.5 nm, b = 1 nm and 57 Mn atoms positions (blue balls)
balls).

In the context of TEM investigations, the resulting contrast for coherent, strained MnAs
NCLs is believed to be detectable for the thinner NW areas (here simulated up to 20 nm)
using the post
post-processing
processing workflow
workflow,, shown in Figure 79b (described
described in section 7.2).. In this
case,
se, the image processing overestimated the size and the number of Mn atoms in the cluster.
The algorithm detected a larger cluster than it is actually. Due to the large mismatch in the c
axis and the strong local deformation of the base planes the elliptical NCL becomes of
spherical contrast in the simulated image.

Five spherical Mn-n
Mn nanoclusters
anoclusters of WZ structure with isotropic strain of -6%
Five coherent MnAs NCLs of the same 0.7 nm radius were located at different depths on the
diagonal line in the elongated supercell
supercell of 60nm depth as shown in Figure 80a.
80 The supercell
was created it two steps. In the first one, the COMSOL software was used to apply the
isotropic tensile strain of 6% to five spherical volumes (NCLs) of WZ structure (symmetry
group), but with α-MnAs
α MnAs lattice parameters and elastic constants embedded in the wurtzite
cuboid (15x15x60nm) as shown in Figure 80.
80 Each NCLs were equidistant to the subsequent
one – chosen every 14nm in the depth (Figure
Figure 80h), the
he center of the first NCL (NCL1) and
the last one (NCL5) are located at 2nm depth from the top and the bottom surface, see Figure
80a, h.
The contrast maps calculated from STEM simulated images (without TDS), were done
separately for each NCL (as indicated in the Figure 81b)
b) and are shown in Figure 81.. One can
notice at which depth each NCL is located (the beginning of contrast increase for higher CLs).
The resulting contrast reaches ma
maximum
ximum for NCL2 of ~40% for 360 mm CL and for other
NCL the contrast value ranges to 20
20-30%,
30%, except the last one, which is too close to the
bottom surface (2 nm) and the contrast reaches ~15%. Moreover, for CL = 230, 285 mm, the
contrast for NCL1, NCl2, NCL
NCL3,
3, NCL4 achieve 10
10-15%
15% for the maximum thickness (60 nm).
Moreover, one needs to remember that simulations without TDS overestimate the contrast
values, therefore the real one might be slightly lower, than presented here.
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Figure 80 Five coherent Mn NCLs (blue) inside WZ GaA
GaAss cuboid (transparent) of 60nm depth (x-axis)
axis) and
15x15nm width (y
(y--axis)
axis) and height (z-xis).
(z
. The center of the coordinate system is set at the center of the third
NCL
NCL. b-e) Displacement magnitude (the absolute value of displacement u(x,y,z)
u(x,y,z)) shown in: b) 3D with three
perpendicular planes crossing at point (0,0,0); c) magnification of the crossed NCL from b. d) 2D with zy-plane at
x=0 nm; d) 2D with xz-plane
plane at y=0 nm which is exactly the same as for yx-plane at z=0 nm. Color-coding
Color coding in bb
e) applies to the same scale of the range 0 – 10-3nm. f-g) Supercell of 5 spherical NCLs embedded in WZ GaAs
spherical based on the COMSOL presented f)) in 211 0 zone axis (along xx-direction) g) in perspective.
perspective Blue
manganese atoms are en
enlarged
larged for better visualization
visualization.

Taking into account above mentioned aspects, it is questionable if such small precipitates
(assumed by the model) can be detected. There is a possibility that the other form of strain in
real NCLs can be pres
present,
ent, such as Mni, which on the other hand could increase the contrast
due to the channelling effect.
Since the NCL
NCLss used in this simulation are modeled so that they have 0.7 nm radius
radiuses,
es, i.e. they
are on the detection limit, set by image processing procedu
procedure
re (described in section 7.2), they
gives the promising prospect for the detection slightly bigger coherent WZ-MnAs
WZ MnAs NCL.
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Figure 81 a) QSTEM simulation widow showing the top view of the model with 5 NCLs with isotropic strain,
and the chosen parameters. b) Simulated STEM image for CL=285 mm with 6 highlighted areas used for
subsequent contrast calculations,
calculations where
ere GaAs area intensity was used as a reference.
reference c) The NCs location in the
structure model. dd-h) Contrast maps produced separately for each NCL,
NCL, using the areas highlighted in b
b.
Simulation was done without TDS.

5.3.3 STEM simulation of semi
semi--coherent
coherent MnAs in WZ-GaAs
GaAs matrix
8nm in diameter MnAs NCs embedded in 12.7 nm thick GaAs – no TDS
To understand the origin of the contrast observed in STEM images for different CLs for
α-MnAs
MnAs nanocrystals, shown in Figure 73,, the simulations based on the simple rigid body
model, i.e. 12.7 nm cube with spherical 8 nm (in diameter) α-MnAs
MnAs NC embedded in the WZWZ
GaAs matrix
matrix,, were performed . No calculation
calculations regarding dislocations and interface bonding
changes were done. It was assumed that both crystals are relaxed, therefore no strain was
introduced.
The resulting contrast map from the images simulated without TDS is shown in Figure 82.
The areas highlighted by orange frames from of MnAs NC and GaAs matrix regions Figure
82b, were used to calculate the contrast values. In the contrast map (Figure
(Figure 82a),
a), one can
notice the
he homogeneous horizontal band visible uup
p to 2 nm thickness of almost zero contrast,
which indicates that the simulation still does not reach MnAs NC (compare with the 2nm
thickness of the model marked with grey arrow). The atoms building up the αα--MnAs NC start
to emerge at a 2 nm depth (thickness).
(thickness). In the contrast map it is depicted by two characteristic
regions with negative (73
(73-115
115 mm CLs)) and positive (185-460
(185
mm CLs) regions. They confirm
the observations obtained in the experiment (Figure
(
73
73). Moreover, one can notice that the
contrast values vary with thickness which is due to the channelling effect, as described in
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section 4.3 and 5.3.1, which and additionally influences the radial contrast variation visible in
Figure 82c .

Figure 82 Reproduction from [93]. (a) The contrast map calculated for the 8 nm-thick MnAs nanocrystal
embedded in the GaAs matrix for the CL range 73-460 mm (x-axis) and cumulated depth (y-axis). For the
selected pixels (indicated by arrows) in the map the small areas of simulated STEM images are given. (b)
Simulated STEM image for 73 mm CL and 12.7 nm thickness, frames indicate areas for calculation contrast map.
(c) Simulated STEM image for 285 mm CL and 12.7 nm thickness. The indicated area represents areas of
simulations given in (a) panel. (d) 3D view of the model. Simulation done without TDS.

8nm in diameter MnAs NCs embedded in 12.7 nm thick GaAs – with TDS
The simulation was repeated and performed with 5 TDS configurations (Figure 83). The
results are shown in Figure 84. The contrast map, calculated using two characteristic areas
MnAs (blue), GaAs (pink), shown in Figure 84b, is presented in Figure 84d. Four simulated
images for CL = 91mm and 285 mm (highlighted with the black rectangular in contrast map)
are shown in Figure 84b and c, respectively. In panel a of Figure 84, the model of the chosen
thicknesses, corresponding to the simulated images in Figure 84b,c are shown.
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Figure 83 QSTEM simulation widow showing the top and fron
frontt view of the model of 8 nm spherical α-MnAs
α MnAs
embedded in WZ-GaAs.
WZ

The contrast map, calculated using two characteristic areas MnAs (blue), GaAs (pink), shown
in Figure 84b,
b, is presented in Figure 84d.
d. Four simulated images for CL = 91mm and 285 mm
(highlighted with the black rectangular in contrast map) are shown in Figure 84b
b and c,
respectively. In panel a of Figure 84,, the model of the chosen thicknesses, corresponding to
the simulated
mulated images in Figure 84b,c
84b,c are shown.

Figure 84 ((a) The model: 8 nm-thick
thick MnAs NC embedded in 12.7 nm cube filled with WZ-GaAs
GaAs matrix shown
at four chosen thicknesses. b) Simulated STEM images for 91 mm corresponding to the thicknesses in panel a. c)
Simulated STEM images for 285 mm corresponding to the thicknesses in panel a CL d) The contrast map with
the CLs range 37
37-460mm
0mm (x
(x-axis)
axis) and cumulated depth (y-axis)
(y
calculated using the areas of MnAs (blue) and
GaAs (pink) marked in b
b.. For the selected pixels of CL = 91 mm and 285 mm (indicated by black rectangles) in
the ma, the simulated images are shown in b and c, respectively. The simulation was done with 5TDS.
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One can notice that rresults
esults of the simulation done without TDS and includi
including them
(presented
presented in Figure 82and Figure 84,, respectively) differ from each other. The contrast map in
Figure 83aa exceeds contras
contrastt value of 200%, whereas in Figure 84d,, it reaches 100%. Moreover,
forr the simulation including TDS, the results for CLs < 230 mm exhibit negative contrast for
the thickness 2 nm > t > 10 nm, however, for higher thickn
thickness
ess ( > 10 nm),
nm the resulting MnAs
NC contrast varies around zero, i.e. it disappears. Moreover, the simula
simulation
tion confirms our
results for the experiment (shown
(
in Figure 73).

8nm in diameter MnAs NCs embedded in 200nm
case which is resembles real experiment condition for whole NW

thick

GaAs

–

More realistic model for MnAs NC embedded in WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs NW has been proposed, i.e.
spherical
pherical NC of radius 4nm embedded in 25x25x200 nm GaAs cube at 50nm depth from the
surface, shown in Figure 85.. Similarly to the previous model, no GaAs/MnAs interface
calculations were done neith
neither
er strain introduced. Therefore, only chemical and diffraction
effects vvisible
isible on simulated STE
STEM
M images were expected. The simulations were done including
TDS, with parameters indicated in Figure 85b.

a)

b)

Figure 85 a) Ball model of 25x25x200nm cube with MnAs NC of 8nm diameter
diameter.. b) QSTEM window with the
details about the simulation.

The contrast
ontrast map obtained from simulation, shown in Figure 86e,
e, indicated that for all CLs,
the contrast for the MnAs NC is positive (starting from the thickness, the electron beam sees
the NCL, i.e. 50 nm) and is more pronounced for CL > 230 mm. Therefore, it can be assumed
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that α-MnAs
MnAs NC can be detected in the samples such thick as a NW, i.e. 200 nm and can be
detected and counted via image processing procedure (described in 7.2).

Figure 86 a) Model of used for simulation. b) One of the simulated images for CL= 285 mm, with areas: blue MnAs and pink - GaAs, used for contras map calculatio
calculation.
n. c) Several simulated images obtained for chosen CL
and thickness. d) The thickness of the model corresponding to the images in panel c. e) The contrast map.

Summary
A number of other (not shown here) performed simulations showed that even a very small
cluster of αα-MnAs
MnAs of the order of 1.5 nm in diameter is possible to detect regardless of the
depth at which it lies.
Small coherent nanoclusters of WZ-MnAs
WZ
can be detected once they are located in the last 3030
50 nm on the path of the electron beam, which means that for a nanowire
nanowire with a diameter of
200 nm, it is possible to detec
detectt only a part of NCLs
NCLs.. On the other hand, in the case of ααMnAs, most NCs above 1.5
.5 nm can be detected.
The optimal length of the camera for the STEM experiments is found to be 230-285
23 285 nm. It
allows to record Bragg
gg peaks but also the de-channelling
de channelling effects related to
to the deformation of
the matrix and the emerging strain in
n the structure.
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6 In-situ
situ TEM experiment technical details
STEM
STEM-HAADF
HAADF images taken with camera lengths (CL) greater or equal to 230 mm, as
a
evidenced in section 5.1,, reveal high, bright contrast for Mn
Mn-rich
rich areas in WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs, which is
a starting point fo
forr detecting Mn clusters and choosing appropriate conditions for nanowires
TEM observations.
observation However, to acquire valuable, systematic and comparable data from
further analysis, additional technical conditions in TEM must be met, apart from selection of
relevant
vant CLs in STEM.
The
Therefore, the general strategy to investigate WZ
WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
(Ga,Mn)As evolution with temperature
during in
in-situ
situ experiment in transmission electron microscope was organized in as follows:
follows
1. Transfer of as-grown
grown nanowires onto the heating chips
chips so that they are located in one
of the nine windows for TEM observations (described in detail in section 4.9.1.2).
4.9.1.2
2. In transmission electron microscope,
micros
setting up the STEM mode and making the
proper alignment, so that CL >= 230 mm is chosen and high dynamic range, i.e.
brightness/contrast adjustment for HAADF is set.
3. Finding
inding appropriate NW for in-situ
in
examination (as the one marked in Figure 87a), so
that:
• it is not shadowed by other NWs or chip elements
• there are no other NWs which can overlap with the chosen NW once tilting the
sample
• the desired
desired zone axis:
axi 21 10 or 101 0
0 (since NWs
NW lie
ie flat on the chip and [0001]
is aligned with the NW’s growth axis) is in the range of in-situ
in situ holder (±25 ° in αα
tilt and ±10 ° in β-tilt)
β
and does not lie
lie close to its limit.
limit

Figure 87 a) Chip for in-situ
in situ with high density of NW in the circle
circle-shaped
shaped window dedicated for in
in-situ
situ TEM
with the NW indicated by the arrow, suitable for measurement, b) NW with burned hole (marked with the
arrow), used for alignment in image processing procedure.
procedure. c) image of b taken with magnification of 320kx.
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4. Burning a small hole next to the edge of NW (as the one in Figure 87b,c), once
nce a
chosen NW does not have any distinguished features or any characteristic marking
point in its closest neighborhood, to use it later for cross-correlation
cross correlation when aligning
images from different experiment stages.
5. For 320kx magnification (shown in Figure 87c),
c), choosing the certain part of the NW
which will be imaged at every step of in
in-situ
situ investigation (with the same TEM
conditions)
conditions).
Moreover, two strategic approach
approaches for thermal treatment in TEM were used to register the
systematic change
changes in NWs’ crystal structure and to catch the significant moments of
WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
(Ga,Mn)As phase transition kinetics, such as:
1) finding the crucial temperatures, i.e. performing gradual te
temperature
mperature increase but
keeping the same time interval, Δt=constant
t=constant (Figure
Figure 88a)
2) checking the influence of one chosen temperature with time, T=consta
T=constant
nt (Figure 88b)
88
In this thesis, they were referred to as
as: Impulse progressive and Impulse isothermal
isothermal,
respectively. Their exemplary in
in-situ
situ heating curves are presented in Figure 88.
88. TEM images
were taken at the baseline temperature on the experimental curves,
curves, usually set around RT
(lower plateaus in the graphs). The breaks between subsequent impulses sometimes took a
long time (over 30 minutes) due to the necessity of temperature drift stabilization after the
heating impulse.

Figure 88 Exemplary in
in-situ
situ heating curves T
T(t)
(t) for: a) Impulse Progressive b) Impulse Isothermal.
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7 Image processing and automatic qua
quantification
ntification of
MnAs nanocrystals in the NW shell
7.1 Image processing
This section gives some background to digital images, pre
pre-processing,
processing, segmentation,
morphological processing and feature extraction methods that have been developed in this
thesis to extract information about precipitates size and distribution.
Digital image properties
According to the information presented in the paragraph 4.3,, one needs to remember that the
image acquired in STEM
TEM is a result of electron probe interactions
interaction with (1) the investigated
sample and (2) a (ring) detector.
detector. While scann
scanning
ing the area of the sample with electron probe
pro
line by line, from each point electrons which hit the detector are counted,
counted, normalized and
saved as a pixel intensity
intensity. Consequently
Consequently, an array of pixel values in 2 dimensions,
dimensions displayed in
gray
gray-scale
scale gives a digital
gital image, where more electrons registered on the detector means higher
intensity and white color, and no electrons 0 pixel value means black color. Therefore, already
mentioned pixel is the
the smallest
smallest inseparable part of the image,
image, which is characterized by 3
parameters: length in x and y dimension and by the intensity value. Figure 89 shows SEM
image of as
as-grown
grown NWs with where 0 intensity indicated black pixel.
whereas STEM image is build pixel by pixel when probe scans the sample area, therefore and
the intensity depends on the number of electrons hitting the ring detector at one point.

Figure 89 Pixel
el intensity represen
representation. a) 8-bit
bit SEM image of as-grown
grown NWs with 1024x884 spatial resolution,
resolution
b) zoomed area from a. c) Area from b with grayscale replaced by pixels values, where black=0 and white =255.

The pixel size depends on image parameters set dduring
uring the experiment, so that it is the result
of the real object xx-yy dimensions divided by the number of the number of pixels in the xx-y
dimensions. To some extent, it determines the spatial resolution, however, it has nothing to do
with the optical resolution
resolution of transmission electron microscope, mentioned in section
(determined by trade
trade-off
off between diffraction and aberrations) Appropriate sampling is defined
by Nyquist theorem. In other words, a spatial sampling describes the size of discrete image
elemen
elements
ts (pixels) of the continuous recorded electron signal. Therefore, if one wants to
distinguish the feature of a given size, the image sampling (pixel size) should be set around
~1/3 of the feature size. The general rule states that the smaller is the pixel size, the more
distinct is the feature, depicted Figure 90a-c).
90
90

Figure 90 aa-c) The effect of spatial down-sampling
down
for 8-bit
8 bit image.
image. Images show the same region with different
number of pixels: a) 2048x2048,
2048x2048 b) 256x256 c) 64x64.
64x64 d-e) The effect of lowering the image bit
bit-depth
depth for
2048x2048 pixel image: d) 16, e) 4, f) 1--bit images.

There is another sampling involved in the image formation, called intensity sampling, which
refers to image bit depth, which determines the rang
rangee of allowed intensity values. TEM images
are registered in grayscale, where the minimum intensity value corresponds to black color and
maximum to white color. Therefore, the greater is the bit
bit-depth,
depth, the more hues in the
grayscale the image pixel has. Dep
Depending
ending on the defined image bit
bit--depth
depth the images can have,
u
tV
i.e. 8-bit
bit image has 2 = 256 gray levels, 16-bit
16 bit image – 2 = 65536, and 32-bit
32 bit image –
eF
2 ~4.3a
a . The most of processed images in this thesis have 16-bit
16 bit sampling of intensity
(HRSTEM
RSTEM and HRTEM)
HRTEM
The pixel intensity distribution of the image can be represented by the image histogram, which
plots the number of the pixels (y
(y-axis)
axis) for each pixel intensity value (x
(x-axis).
axis). The left side of
the histogram represents the sum of dark pixels, whereas right side gives information how
many bright pixels there are in the image
image. One can easily deduce the dynamic range within an
image from its histogram.
Filters
The basic concept of the filtering is to assign a new value
values to the image pixel, which depends
upon the values of the pixels in its surrounding, defined by the radius of the filter
kernel/mask, th
thus the kernel needs to be of odd size since the center indicates the pixel which
gains a new value. The general differentiation between filter types rely on the method of
scaling the neighboring pixels, ttherefore, the filters can be divided into linear and non-linear
non linear.
The linear filters give the output value which is a result of a linear combination of pixels within
the kernel, such as mean filter or Gaussian blur.
blur. The non-linear
linear filters produce the result
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which is does not obey linear procedure, the simplest example are rank-order filters such as
median, minimum or maximum filters.
Linear Filters
Linear filtering indicates that the operation done on the pixel is a linear combination (sum of
products) of the pixels from its neighborhood. Moreover, the neighboring pixels are scaled
with the constant specified by the kernel assize and the shape of the filter as shown in the
example in Figure 91. Various results can be obtained depending on the kernel type used for
the convolution, some examples are presented in Figure 91.

Figure 91 Different kernel types used for mean filtering. A and B) square kernels of different sizes, C and D)
circular kernels of differnet radius.

Linear filtering can be understood as a convolution of an original image with the kernel. A
convolution is in principle a mathematical operation of two functions % and *, resulting in
third one % ∗ * defined as an integral of the product of %E* and %E*, where the second
one %E* is reversed and shifted (43)
¶

ℎ%E* = % ∗ *%E* = ¡ %µ* %E − µ*µ
]¶

(43)

In 2D image processing, the convolution can be considered as a filter, since it produces a new
image ℎ%&, (* from an initial one %&, (* transformed by the kernel %&, (* – being a
symmetric matrix with odd dimensions ((2n+1) x (2n+1) where n = 1,2,3…). The kernel
marches across the initial image and recalculates each pixel value with respect to the
surrounding pixels in the range of the kernel, shown in Figure 92, A new value for a pixel
located in the center of the kernel is a weighted mean of the surrounding pixels covered by the
kernel.
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Figure 92 Convolution/Linear filtering algorithm.

The filter transformation kernel determine their utilization. In the image processing techniques
filters are applied onto the images through the convolution as shown in Figure 92.
Non-linear Filters
Such as median or average – non linear operations are done onto the pixels within the kernel.
For example Median Filter orders pixel values from lowest to highest and calculates its median
so that the central pixel in the kernel gains median value. Which is really helpful to get rid of
salt and paper noise.
Thresholding
Thresholding, in image processing, means choosing the boundary value for which pixels of the
value larger are classified as a one type, whereas the pixels of smaller value as the second type.
Therefore, the image f(x,y) after thresholding (with value T) can be described with the new,
binary image h(x,y) as follows:
ℎ%&, (* = ·

1, %&, (* ≥ O
0, %&, (* b O

It is commonly used for image segmentation when the areas of interest have different
brightness than the background. Sometimes, it is difficult to set a right threshold value for the
analyzed image and the user can generate errors trusting only her/his choices. For this reason,
it is recommended to use automated, and defined criteria for threshold cut-off as well as
reliable thresholding methods. In this work, I mainly used three methods of thresholding:
•

Otsu, searches for the threshold value which minimizes the intra-class variance,
defined as a sum of variances of foreground and background (two image classes) [95]

•

Yen, thresholding using maximum correlation criterion [96][97]

•

Moments, preserves the moments of the original image in the thresholded output [98]
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7.2 Applied workflow for time/temperature-laps image series
In order to respect general image analysis principles, the workflow was constructed so that the
analysis is: quantitative, objective, reliable, reproducible and repeatable. In other words, data
derived from the analysis should describe the measurement with numerical results of accepted
confidence. It should not depend on who did carried the analysis, so it is objective and
repeatable. Moreover, it should be possible to obtain the same data using others means of
analysis generating data resembling universal truth.
The image processing in this thesis has been done mostly with the use of ImageJ/Fiji software
[99][100]. Python programming language was used to create a script for images/stack images
analysis to extract and measure precipitates emerging in NW (Ga,Mn)As shell under
temperature during in-situ study. STEM images from the various experiments were first sorted
with respect to the magnification (image size and pixel size) using python scripts. Then, for the
stacks, the same area of NW from each stage of every experiment were merged into image
stack and aligned in Fiji Software with the plugins: Plugins › Registration › Linear Stack Alignment
with SIFT [101] (Figure 93a) and/or Plugins ›Template Matching ›Align slices in stack…. (Figure
93b). The parameters for SIFT were chosen so that it assumes rigid transformations relevant
for electron microscopy images and descriptors concerning bigger features as NW shape. For
Templates matching mostly Normalized correlation coefficient method was used with subpixel
registration and bicubic interpolation.

Figure 93 Input windows for image stack alignment procedure in Fiji using: a) Linear Stack Alignment with SIFT,
b) Template Matching.

Aligned image stacks were the starting point for the main image processing procedure,
controlled by the home-made, interactive macro written in JPython in Fiji. The idea of the
script was to analyze individual clusters/nanocrystals in all the images in the aligned stacks.
Therefore, pre-processing, such as careful filtering was implemented before the proper
segmentation and labelling of the objects.
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The automatic image processing is integrated in Fiji macro using JPython coding. At the
begging the user needs to choose initial parameters, which are defined (with their default
values) in the user Options window, shown in Figure 94.

Figure 94 The Option window with initial parameters for image processing with default values.

Image processing is done with applying the following procedures to the aligned image stack of
original images (or single image):
INITIAL FILTERING:
(1) MEDIAN Filter defined in the Option window (at default kernel size – 8px),
denoising the image.
(2) MEAN Filter, defined in the Option window (kernel size – 8px at default,)
(3) GAUSSIAN BLUR 1 – fine Smoothing, defined in the Option window (at default,
kernel size 0.5 nm)
(4) The effect of initial filtering is shown in Figure 95b.

Figure 95 a) Original image b) Image after initial filtering (after median filtering, mean filtering and Gaussian blur
1).
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BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
SUBTRACTION:
(5) GAUSSIAN BLUR 2 – coarse
oarse smoothing,
moothing, defined in the Option window (at default,
kernel size 4.5nm) used for background approximation,
approximation shown in Figure 96b..
(6) SUBTRACT BACKGROUND:
Image without background = image after initial smoothing ((Figure
Figure 95b and Figure
96a)
a) minus image after GAUSSIAN BLUR 2 filtering
The effect of NW background subtraction is shown in Figure 96c.
b

a

c

Figure 96 Background Subtraction stages: a) Input image (after initial filtering) b) NW background image obtained
after applying Gaussian blur 2, c) Image after background subtraction. In the insets of each image, the images
intensity profiles are shown.

CUT
CUTTING OUT IMAGE BACKGROUND
ROUND
(7) Defining the mask to filter out the area beyond NW by setting the intensity tthreshold
hreshold,
shown in Figure 97a.
97
(8) Applying chosen tthreshold
hreshold in Figure 97aa provides the binary image, shown in Figure
97b.
(9) After multiplication of the binary mask (Figure
Figure 97b) with the image of NW with
subtracted background
background (Figure
Figure 96c),, the image Figure 97c is created.
created
a

b

c

Figure 97 Edges subtraction: a) Thresholding out the area beyond NW, b) Binary mask, c) Image obtained after
applying binary mask on the image with subtracted NW background.
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CUTTING
TING OUT NANOWIRE EDGES:
(10) The image of the NW backgrou
background (shown
shown in Figure 96b
b and Figure 98a)
98 is subjected
separately to two convolution operations
operations,, to extract the NW edges ((known
known as Sobel
filtering). The convolution kernels are presented in the Figure 98 over green and blue
arrows.
(11) After applying Sobel filtering the Figure 98b
b and Figure 98cc are obtained.
(12) Independently, the Gaussian blur ((of
of the GAUSSIAN_BLUR 3 kernel,, defined in
Opt
Options
ions Window) is applied to the binary mask (Figure
(
98d)
d), resulting in 8-bit
8 bit image
with blurred edges (the pixel values are scaled from white
white- value 255 to black – value
0), shown in Figure 98e.
(13) The images Figure 98cc and Figure 98c
98c are multiplied by Figure 98e,
e, providing the
Figure 98ff and Figure 98f,
98 respectively.
pectively.

Figure 98 Image processing applied for edge subtraction – initial stages. a) Image of NW background ((Figure
Figure
96b),
b), b) Image obtained after applying the convolution (of the kernel written over the green arrow) to the image
in a. c) Image obtained after applying the convolution (of the kernel written over the blue arrow) to the image in
a. d) Inverted binary mask of the Figure 97b.
b. e) Image obtained after applying GAUSSIAN_BLUR_3 to the
image in d. f) Image obtained from the multiplication the image in b with the image in e. g) Image obtained from
the multiplication the image in c with the image in e.

(14) For the purpose of edge intensities normalization, the maximum value of both edges
of image obtained in Figure 97cc (also show in Figure 99a) are measured.
measured The resulting
values (green – left one, blue – right one) are inserted to the script mac
macro
ro window
(Figure
Figure 99b).
b).
(15) The image
imagess in Figure 98ff and Figure 98gg are normalized using the measured values and
the
their merged image is shown in Figure 99c.
(16) The image of the filtered NW without the edges is generated via subtraction of Figure
99
99c from Figure 99a.
a. It is a starting point for particle segmentation and analysis
analysis.
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Figure 99 a) Image from Figure 97c
97c with the areas highlighted with green and blue indicating the regions from
which the highest intensity value is extracted. b) Macro window with fields where the values measured in a should
be inserted. c) Image of NW edges normalized
normalized merged together
together.. d) Image from a after subtracting image from c
showing the NW without the edges – ready for particle analysis.

PARTICLE ANALYSIS:
ANALYSIS
(17) Thresholding: three automatic methods (as mentioned in section 0)
0 Otsu [64] (Figure
100a), Moments (Figure
Figure 100b) or Yen [65] (Figure 100c)
100 are considered.
considered

Figure 100 Three automatic thresholding methods applied to the image in Figure 99d:
d: a) Otsu, b) Moments, c)
Yen.

a

b

Figure 101 a) Binary mask after appl
applying Otsu threshold. b) Image product after multiplication of the binary mask
a) with the image in Figure 99d
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(18) Binary mask of Otsu threshold is shown in Figure 101a.
(19) Multiplication of the binary mask (Figure
Figure 101a)) with filtered NW image in Figure 99d,
resulting in extracted single particles and their conglomerates, shown in Figure 101b.
101
(20) Particles segmentation done with the
he use of MaximumFinder Fiji function (Process ->
Find Maxima…) with prominence parameter (the minimal difference in intensities
between local maximum and minimum (minimal
minimal height protruding above the local
ridge) for maxima
maxim acceptance shown in Figure 102a.
102
(21) Water
Water-segmented
segmented image using the prominence chosen in macro
macro shown in the inset of
Figure 102a.
(22) Segmented particle image as a result of multiplication the binary mask image after
thresholding (Figure 101a)
101 with water-segmented
water segmented image (Figure
(
102 ). This image
102b).
stack is starting point for particle analysis.
a

b

c

Figure 102 a) Maxima found with prominence of 15 in the filtered image (Figure
(Figure 101b),, in the inset the window
defining the prominence is presented.
presented. b) Watershed-segmented
Watershed segmented image with respect to the chosen maxima
prominence from a). c) Segmented particle image as a result of multiplication the b
binary
inary mask image after
thresholding (Figure 101a)
a) with water-segmented
segmented image in b.

NANOCRYSTALS ANALSIS – LABELLING:
LABELLING
(23) Particle analysis is done by Analyze Particle Fiji function with parameters shown in the
minimum artic
article
le size of the precipitates/NCs
(24) Feature
Features extracted
extracted for further analysis based on the particle statistics are:
• number of detected particles
• area of each particle
• total area of all particles
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b

c

a

Figure 103 Particle analysis: a) parameters for the analysis. b) Overlays of identified particles superimposed on the
image after NW background subtraction. c) Image with color-coded particles used for better visibility of
segmented particles.

(25) Moreover, the data about the NW volume is collected via the measuring the (Ga,Al)As
shape (see the Figure 104):
• volume of the NW assuming its cylindrical shape
• volume of the (Ga,Al)As shell assuming that its inner surface has cylindrical shape,
whereas the outer shell in projection (what can be determined from TEM images)
can be rectangle, triangle, trapeze or rectangle + trapeze (window of choice in
Figure 104)
• relying on (Ga,Al)As shell, the shape and volume of WZ-(Ga,Mn)As shell is
estimated
• the number of Mn atoms in the WZ-(Ga,Mn)As shell is calculated using the
(Ga,Mn)As volume and measured [Mn] content of 4 and 6 %, for NW114 and
NW130, respectively
• the number of Mn atoms in the clusters is calculated: for the coherent WZnanoclusters (r < 1.5 nm) using the fitting shown in Figure 90, for the r > 1.5 nm
the Mn in α-MnAs is calculated using Mn density.
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Figure 104 Macro window to specified the measured features of the investigated NW, especially about (Ga,Al)As
shell.

(26) The results are later calculated and plotted in OriginLab software batch processing
• radius and volume of each particle assuming their spherical shape
• particle radius distributions

Figure 105 a) Number of all atoms, cations (Ga atoms) and anions (As
( atoms) with respect to the radius of the
WZ-GaAs
GaAs cluster with the As in the middle b) Density function of the atoms, cation, and anion in WZ-GaAs.
WZ GaAs.
The fitting is done for cation density dependency to use it for calculating the number of Mn substituting Ga in
the coherent cluster.
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Assessment of potential sources of error
The NW analysis was done as systematically as possible and using objective criteria as possible:
•

all STEM images taken for quantitative analysis were acquired at the same
magnification (320kx) with similar STEM conditions.

•

the same automatic image processing procedure was performed to every image stack

However, there is still the likelihood for errors:
•

some artifacts such high variation in intensity or boundaries between notably dark and
bright region can sometimes generate a signal similar to the NCs and can be taken into
quantification by mistake

•

NC thresholding shown in Figure 100 is user-sensitive and can be a source of
systematic error

•

choosing the prominence parameter for maxima for cluster segmentation (Figure 102a)

•

TEM imaging itself – the number and size of Mn-nanoclusters can be underestimated
due to 2D projection of the real 3D NW structure (NCs can be hidden under/over
others).

•

Images registered in [10-10] ZA containing bigger nanocrystals (>3 nm) with Moiré
pattern may be mistakenly segmented due to several maxima (in their structure) instead
of one.
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Chapter IV
Experimental part
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8 Core-shell NWs based on WZ-GaAs with the shells
containing Mn
8.1 Growth of Nanowires – MBE recipe
Growing complex semiconductor nanostructures usually requires a bottom-up approach,
where crystal structures are grown on the flat substrate by adding atoms to already existing
seeds, in a thermodynamically controlled manner. Particularly, two epitaxial techniques are
commonly used for semiconductor NWs fabrication, i.e. metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy
(MOVPE) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
In this thesis, VLS mode MBE was successfully applied to grow non-equilibrium wurtzite
core-shell NWs. The brief framework/recipe for MBE NWs growth is outlined
1. The ZB GaAs(111)B substrate wafers were first prepared with a very thin (several Å)
Au layer deposited in a metal-MBE system.
2. The sample was transferred to III-V MBE system, where it was pre-heated to get rid
of undesired oxides from the surface (at 595 °C)
3. Temperature was raised to 605 °C and after several minutes gold formed Au-Ga
eutectic (liquid down to 350 °C) nano-droplets with gallium from the substrate.
4. NWs cores started growing after stabilization of the appropriate temperature (Table 4–
CORE row) and opening effusion cells with chosen elements (Ga, As and/or In).
5. After several hours, when cores were of around several um length, temperature was
lowered to stop axial growth (solidification of the eutectic droplet) and enable radial
growth of the shells The temperatures and element used for shells grown are listed in
Moreover, the GaAs-based cores of the NW can be obtained in WZ phase due to the
possibility of setting the contact angle of the nano-droplet (catalyst) as certain range [14],
which in turn can be realized by the proper selection of the atom fluxes ratio.
Table 4 Detailed MBE growth information of investigated NWs based on WZ-GaAs: elemental content,
thickness and growth temperature of their building blocks.

NW 140
NW 114
NW 122

CORE
T
%In
[C]
17 490
20 490
22 490

NW 130

22

490

50

30

NW 168

0

560

35

9

NWs

%Mn
/%Al
100
30
50

SHELL 1
d
T [C]
[nm]
9
10
440
25
440

SHELL 2
d
%Mn
[nm]

T
[C]

5
6

30
30

200
200

440

6

30

200

440

5

5

200

SHELL 3
d
T
%Al
[nm] [C]

0

5

200

0

4

200

50

15

200

SHELL 4
d
T
[nm] [C]

0

7

200

In this thesis, three types of NWs were investigated presented in Table 4 and Figure 106.
• NW140: WZ GaAs core with inhomogeneous shell of MnAs in the form of irregular
crystals
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•

NW 130 and NW122:
NW122: WZ (Ga,In)As core with (Ga,Al)As first intermediate shell,
(Ga,Mn)As second target shell, LT
LT-GaAs
GaAs third cap shell
• NW168
NW168:: WZ GaAs core, with (Ga,Mn)As second shell sandwiched between two
(Ga,Al)As intermediate shells, LT
LT-GaAs
GaAs forth cap shell
sh
The greatest emphasis in this thesis was placed onto nanowires
nanowires of NW130 (section 10)) and
NW 114 (s
(s11ection 11),
11 therefore the majority of data comes fr
from
om their investigation. NWs of
NW140 (section 9) were used mostly as a prototype NWs for unraveling the crystallographic
relation of interface between alpha
alpha-MnAs
MnAs and WZ
WZ-GaAs,
GaAs, unknown so far. Finally, NWs of
NW168 (section 13) were used as an extension of possible realization of more complex NW
geometry for future control and limitation of degree of freedom for precipitation process.

Figure 106 Types of nanowires: NW140. NW114, NW130, NW168 with their cross-sections
cross sections (left side), whole
NWs cut along cc-axis
axis revealing the inside core
core-shell
shell geometry (each model bottom part) and showing the section
along he growth axis – schematic visualization. Color identification (color-coding)
coding) by chemical composition – x%
elemental content in three ternary compounds provides certain color shading
shading.

Figure 107 SEM image of as-grown
as grown NWs from sample NW130 with schematic characterization of their
building block
blocks.
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8.2 NWs based on WZ-GaAs cores
The most general investigation of NWs was done using scanning electron microscope (SEM)
to derive the information about NWs height, density and orientation in reference to the
substrate as well as their surface morphology. Then, the samples were subjected to TEM
investigations.
For the cores characterization in TEM, both cross-section and section along the NW growth
axis, prepared by FIB, was used to have a clearer insight into the core crystal structure, its
chemical composition and stoichiometry as well as core shape and its facets configuration.
After careful analysis of high resolution images of the NWs cores in two zone axes, the
wurtzite structure was identified. The “fingerprint” of this structure can be determined once
observing the structure in [-2110] zone axis, where the difference between ZB and WZ (Figure
6 and Figure 7) is visible. The crystal structure of the core for all the examined NWs was
found to be of wurtzite structure, shown in the Figure 110a.

Figure 108 Ball model of WZ GaAs in [0001] zone axis with a) {2̅110} facets, b) {11̅00} facets, c) with mixed
{2̅110} and {11̅00}.

The chemical composition of the NW core is found to be based on gallium and arsenic. In the
case, of NWs from sample NW168. it was pure, stoichiometric GaAs. For NWs from samples
NW140, NW114, NW122 and NW130, some indium content substituting gallium was added
during the growth of core NWs in order to reduce the strain state of the GaMnAs shell
and/or (for the In content higher than about 6%) to change it from compressive to tensile.
The growth of all WZ NWs investigated in this thesis was found to occur along c-axis [0001]
axis. Their shape was found to be cylindrical or revealed facets with typically hexagonal shape.
In such WZ nanostructures, there are two types of facets – parallel to {2̅110} planes Figure
108a or parallel to {1-100} planes Figure 108b, or mixed shown in Figure 108c.
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Figure 109 HRTEM image of the NW-cross
NW cross section take in [0001] ZA with identification of the crystallographic
directions of the NW facets – type {2--1-10}
10} for the nanowire after ex-situ
ex situ annealing.
annealing b) FFT from a.
a Moreover,
the directions for imaging: red and blue, highlighted in the HRTEM image are marked in panels a, b, c in order to
connect them with NW geometry.

Figure 109 shows HRTEM
HRTEM image recoded along [0001] zone axis. The inner core and the
shells demonstrate hexagonal symmetry defined with {{-2110}
2110} facets. However, for observed
NWs some
ome deviation from these facets tendency occurs, i.e. {1
{1-100}
100} faceting in the corners of
main facets is observed as well. It is expected that it happens due to the statistical nature of the
growth process. Figure 109b
b presents the FFT of the Figure 109a revealing that the core and
the shells are in epitaxial relation, i.e., shells inherit the core crystal structure.
structure Figure 109d
109
presents how the crystallographic directions are aligned with NW geometry.
In the NW structure, the stacking faults shown
sh
in Figure 110 were identified, and can
can be
compared with Figure 12.

Figure 110 HRSTEM
STEM image acquired in [-2110]
[ 2110] ZA for the NW’s
’s crystal structure of a) pure wurtzite,
wurtzite, b) with
stacking fault of type IS1,
IS1, c) stacking fault of type IS2
IS2,, d) stacking fault of type IS3.
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8.3 WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
(Ga,Mn)As target shell
(Ga,Mn)As of wurtzite structure is the untypical version of zinc blende (Ga,Mn)As and can be
grown only in certain conditions, i.e. only as a shell of wurtzite NW, when it can inherit its
crystal structure (stay in epitaxial relat
relation).
ion). In comparison to ZB, WZ GaAs has hexagonal
lattice symmetry (ZB cubic vs. WZ hexagonal described in section 2.1.3)) and even though
both structures have Ga and
and As coordinated tetragonally, their second neighbors have
different surrounding, which generates the differences in the structure as well as influence
their physical properties.
Knowing that Mn can occupy both substitutional and interstitial sites in thor
thoroughly
investigated ZB
ZB-(Ga,Mn)As,
Ga,Mn)As, it is of great importance to determine its possible locations in
WZ
WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
(Ga,Mn)As to understand the Mn migration and clustering. Providing, that Mn in
wurtzite locates in similar way as in zinc
zinc-blende
blende (Ga,Mn)As, it is right to assume that majority
of Mn locates in Ga sites
sites,, i.e. MnGa (known sites in the lattice), whereas minority can be
found in the interstitial (Mn
MnI) – not precisely defined for WZ-GaAs.
WZ
Therefore, using GaN (with natively WZ structure) as the model structure for WZ-GaAs
GaAs
interstitial potential locations (Figure
(
111),
111 , since it seems to be the closest stable material to
WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs in terms of crystallography. According to [102],, there are two interstitial position in
GaN of high
high-symmetry,
symmetry, called T (grey) and O (red). The WZ--GaAs
GaAs unit cell is shown in
Figure 111a,b,c.
a,b,c. The T site can be found in the middle of the line connecting unbounded Ga
and N and can be treated as a pseudo
pseudo-tetrahedral
tetrahedral position due to the fact that it is in the
middle of two compressed tetrads ((Figure
Figure 111d)
d) shows single tetrad created by As atoms, but
one can imagine the second inverted one, bounding 4 Ga atoms) namely, T-site has 2 nearest
neighbors (1 Ga and 1 As) and 6 next nearest neighbors. O-site
site has 6 nearest neighbors and is
located in the center of triangle prism ((Figure 111e)
e).. Both aforementioned interstitials T and
O, however, are highly unstable for native defects in GaN.

Figure 111 WZ GaAs crystal structure with interstitial positions a) WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs one O and three T sites located in
the lattice, b) <-2110>
< 2110> projection of a with bonds length indication c) <0001> projection of a, pointing out that
O site has the same x,y
x,y-coordinate
coordinate as the third layer in ABC stacking for zinc blende. d) Nearest
earest neighborhood of
the T
T-site
site e) nearest neighborhood of O-site.
O
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9 Case study - NW140 as a prototype for WZ-GaAs/
GaAs/αMnAs interface reconstruction
Nanowires NW140 (Figure 112)
112 with cores based on WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs and intentionally grown
α-MnAs
MnAs nanocrystals (MBE growth information shown in Table 4)
4 were used in this thesis to
investigate the interface between WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs and α-MnAs.
MnAs. In this case,
case, the interface can be
considered as a flat (for tens of nanometers)
nanometers and orders of magnitude bigger
bigger than that for 3D
spherical nano
nano-precipitate
precipitates. Such an interface cannot be realized in any other system than
NWs since WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs does not exist in bulk nor
or 2D layer..

Figure 112 a) STEM image of a single NW from sample NW140. B) Magnification of the NW revealing the
Moiré pattern (darker and brighter stripes)
stripes) for MnAs overlapping with NW crystal structure. c) Magnification of
the NW top part of a presenting quite sharp interface. d) EDS profile driven along the orange arrow in c.

Taking a deeper look into Figure 112b
b may demonstate the struggle of seaking a right region
for interface analysis since all the Moire pattern areas show the presence of MnAs crystals
visualized in TEM projection with the interface hidden for the investigations. The great
candidate is shown in Figure 112,
112, however after (EDS mapping Figure 112e)
e) the Mn content
turns out to be present at every point along the orange line (marked at Figure 112c,d)
c,d) reveling
the the interface is not sharp as expected.. As contenet was removed from the line profile on
purose not to shade the low-contant
low contant data, its amount is in stiochometric ratio as expected.
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Figure 113 a) HR-STEM
STEM image of WZ
WZ-Ga0.8,In
,In0.2As
As and alpha-MnAs
alpha MnAs interface in the pseudo-flat
pseudo flat region. b)
FFT of image from a, used as a spectrum image for GPA analysis. c, d) Strain tensors maps of Exx and Eyy
respectively where in c the distances between misfit dislocations were calculated.

Using eq. (37), the residual strain of the MnAs layer (called layer since it is relatively flat locally)
was calculated
calculated.. It shows that MnAs is almost relaxed in x direction ([01-10]),
([01 10]), however
compressed in y direction ([0001]), residual strain reaches ~ -1.8%. Moreover, to enable the
MnAs relaxation, the geometrical dislocations are necessary to appear at the interface
interface, which is
observed in this case ((Figure
Figure 113c,
c, d). The additional atomic plane of MnAs (in reference to
(Ga,In)As) should emerge every 2.
2.92
92 nm in the [0001] direction. In the Figure 113a, the
measured distance varies from 2.3 nm to 3.4 nm, which depicts the compressive strain of
MnAs in [0001] direction.
Table 5 Strain calculated
lculated based on GPA analysis of Figure 113
Misfit [%]
MnAs to
(Ga,In)As
-8.11
8.11
-14.17
14.17

GPA

εxx
εyy

reference GPA
(Ga,In)As [%]

layer
ayer GPA
MnAs [%]

relative layer GPA
MnAs [%]

Layer
residual
strain [%]

- 0.07

- 8.7

- 8.63

0.05

0.25

- 14.86

- 15.11

-1.09

Moreover, 4DSTEM datadata-cube
cube was collected for the NW140 cross
cross-section,
section, to gather the
information about MnAs to WZ
WZ-(Ga,In)As
(Ga,In)As relation in the basal plane. The nano-beam
nano
electron diffraction (NBED) was acquired on the EMPAD detector. The strain analysis was
done using exit-wave
exit wave power-cepstrum
power cepstrum (EWCP) method described in [103] and analyzed using
MATLAB software. The results are summarized in Figure 114.. According to Table 6, the
MnAs is fully relaxed in (0001) plane (basal plane), almost zero residual strain is dete
detected in
both [[-2110]
2110] and [0-110]
[0 110] direction. Furthermore, one can notice in Figure 114d,
d, that the MnAs
is in perfect epitaxial relation with (Ga,In)As, also visible in FFT. NW140 were examined in
ferromagnetic resonance (data not shown here), which demonstrated that they have the same
ferromagnetic behavior as bulk MnAs (section 3.2).
).
Table 6 Strain calculated based on 4DSTEM analysis of Figure 113.
Misfit [%]
MnAs to
(Ga,In)As
-8.11
8.11
-7.88
7.88

EWPC

ε11
ε22

reference EWPC
(Ga,In)As [%]

layer EWPC
MnAs [%]

relative layer EWPC
MnAs [%]

Layer
residual
strain [%]

-0.06
06

- 8.29

- 8.23

-0.001

- 0.45
45

- 8.43

-7.98

-0.002
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Figure 114 a) 4DSTEM strain analysis. a) Virtual HAADF image of the cross section of NW140. b) NBED from
MnAs area highlighted in panel a with dark blue box. c) NBED from (Ga,In)As area highlighted in panel a with
red box. D) HRSTEM image of light blue area in a with its FFT in the inset and (Ga,In)As and MnAs crystal
structures superimposed on the image.
image. e) EWPC analysis based on the spots location. f) Resulting strain tensor.
Direction 1 and 2 are shown
shown in panel a. *Done at MIT

The attempt for the interface reconstruction was proposed with ball model superimposed on
the image in Figure 114d.
114d. The facet marked with the circle in FFT (inset of Figure 114d)
indicate that in this case, the interface is perpendicular to [10
[10-10]
10] direction, i.e. {10
{10-10}-type
type
facet. From the HR images, one can notice that the hexagons at the interface are distorted as
these two materials merge together ((Figure 115)
115

Figure 115 a) LAADF and b) HAADF of the interface between MnAs (left side) and (Ga,In)As (right side), taken
in [0001] ZA.
ZA
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10 NW 130 of WZ-(Ga,Mn)As with [Mn]=6%
– main investigated sample
10.1 AS-GROWN (NW 130 & NW 122)
The core-shell WZ NWs of sample NW122 (described in [104][105]) and NW130 (starting
point in [105]) were grown according to the procedure described in 8.1. Their WZ-GaAs
based cores were grown for approximately 2h resulting in ~2 µm long NWs of surface density
around about 2 × 109 cm−3 (estimated using scanning electron microscopy images).

Figure 116 SEM images of as-grown NWs of NW130.

Figure 116 presents as-grown sample NW 130 with core-shell NWs and as can be noticed in
the, the final NWs are slightly tapered in shape. Their diameters range from around 200 nm at
the top to around 120 nm when approaching the substrate, which is due to the MBE
shadowing effect during growth. This has also the impact on the NW height – some smaller
NWs occur in the sample, i.e. of the 0.5-0.66 of the average NWs length.
According to MBE growth parameters calibration (Table 4) sample NW 130 and NW122 are
very similar as they have the same core-shell design and consists of the similar stoichiometry:
Ga0.78In0.22As/Ga0.7Al0.3As/Ga0.94Mn0.06As/LT-GaAs, even though they vary in the morphology
of the side walls. Such difference is probably due to slightly divergent MBE growth conditions
of the last shell (LT-GaAs) growth, for instance: growth temperature fluctuations, etc. Taking
it to account, I treated NW130 and NW122 as the representatives of the same sample, and
referred to the sample as “type I NWs of [Mn]=6%”, indicating Mn to Ga nominal ratio in
(Ga,Mn)As shell.
Figure 117 presents the simultaneous EDS and EELS mapping of the area highlighted with
orange square of the as-grown NW (of the NW130 sample). The analysis of both spectra
confirms that (Ga,Mn)As shell contains ~ 6 at. % of Mn in reference to gallium content, once
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averaging through the 60nm thick orang box along the orange arrow and plotted onto
elemental line-profile.
line profile. Arsenic is not shown in the line profile for EDS since (Ga+Al+Mn) to
As ratio equals 50%, as expected it and would shade the Mn content. The EDS map reveals
the presence of the aluminum in the left side of the analyzed area, indicating the (Ga,Al)As
and (Ga,Mn)As interface. Moreover, one can notice that in both cases oxygen is present on
the NW sside walls which points out the NWs must have undergone
gone oxidation since they were
kept in the air atmosphere.
atmosphere

Figure 117 EDS and EELS simultaneous mapping of the as
as-grown
grown NW - before annealing. a) EDS part with
elemental maps of Ga, Al, Mn, As, O and combined (Ga, Al, Mn, O) of the area highlighted in b. The line profile
of atomic content (Ga, Al, Mn, O) averaged along xx-axis
is of the combined elemental map. b) STEM image of the
examined NW with the orange square indicating the area chosen for the EDS and EELS mapping. C) EELS part
presenting elemental maps of Ga, O, Mn and combined (Ga, Mn, O). The line profile of atomic cont
content
ent (Ga,
Mn, O) averaged along xx-axis
axis from the maps.

10.2 EX
EX-SITU
SITU annealing1
As-grown
grown sample described in section 10.1 was divided into several pieces and
nd one of them
was given for ex
ex-situ
situ post-growth
growth annealing. Pieces of Samples NW122 and NW130
were reintroduced to the MBE chamber and annealed at 450 °C for 20 minutes. The
results from ex
ex-situ
situ experiment were published in [105]..
1

This section is based on and adopted from [105].
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The images shown in Figure 118 have been acquired in STEM mode using HAADF with 230
mm or 285 mm CL, where MnAs NCs appear as bright objects (as proved in section 5.3). The
Al-rich shell appears darker than pure GaAs − as shown in Figure 118b,c. A special specimen
preparation is required to determine the distribution and shapes of individual MnAs NCs. For
this reason, the thin cross-sectional specimens cut perpendicularly and parallel to the growth
axis (green and pink in Figure 118a) as well as a small angle cut (yellow in Figure 118a) were
investigated in Figure 118b,c,d, respectively.

Figure 118 (a) Scanning transmission electron microscopy image of annealed NWs showing an individual NW
with MnAs NCs visible as bright dots. (b) Cross section from the upper part of the NW perpendicular to the
growth axis (as schematically indicated by the green, dashed rectangle in panel a) with energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) maps of Ga, Al, As, Mn, and In of the whole area. (c) Cross section along the NW growth
axis (as schematically indicated by the pink, dashed rectangle in panel a) with EDS maps of Mn and Ga, acquired
from the area marked by the blue square. (d) NW cross section, at a small angle to the growth axis (as
schematically indicated by the yellow line in panel a) with EDS maps (Mn, Ga) acquired from the area marked by
the blue square, proving that Mn appears in the Ga-depleted areas. (e) The section taken from the yellow square
marked in panel d with subtracted background and outlined particle shapes. (f) Histogram of the particle crosssectional area distribution obtained from panel e. Special conditions employed to obtain images in panels a−e are
detailed in the Methods.

This approach allows performing the image analysis to determine the NCs areas distribution,
which yields to the mean value of 44 ± 6.0 nm2 as established from the Gaussian
approximation presented in panel f, which corresponds to an ∼8 nm circle diameter. Such a
low angle slice eliminates the other NCs from the field of view (from the sides and the rear
part of the NWs) and enables the most accurate estimation of their lateral density in the shell,
which amounts to 105 NCs/µm3 for the GaAs shell thickness of ~30 nm. The EDS maps
shown in Figure 118b,c,d prove the NW homogeneity and the expected elemental
composition of the core and each shell. The EDS maps displayed in panels c and d clearly
confirm that the bright objects (the NCs) correspond to the volumes containing Mn. In Figure
118d, one can observe that some Ga signal is present in the Mn-rich area. It originates from
the GaAs matrix located under or over the MnAs NCs (which is expected in the samples
thicker than the NCs diameter and contribute to the EDS signal). Moreover, one may clearly
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notice in Figure 118c that the (Ga,Al)As shell constitutes a diffusion barrier for Mn during
annealing – no Mn nanoclusters are observed inside the area of the core or (Ga,Al)As shell.
Mn-signal in EDS maps is detected only below the noise level <0.2 at. % in both the
(Ga,Al)As shell and in the core. However, as shown in Figure 118b, except the formation of
the MnAs NCs in the former (Ga,Mn)As shell and the outermost GaAs shell, an excess of Mn
accumulates also at the NW surface. There is no direct comparison of the diffusion
coefficients of Mn in GaAs and in AlAs available in the literature, but a compilation of
theoretical and experimental values of the cohesive energy given in ref [106] clearly indicates
that AlAs has a higher cohesion energy than GaAs, which may result in the lower diffusion
coefficient of Mn in (Ga,Al)As in comparison to that in GaAs.
Moiré patterns appearing for NCs
Figure 119a-i presents FIB-prepared sections of NW showing HRTEM images of semicoherent α-MnAs NCs embedded in WZ-GaAs matrix. The characteristic modulation,
zoomed in Figure 119b,e,h is known as Moiré pattern. Such pattern appears when two grids of
slightly different periods overlap. Moiré pattern is visible not only in real space but also in
reciprocal space in the form of satellites spots around the main WZ reflexes.

Figure 119 High-resolution TEM images of FIB cross sections of NWs with hexagonal MnAs NCs observed in
three characteristic zone axes: (a, b) [0001], (d, e) [21̅1̅0], and (g, h) [0110], compared with their model structures
projections in panels c, f, and i respectively, created by overlapping the (m) WZ-GaAs unit cell matrix and that of
MnAs NC with a hexagonal unit cell. The unit cells of both structures observed in (j) [0001], (k) [21̅1̅0], and (l)
[0110] zone axes. (n) Table with lattice parameters.

Depending on the zone axis (direction of observation), the Moiré pattern would look
differently, as shown in Figure 119b,e,h. During TEM investigations, the NW, i.e. (GaAs and
(Ga,Mn)As) were imaged mostly in two orientations: <2-1-10> and <10-10> zone axes since
the c-axis was lying in the plane perpendicular to the observation (except the lamella, where
NWs cross-sections were found, i.e. [0001] ZA). Undoubtedly, for the NW laying on the TEM
grid or chip, Moiré pattern is more distinctive for [10-10] ZA (“regularly arranged dots”) than
for [2-1-10].
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Strain analysis
Once coherent precipitates grow and exceed critical radius they transform to MnAs with
NiAs
NiAs-like
like crystal structure, remaining semi-coherent
semi coherent with the WZ-GaAs.
WZ GaAs. Losing coherency
with the matrix sserves as a strain release for MnAs NCs (as discussed in section 2.2.3).
).

Figure 120 Geometric phase analysis (GPA) of three MnAs NC embedded in WZ-GaAs
GaAs a-d)
d) NCs completely
surrounded by WZ-matrix,
WZ
e−h
h)) the MnAs NC centrally sectioned (a thinner cross section). i-l)
l) Bigger NCs
centrally sectioned (b, f, j) Fastt Fourier transform of panels a, e and i,, respectively, - power spectrum for GPA. (c,
d, g,, h, k, l,l,)) The numerical strain components obtained from GPA defined with respect to the WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs lattice
reference. NW cross
cross-sectional
sectional images acquired in the [21̅
[2110]
0̅ ] zone axis in (a) image-corrected
image corrected HRTEM mode and
(e,i)) probe Cs-corrected
Cs corrected HRSTEM
HRSTEM mode.

Frequently, the MnAs NCs, observed in ex
ex-situ
situ annealed NW, are located in the vicinity of
stacking faults, as shown in Figure 120.
120 We are wondering, if such SFs play the role of peculiar
anchors for moving and growing NCs or they transform during the precipitation process and
help NCs to relieve strain energy. Regardless
Regardless of the SF function, it was very important to
investigate the relaxation level on MnAs NCs and carry out strai
strain
n analysis which was done by
GPA ((Figure 120)
120) for high resolution
resolution NC images according to the method described in 4.5.3..
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The strain state is the essential feature of MnAs NCs embedded in the GaAs matrix since it
directly influences their magnetic properties.
The lattice misfit (eq. (6)(6)) between the bulk α-MnAs and the WZ-GaAs in reference to the
WZ-GaAs equals to −6.72% in the [01-10] direction and −13.08% in the [0001] direction. The
formation of pseudomorphic (fully strained) MnAs NCs embedded in the WZ-GaAs lattice is
precluded due to the extremely high strain energy at such a huge lattice mismatch. Similarly to
the MnAs NCs embedded in the zinc-blende GaAs matrix, a certain degree of strain relaxation
in MnAs NCs is expected here [107]. Hence, to enable this process, geometrical dislocations
are necessary to appear at the interface and an additional atomic plane of MnAs should emerge
every 2.27 nm in the [0001] direction. As the result, the MnAs NCs of diameters larger than
2.27 nm are expected to be relaxed, at least partially. To evaluate the MnAs NCs residual strain
(RS), the GPA is applied (discussed in section 4.5.3) . This method quantifies the
displacements and strains in the crystalline structure employing digital signal processing
algorithms based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the HRTEM or HRSTEM images.
The results of the GPA analysis are presented in Figure 4.
We analyze the HRTEM image (Figure 120a) and two HRSTEM images (Figure 120e,i) of the
two NCs found in (a) the thicker and (e) the thinner cross sections of the NW shells. The first
one (Figure 120a) is completely surrounded by the GaAs matrix as explained, whereas the next
one (Figure 120e) represents an ultrathin area crossing centrally through the NC, exposing its
structure to the electron beam. The third NC reveals α-MnAs crystal structure and seems to be
cut through by FIB, however, is relatively thick. The FFT analysis of the HR- images
presented in Figure 4b,f,j confirms that the MnAs NCs are semi-coherent to the WZ-GaAs
matrix (i.e., their unit cells have the same crystallographic orientations). The GPA analysis is
gathered and summed up in the Table 7.
Table 7 Strain calculated based on GPA analysis of Figure 120. Additional point obtained for the third NCs from
4DSTEM analysis, denoted with *.
NCs
number
1
2
3
3*
4DSTEM

Misfit [%]
MnAs to
GaAs

Crystallographic
Direction

-6.72

[01-10]

-13.08

[0001]

-6.72

[01-10]

-13.08

[0001]

-6.72

[01-10]

-13.08

[0001]

-6.72

[01-10]

-13.08

[0001]

GPA

εxx
εyy
εxx
εyy
εxx
εyy
ε22
ε11

relative NCs GPA
MnAs [%]

NCs residual
strain [%]

Type of
strain

- 5.68

1.12

tensile

- 12.51

0.656

tensile

-6.13

0.62

tensile

- 12.87

0.24

tensile

-7.39

-0.72

compressive

- 11.68

1.61

tensile

-2.69

+2.35

tensile

- 4.53

+.9.83

tensile

Strain analysis was done additionally, using 4DSTEM, i.e. the nano-beam electron diffraction
(NBED) was acquired on the EMPAD detector. The strain analysis was done using exit-wave
power-cepstrum (EWCP) method described in [103] and analyzed using MATLAB software.
The analysis is performed for the same NCs as shown in Figure 120i, Figure 120b (orange
box), and Figure 120e. The measured values of ε were added to the Table 7.
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a)

b)

c)

e)

d)
f)

g)

Figure 121 4DSTEM
STEM strain analysis.
analysis a) STEM L
LAADF
AADF image of the cross section along the NW growth of
NW122
NW122. a) Virtual LAADF image of blue area in a. c)
c) NBED from MnAs area highlighted in panel b with red
box. d)) NBED from WZ-GaAs
GaAs area highlighted in panel a with green box. e)) HRSTEM image of the yellow area
in b – the same NCs, as analyzed in Figure 120i.
120 f)) EWPC analysis based on the spots location. g)) Resulting strain
tensor. Direction 1 and 2 correspond to [0001] and [2-1-10],
[2 10], respectively.
respectively. *Done at MIT
MIT.

Such high values of strain components is possibly due to lower spatial resolution (than GPA),
since the nano-beam
nano beam was chosen at very low convergence angle, increasing the beam diameter.
Therefore, the strain values are overestimated and assumed that they are the results of
averaging between the WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs matrix and α-MnAs,
α MnAs, especially in the view of data obtained
from GPA analysis for the same NC, showing < 2% tensile strain in [0001] direction.
In Table 7, residual strain components ε of NCs no.1,2,3 are positive (except NC no. 3 which
has negative value in [01
[01-10] direction),
direction), which means that the MnAs NCs are under
anisotropic tensile strain. A similar analysis performed for dozens of such NCs gives generally
positive magnitudes of εyy and εxx, which range from −0.7%
−0. % to 2% and 0.3% to 1.3%,
respectively; i.e., εxx assumes always positives values. Exemplary NCs, i.e NC no. 1 and NC no.
2 representing smaller precipitated are subjected to tensile strain in both direction, whereas the
big one (r >5 nm) is compressed in a, and stretched on cc-direction.
direction.
In general, TEM investigations confirm that MnAs NCs embedded in the WZ-GaAs
WZ GaAs are under
anisotropic tensile strain. Our HRTEM analysis shows that the NCs are stretched in all of the
directions, but the strongest effect occurs along the c axis. To our best knowledge, no similar
strain measurements for individual NCs embe
embedded
dded in GaAs are available in literature. The
strain relaxation in the lower symmetry WZ
WZ- GaAs should be less effective than that in the
cubic GaAs due to fewer equivalent primary slip systems (3 vs 12).
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Magnetic properties - Curie Temperature
The magnet
magnetic
ic properties of the as-grown
as grown NWs are similar to those of the previously reported
for core
core−shell
−shell nanowire structures containing (Ga,Mn)As [104],
[104], which confirms the
reproducibil
reproducibility
ity of the growth procedure and the investigated material. As discussed in sections
(3.3.1 and 3.4) the presence of Mn ions in the (Ga,Mn)As shell is responsible for the
ferromagnetic (FM).
(FM). For as-grown
grown material, the coupling occurs only at the very low
temperatures, as indicated in panel a of Figure 122 and operates at mesoscopically short
distances, as found previously for similar NWs, [104][108]
[108] and ubiquitously seen in the
the low
hole density (Ga,Mn)As [108][109]
[109][110][111]
[111]. Therefore, the magnetism of the as-grown NWs
has a character of heterogeneous nano-magnets.
magnets. However,
However, SQUID
QUID magnetometry cannot
unambiguously point to the difference between these small fragments of NW that generate the
magnetic flux and the rest of the sample. Therefore, the signal can be due to or the
fluctuations in the local density of states tthat
hat could end up in a patchwork of spontaneously
magnetized volumes (TC > T0) containing a sufficiently high hole density to ensure the FM
spin−spin
−spin ordering within their phase coherence length. In this case,
case, the rest of the material
with too low hole dens
density
ity to mediate the effective coupling remains nonmagnetic at the
relevant temperature range T > T0, where T0 is the base temperature of an experimental setup.
A completely different scenario takes place for ex
ex-situ annealed NWs. The comparison of the
temperature
erature dependence of the magnetic moment measured at a moderate magnetic field of 1
kOe is shown in panel a of Figure 122 and rescaled according to the area of the iinvestigated
nvestigated
ensembles of NWs. It is clearly seen that both samples exert nearly the same magnetic flux at
T ≅ T0, which confirm the high lateral uniformity of the NWs density. On the other hand, as
the magnetic response of the as-grown
as grown NWs vanishes quickly above about 50 K, the ex-situ
ex
annealed NWs stay magnetized in the whole temperature window (up to 400 K) available for
SQUID experimen
experiment.
»-MnAs
MnAs

¼-MnAs
MnAs

½-MnAs
MnAs

Figure 122 (a) Temperature dependence of the aerial density of the magnetic moment of the as
as-grown
grown (open
symbols) and annealed (bullets) nanowires (NWs). Right y axis refers to the magnetization of the uniform, 50 nm
thick MnAs laye
layerr grown on GaAs(100), the gray line. All of the measurements have been performed at the
following magnetic field: H = 1 kOe. (b) Saturated magnetic moment (mS)of the annealed NWs (bullets) and the
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mean field Brillouin function (line) adjusted to the data to provide a lower-bound estimate of the Curie
temperature of the NWs. Adopted from [105].

This finding confirms TEM results showing that the annealing triggers the crystallographic
phase separation, upon which the Mn ions segregate and form the NCs, identified as α-MnAs,
known to have the FM properties at room temperature (section 3.2).
The magnetic signal for ex-situ annealed NWs, i.e. α-MnAs persists beyond the highest
available temperature in our magnetometer (400 K) and does not manifest a critical fall down.
This indicates TC in higher than 400 K, moreover, a value exceeding by far the magnitude of
TC in bulk (the gray line in Figure 122a). To approximate the magnitude of TC for α-MnAs
NCs more closely, the values of the saturation moment mS from the magnetic isotherms m(H)
at high temperatures are plotted in the function of T (Figure 122b) together with the basic
shape of the T-dependent Brillouin function adjusted to match the experimental results in the
broadest possible range of T.
The lack of a sharp decline of the experimental mS(T) at the critical region indicates the
presence of a sizable distribution of TC, which extends clearly above 400 K (∼130 °C). The
lower bound limit of this distribution has to be about 360 K, i.e., around the temperature
where the experimental data start to deviate from the Brillouin function. Combining these two
findings, we can propose a scenario in which the MnAs NCs are strained so effectively by the
NW environment, i.e. the WZ-GaAs matrix that by increasing T the FM α-phase is preserved
far above 313 K. For some NCs, the effect is so strong that they remain in the α-phase until or
above 400 K, that is until the hexagonal γ phase sets in, importantly, maintaining the FM order
all the way through. The experimental findings indicate therefore that the existing strain in the
NWs c both hexagonal α- and γ-phases, eliminating β-orthorhombic one.
Most importantly this scenario indicates that the strain-induced stabilization of the hexagonal
form of MnAs leads to the FM ground state extending to the temperatures in which
paramagnetic γ-MnAs emerges (in the bulk form). On the other hand, it is possible that not all
of the NCs are strained so effectively, so they transform to the β-phase below 400 K and
remain paramagnetic, contributing marginally weak to mS, which is supported qualitatively by
the first-principles calculations presented in the next section.
First principles calculations
To understand the large increase of TC for the tensely strained MnAs NCs embedded in the
WZ-GaAs matrix, the first-principles calculations were performed. On the other hand, there is
a significant difference between the reported values of the elastic constants for α-MnAs in the
c direction (c33 = 110 GPa) with respect to those in the xy-plane (c11 = 40 GPa and c12 = 8
GPa) [112]. As a consequence, in the strained MnAs NCs, a larger strain relaxation is expected
for c than for the a lattice parameter. The elastic properties of solids are usually well described
by first-principles calculations, thus we believe that the TC changes in MnAs NCs as a
consequence of stress will be also well captured.
Therefore, first-principles spin-polarized calculations were performed using a plane-wave
basis, ultra-soft Vanderbilt-type pseudopotentials, and the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
exchange-correlation functional as implemented in the Quantum-ESPRESSO package [113].
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The plane-wave cutoff is set to be 60 Ry (480 Ry for the electronic density) and a 8 × 8 × 8 kpoint mesh for the Brillouin zone sampling is used. The calculated equilibrium values of the
lattice constant for MnAs in the NiAs-like structure are a = 3.717 Å and c = 5.545 Å and agree
well with the earlier theoretical reports [27]. The Curie temperature is calculated within the
mean-field approximation (MFA) to the effective classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian.

Figure 123 Curie temperature of MnAs in the NiAs structure calculated within the mean-field approximation
(MFA) method as a function of a-lattice parameter and c-lattice parameter change. At zero stress TC. Adapted
from [105].

The results of first-principles calculations are shown in Figure 123, where we plot TC as a
function of a and c lattice parameters. At zero stress, TC MFA = 382 K, and it is by about 20%
higher than the experimental bulk value of 313 K. Although the mean-field theory usually
overestimates TC by 10−20%, it is relatively much more precise in predicting the variation of
TC with strain or pressure. Two observations are clear from the results of our calculations
(Figure 123). First, TC weakly depends on c (at least in the range of the relevant values of c)
and second, TC considerably changes with a in the vicinity of zero stress (dashed line in Figure
123). These results corroborate qualitatively the experimentally observed TC increase in the
stretched MnAs NCs described in the previous sections. Our calculations unambiguously
show the increasing trend of TC in tensely strained MnAs NCs, despite the fact that the exact
values of TC are overestimated.
To conclude, nearly 30% enhancement of the ferromagnetic phase transition temperature
(documented by the thorough magnetometry measurements) in strained MnAs NCs
embedded in the WZ-GaAs matrix is reported. The effect is caused by the stress exerted by
the WZ surrounding, stabilizing MnAs NCs in their hexagonal α-phase, which is documented
by the state of the art HRTEM and HRSTEM investigations. Our finding is further supported
by the first- principles calculations pointing to the Curie temperature magnitude in the excess
of 400 K in the tensely strained MnAs. The key result of our investigations is that the specific
geometry of the WZ-GaAs−MnAs granular system prevents the phases transition to β-MnAs
and its 2% lattice contraction associated with the ferromagnetic/hexagonal to
paramagnetic/orthorhombic phase transition occurring in the bulk MnAs.
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10.3 IN-SITU annealing
As shown in section 10.2, WZ-(Ga,Mn)As shell (containing 6% of Mn) after spending 20
minutes at 450 °C is already decomposed to α-MnAs nanocrystal embedded semi-coherently
in WZ-GaAs matrix. Therefore, it sets the first data point for the in-situ TEM experiment
design and gives the basic idea about temperature range and timelines for (Ga,Mn)As phase
transformation, i.e., T < 450 °C with minute-long time intervals.
Following the description in section 6, two types of in-situ experiments were performed:
Impulse Progressive and Impulse Isothermal.

10.3.1 Impulse Progressive
The very first in-situ experiment of Impulse Progressive type (“experiment 0”) was carried out
without the particular imaging strategy (unlike the procedure described in section 7.2) but was
to observe the general tendency of the NWs structure changes. The heating curve of
experiment “0” is presented in Figure 88a. It reveals that the sample was annealed at 250, 300,
350, 400, 450, 500, 550 and 650 °C and kept at each temperature for 2 minutes. TEM images
were collected at RT after each heating impulse.
The resulting images recorded with higher and lower magnifications for the same NW (and
marked in Figure 87a) are gathered and presented in Figure 124. The one NW was chosen as a
representative and was imaged in both zone axes 2110 and 0110. However, after
annealing at 350 °C, it turned out that 2110 orientation was too close to in-situ holder limits
and, due to budging of the chip membrane (300-350 °C), went out of holder range, so the
imaging was continued only for 0110 zone axis. Therefore, the image of as-grown NW was
visualized in 2110 ZA and had the characteristic of WZ-structure “sweater” pattern (the
inset in the top right part of Figure 124). In contrast, the images recorded at elevated
temperatures were taken in 0110 ZA, additionally demonstrated by a characteristic Moiré
pattern in that direction (visible especially for 500 °C magnified images).
One can see that the NW structure changes, and some bright spherical regions appear and
grow with temperature. At 350 °C, tiny, fine bright areas - Mn-rich areas can be observed;
then, at 400 °C, they become more prominent, increasing their intensity. At 450 °C, the
nanocrystals grow, making their interface with the matrix sharper. Moreover, in the magnified
image, the distinct sequence of brighter and darker fringes inside the precipitates cab be
noticed, known as the Moiré pattern, proving that the precipitates have a different
crystallographic structure than the matrix. Next, at 500 °C, the Moiré pattern is even more
vivid, nanocrystals coarsen, and NWs side walls start evaporating, visible as a darker region in
the zoomed image. At 550 °C, the result of nanocrystals coarsening is more noticeable when
compared with the image for 500 °C. At 600 °C, a large part of the NW outer shell evaporates,
and nanocrystals are still visible in the structure but with a much lower density. The NW image
after annealing at 650 °C, unlike the others, was taken in BF-TEM mode (the contrast is
inverted) and showed that the large volume of the NW disappeared.
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Figure 124 Structural evolution of NW from sample NW130 during initial Impulse Progressive in
in-situ
experiment
experiment. All the images were taken in HAADF
HAADF-STEM
STEM except the last, taken in BF
BF-TEM.

This initial data gives a brief idea of precipitation kinetics, thermodynamics of nucleation, and
coarsening in approximate temperature ranges. Furthermore, this experiment guides the design
of the following experiments for further investigation of MnAs nanocrystals evolution and
indicates that the precipitation starts at a temperature lower than 350 °C.
Therefore, the subsequent three Impulse Progressive experiments, presented in tthis
his section
below, cover the lower temperature range (i.e., up to 460 °C), examine the importance of time
intervals, and provide the quantitative data.
Exp. no. 1)

Annealing at increasing temperatures up to 400 °C
for equal time intervals ∆t = 1.5 min

Experiment no. 1 presents the in-situ
in situ Impulse Progressive results for the NW annealed for
1.5min at 150, 200, 300, 325, 350, 375, and 400 °C. The image processing procedure was
performed following the workflow described in section 7.2
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Figure 125 Impulse Progressive in
in-situ
situ experiment results presenting the same area of a NW taken with 320kx
magnification after annealing for 1.5 min at 150, 2200,
00, 300, 325, 350, 375 and 400 °C. a) In each row
corresponding to different temperature, 3 images are aligned: STEM, of filtered NCs areas, labelled NCs after
segmentation, NCs radius distribution, b) N
NC’s
C’s radius distribution fitted by Normal distribution curves for all
temperatures (represented with different colors). c) Mean radius calculated from the resulting histograms. d)
Temperature dependence of the total area (left yy-axis and black symbols
symbols)) and of the particle counts (right y-axis
y
colorful symbols
symbols).

Figure 125aa presents the original and analyzed series of images of the NW at each experiment
experiment.
The histograms of detected nanocrystals size show how the mean radius and the NCs size
distribution change with the temperature, also visualized in Figure 125a,b.
a,b. In Figure 125c, the
mean nanocrystals radius is plotted with respect to the temperature with the fitted growth
curve. One can notice that the radius after the first annealing is found to be ~1.5 nm. The
algorithm is set so that the nanocrystals of the area lower than 1nn^2 are not taken into
account, the lowest delectable radius is around ~ 0.
0.7 nm. Moreover, from the detected area of
NCs
NCs, the
he radius is calculated assuming that they are spherical. Nonetheless, for the stages from
as-grown
grown to ~200 °C,
C, precipitates in NW are elongated perpendicular to the NW growth axis
axis,
as can be noticed in Figure 125a ( and as evidenced by the as-grown
as grown sample),
sample and they exist
already after the MBE growth process.
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However, one can clearly see that there is a point of inflection for the temperature dependency
of mean radius, which occurs around 300C, and indicates the detected particles expand and
can be further treated as a starting point for precipitate growth. It is also confirmed with the
temperature dependency of total NCs area (Figure 125d, black points) depicted its rapid
growth starting from 300C. The number of detected particles follow almost the same trend (as
the total area dependency), but on the other hand, it indicates that the number of detected
particle increases, which suggest nucleation. The late data point (for 400 C), however, reveals
that with growing detected NCs area, the NCs number stays at the same level, and with
correlation it with growing total area and the radius indicate the pure growth process.

Exp. no. 2)

Annealing at increasing temperatures up to 400 °C
for equal time intervals ∆t = 10 min

Experiment no. 2 presents the in-situ Impulse Progressive results for the NW annealed for
10 minutes at 200, 250, 300, 320, 340, 360, 380, and 400 °C. The image processing
procedure was done following the workflow described in section 7.2. Figure 126 shows the
analyzed NW.
This experiment ends with the same temperature as the previous experiment (Experiment no.
1). However, the time intervals are set to 10 minutes and the heating impulses are chosen
more densely to examine the influence of time spent in the temperature on the precipitation.
In Figure 126, the snapshots from the aligned stack are presented. In the first column of
Figure 126a, one can find STEM original images of the same NW taken after 10 minutes of
exposure to the temperature indicated on the left side of each image. In the second column,
the images after filtering are presented. In the third column, the images with segmented,
colored, and labeled nanocrystals are shown, and in the fourth column of Figure 126a, one can
see the histograms of the radius distribution of the detected NCs. Each color in Figure 126
corresponds to the same temperature.
In Figure 126b, the NCs size distribution curves are plotted in the same graph to visualize how
the radius of detected NCs changes with temperature. Figure 126c presents the other way of
presenting the data from Figure 126b and shows the mean radius of NCs plotted as a function
of annealing temperature. One can notice that again the point of inflection occurs around 300
°C and the mean radius grows exponentially up to 400 °C.
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Figure 126 Impulse Progressive in-situ
in
experiment
iment results presenting the same area of a NW taken with 320kx
magnification before annealing and af
after
ter annealing for 10 min at 200, 250, 300, 320, 340, 360, 380 and 400 °C.
a) Datasets from the experiment with 9 rows containing subsequently: STEM origin
original
al image, image with filtered
NCs, image with segmented and color
color-coded
coded NCs and their histograms, b) Normal distributions curves for every
temperature. c) Nanocrystal mean radius as a function of annealing temperature. d) The temperature dependence
of the total NCs area (left y-axis,
y axis, half-black
half black squares) and of the NCs number detected for each temperature (right
y-axis,
axis, colored squares). The color code corresponds to the chosen temperature.

Finally, in Figure 126d,
d, the temperature dependence of the total NCs area (left yy-axis, halfblack squares) and the NCs number detected (right y-axis,
y axis, colored squares). The total area of
NCs follows the same trend as tthe
he mean radius, i.e.,
i.e. around 300 °C
°C, the rapid growth starts.
However, the number of detected NCs in the function of temperature behaves in a slightly
different way. Namely, the
the increase starts around 300 °C but grows to 380 °C and begins to
126

decrease to 400 °C. From all the results presented in Figure 126 emerges the following picture
of the precipitation:
1) Already for the as-grown NWs (section 10.1), the Mn clusters exist and they are
detected with image processing algorithm. The clusters are elongated in the direction
perpendicular to the NW growth axis and are believed to consist of several MnGa
(majority) and Mni (minority). Their mean area is found to be ~7.9 nm2.
2) After annealing at 200 °C, the number of NCs and their total area slightly drops, which
may indicate that the Mni atoms get enough thermal energy for diffusion, and once
they are mobile, they can start out-diffusion (as evidenced for Mni in ZB-(Ga,Mn)As in
section 3.4.1.1) towards the NW side walls or they can be trapped by VGa and become
MnGa, contribution to the coherent Mn-clusters.
3) Up to 300 °C, the mean radius and the total area, as well as the number of the detected
NCs, are constant within the statistical error limits – MnGa clusters do not change
noticeably.
4) Around 300 °C, the number of nanoclusters, their total area, and mean radius increase
exponentially with temperatures up to 380 °C. It seems to be the time-temperature
range in which both nucleation and growth occur for Mn-NCLs.
5) At 400 °C, the mean radius and total area follow the upward trend, whereas the
number of detected nanoclusters decreases, which points to domination of the NCs
coarsening.
One of the arising questions concerns the issue of 3D nanocrystals distribution inside to NW
shell. Bearing in mind that every TEM image shows the projection of the studied sample and
in the case of core-shell NWs investigated here, it cannot be excluded that nanocrystals are
located on the NW side walls and left the shell. In order to check this scenario, the crosssection was cut out of the NW from the heating chip after the in-situ experiment (shown in
Figure 127a,b). The STEM image of the cross-section is shown in Figure 127c and was
subjected to the same image processing algorithm (section 7.2), presented in Figure 127d. The
mean radius of detected nanocrystals found in the cross-section is inserted into the graph from
Figure 126c (star symbol indicated by the arrow in Figure 127e). One can see that the
measured mean radius is well aligned with the data trend in Figure 127e.
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Figure 127 SEM image before the llamella
amella cut from the NW after the in
in-situ
situ experiment, i.e. 400 °C (the area of
the cut is marked with the green rectangle of severa
severall µm length, with tthe
he NW chosen for the cut in the middle),
b) SEM image of the chip after two lamella cuts. c) STEM image of the NW cross
cross-section
section embedded in
polycrystalline platinum (standard FIB prep procedure) with bright precipitates in the outer shell,
shell, approximately
hexagonal in shape darker shell w
with
ith Al and the thin core in the middle of the cross-section,
section, indicating that it
represents the upper part of the NW,
NW right beneath
beneath the golden top. d) Filtered
Filtered-out
out image of c, with segmented
NCs, e) The graph from Figure 126c
126c with inserted additional data point (star symbol) resulting from NCs analysis
of d. f) EDS ma
maps
ps of the
the area highlighted with rectangle in c, presenting: Ga, O, Mn and combined maps with
the line profile of Ga, Mn and O atomic content integrated along the area marked with black dashed rectangle in
combined EDS.

Moreover, the EDS mapping was performed fo
for the cross--section
section (of the area highlighted
with the purple rectangle in Figure 127c)
127 to confirm whether the bright areas correspond to
the Mn
Mn-rich nanoclusters
anoclusters.. The results are presented in panel f of Figure 127,, where Ga, Mn,
O, and their mixture maps are present with the line pro
profilee of the area marked in the combined
EDS map and presented in the graph. The Mn:Ga ratio is lower than 1/4, which can indicate
quite thick a sample where “over” and “under” the Mn cluster,
cluster, the matrix is present; therefore,
only up to 20% of Mn can be recognized in the Mn
Mn-rich, bright regions of the STEM image.
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Exp. no. 3)

Annealing at increasing temperatures up to 460 °C
for equal time intervals ∆t = 10min

Experiment no. 3 presents the in-situ Impulse Progressive results for the NW annealed for 10
minutes at 100, 200, 250, 280, 300, 320, 340, 360, 380, 400, 420, 440, 460 °C. The image
processing procedure was performed following the workflow described in section 7.2. Figure
128 shows the analyzed NW.
This experiment was done with the same time intervals (10 minutes) as Experiment no. 2 to
check if the tendency is repetitive and continue the experiment to higher temperatures (as the
chip from Experiment no. 2 was designated for FIB lamella preparation). The annealing was
performed for more temperatures and carried out up to 460 °C. Figure 128 shows the
overview of the chosen NW’s structure evolution and its analysis. The data in Figure 128 is
organized in the same style as previous ones (Figure 125 and Figure 126) and is applied to the
following experiments and treated as a template for in-situ results presentation. Therefore,
from the gathered data in Figure 128, one can observe the changes in the distribution of
detected NCs size throughout the chosen temperatures. The distribution curves fitted to each
temperature histogram are plotted in Figure 128b. The mean radius of the nanocrystals with its
standard deviation is shown in the graph in Figure 128c. Two fittings curves are found to
represent the mean radius behavior: 1) exponential growth (as for the two previous
experiments) and 2) Boltzmann curve, which well aligns with the last point of the data set.
Following the peak positions and the spread of NCs distribution curves in Figure 128b, the
data points in Figure 128c and the total area and number of NC in the function of temperature
in Figure 128d, one can notice that:
1. as-grown sample has already elongated precipitates of the mean radius of ~1.5nm
2. the number of NCs and their mean radius start to increase around 300-320 °C. This
observation corresponds to the total area of NCs in Figure 128d, where the increase is
visible for the same temperatures.
3. The number of NCs starts to increase slightly earlier ~280-300 °C, which may indicate
that the nucleation starts slightly earlier than the growth.
4. The mean radius of NCs and their total area increase exponentially up to 440 °C,
when the growth stops and for 460 °C, their values stabilize.
5. The temperature dependence of NCs number behaves in a different way. It increases
exponentially reaching the maximum at 360 °C. Then, it starts decreasing from 360 °C
to 440 °C and slightly increasing again between 440°C and 460 °C.
Such a complex behavior of NCs evolution can be explained up to 400 °C, almost in the
same way as for Experiment no. 2, i.e., the nucleation of NCs starts around 300 °C,
slightly before the growth, then, these two processes coincide until 360 °C (for the
Experiment no. 3 the peak appears at a lower temperature). Between 360 and 400 °C, the
coarsening begins – bigger nanocrystals grow at the expense of smaller ones, the process
continues up to 440 °C. The data points at 460 °C on all graphs indicate the beginning of
a new process occurring in NWs.
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Figure 128 Experiment no. 3 – Impulse Progressive in-situ
in situ experiment results presenting the same area of a NW
taken with 320kx magnification before annealing and after annealing for 10 min at 100, 200, 250, 280, 300, 320,
340, 360, 380, 400, 420, 440, 460 °C. a) Datasets from the experiment
exper
are shown in two column. Each row
contains STEM original image, filtered image after Image Processing, image with segmented and color
color-coded
NCs and their histograms, b) Normal distributions curves for every temperature. c) Nanocrystal mean radius as a
function of annealing temperature. d) The temperature dependence of the total NCs area (left yy-axis,
axis, black
squares) and of the NCs number detected for each temperature (right yy-axis,
axis, colored squares). The color code
corresponds to the chosen temperature.

Such a process, i.e.
i.e., slowing down the growth of mean radius and the total area occurring
simultaneously with reverting to the increase of NCs number
number,, may be due to the NCs escaping
to the side walls of NWs (Fig
Figure 129).. Reaching the NW surface, NCs can lose their shape and
are no longer detectable, as they may contribute to and increase the intensity of the NW edges
and,, consequently, be treated as artifacts.
130

Figure 129 a) STEM images of MnAs NCs escape towards NWs surface acquired after annealing at 460 °C
C in the
bottom part of the NW. b) Magnification of a, c) Magnification of b.

Additionally, during Experiment no. 3, the EDS and EELS si
simultaneous
multaneous mapping was done
after annealing at 380 °C. The results are presented in Figure 130 – EDS analysis on the left
side, in the middle – the studied NW with the marked area selected for mapping, on the right
side EELS analysis. One can see that the bright areas inside the orange box correspond to the
Mn-rich
rich regions, confirmed with both EDS and EELS mapping, and further support the
image processing (Figure
(Figure 131e).

Figure 130 EDS and EELS maps (40x40 pixels) of tthe
he NW after annealing at 380 °C
°C. a) EDS elemental maps of
Ga, Mn, O and combined (Ga, Mn, O) of the area highlighted in b. The line profile
profile of atomic content (Ga, Mn,
O) averaged along x-axis
x axis of the white dashed area in the combined elemental map. B) STEM image of the
examined NW with the orange square indicating the area of 53x53nm selected for the EDS/EELS mapping. C)
EELS elemental maps of Ga, O, Mn and combined (Ga, Mn, O) of the highlighted area in b. The line profile of
atomic content (Ga, Mn, O) aver
averaged
aged along x-axis
x axis of the white dashed area in the EELS combined elemental
map.
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For both EDS and EELS, the same element set is presented (Ga, Mn, O). The combined map
shows the profile integrated through the white area at the bottom of each panel. For th
this
particular analysis, EELS provides the more detailed data for Mn, i.e., Mn atomic content for
the most pronounced NC exceeds 20%, whereas EDS shows Mn content slightly over 10%
for the same area. Manganese content underestimation is probably due to insu
insufficient
fficient time for
EDS acquisition. Therefore, the Mn
Mn-EELS
EELS map is used for NC radius quantification, and the
additional data point (blue star) is added to the graph. One can notice that it is well
well-aligned
with the results from Experiment no. 3.

Figure 131 a) EELS Mn
Mn-L
L map shown in gray scale. b) Image from a, analyzed with Image Processing Procedure.
c) Color coded NCs detected at b. d) NCs radius histogram with the Normal distribution curve. e) Nanocrystal
mean radius of the NCs analyzed for the NW ab
above
ove as a function of annealing T with the point ((*)
*) added from
the EELS analysis
analysis..

NW130 Impulse P
Progressive
rogressive in-situ
in situ experiment sum
summary
mary
The results from the three Impulse Progressive in
in-situ
situ experiments are summarized in Figure
132:: Experiment no. 1 - green, Experiment no. 2 – blue, and Experiment no. 3 – red. In
Figure 132,, the mean radius is presented. In Figure 132,, the fraction of the manganese in the
cluster
clusterss is shown in the function of temperature. First, it is calculated using the outcome of the
(Ga,Mn)As volume estimation, which allowed to quantify the total number of Mn atoms in
the analyzed part of NW. Then, using the cation density in WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs and α-MnAs
α MnAs, the
manganese atoms in the NCs were calculated. It was assumed that up to r = 1.5 nm (critical
radius), Mn atoms substitute all Ga atoms in the nanoclusters preserving the WZ
WZ-structure
(WZ
(WZ-MnAs),
MnAs), and for the NCs of radius > 1.5 nm, they have αα-MnAs
MnAs crystal
crystal structure (higher
density than WZ-GaAs).
WZ GaAs). Panel c of Figure 132 shows nanoclusters per volume of (Ga, Mn)As
shell in the function of temperature. Figure 132d
d presents the percentage of the NCs volume
to volume of the NW.
To some extent, the data from all three experiments, presented in four graphs in Figure 132,
follow the same trends. However, the results from Experime
Experiment
nt no. 1, which are obtained for
almost seven times shorter time
time-intervals
intervals than the results from Experiment no. 2 and 3, reach
slightly lower values than those for Experiment no. 2 and 3 (green squares vs. blue and red). It
132

means that the time of the heati
heating
ng impulse is not so significant in the investigated time scales
of 1-10
10 min.
Moreover, in the Impulse Progressive annealing experiments, the higher density of heating
impulses may result in the initialization of characteristic processes in lower temperatu
temperatures
res since
the temperature
emperature provides the energy to the system. In terms of thermally activated processes,
such as diffusion, once its (energy) barrier is exceeded, the process starts to occur in time.
Therefore, for temperatures higher than the minimum, the thermally activated process should
grow exponentially with the temperature.
The comparison of these three different experiments (for different NWs, on different heating
chips) turns out to be remarkably consistent. Moreover, it is surprising that the time intervals
of 1.5 minute (for Experiment no.
no 1 – green points) and 10 minutes (for Experiment no. 2 and
3, blue and red, respectively) do not differ significally. Indeed, the dataset with Δtt = 1.5 min
reaches
ches lower values (mean radius, fraction of Mn in the clusters, NCs to NW volume
fraction) and slightly higher cluster volumetric density (which may correspond to higher
nucelation then ggrowth
owth rate in comaprison to the experiments with Δtt = 10 min)
min) without the
drop (which can suggest the slo
slow
wer
er coarsening rate).
ra

Figure 132 Comparison of impulse progressive experiments no. 1,2,3 showing structural changes occurring in
nanowires from sample NW130 due to temperature: a) Mean radius, b) Fraction of Mn atoms in the clusters, c)
Number of Mn
Mn-nanocluster
nanocluster per (Ga,Mn)As volume, d) NCs total volume to the volume of NW.
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10.3.2 Impulse Isothermal
The second approach for in-situ
in situ heating experiment and the most common for describing
transformation kinetics was imaging NWs after spending a specific ttime
ime at the chosen
temperature (Impulse Isothermal) and analyzing the evolution of the resulting Mn
Mnnanoclusters. Thanks to Impulse Progressive experiments analysis, three di
different
temperatures were chosen for Impulse Isothermal experiments:
experiments: 300, 350, and 400 °C.
Exp. no. 4)

Annealing at 300 °C
C for 891 min

Figure 133 Experiment no. 4 – Impulse Isothermal in-situ
situ experiment results presenting the same area of a NW
taken with 320kx magnification before annealing (start) and after annealing at 300 °C for 891 minutes and imaged
after 2, 7, 15, 21, 41, 81, 141, 261 and 891minuts.
891minuts a) Each row contains STEM original image, filtered image after
Image Processing, image with segmented and color
color-coded
coded NCs and their histograms, b) Normal distributions
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curves for every data point. c) Nanocrystal mean radius as a function of annealing time. d) The time dependence
of the total NCs area (left y-axis, half-black squares) and of the NCs number detected for each temperature (right
y-axis, colored squares). The color code corresponds to the chosen temperature.

Experiment no. 4 presents the first in-situ Impulse Isothermal results for the NW annealed at
300 °C for 891 minutes. The image processing procedure was performed following the
workflow described in section 7.2. Figure 133 shows the analyzed NW.
Figure 133 is constructed the same way as the ones from Impulse Progressive. The times'
values next to each STEM image point out the overall time the NW spent at 300 °C before it
was imaged. The graphs in Figure 133b,c, and d demonstrate the different behavior of mean
radius, the total area of detected NCs, and their counts, then for Impulse Progressive. The
data points for mean radius can be fitted using the same function as in the case of Impulse
Progressive. However, their parameters are different, and the exponential function takes
negative values in the case of Impulse Isothermal, i.e., has the logarithmic character.
Therefore, the slope has the horizontal asymptote, which in this case is found to be 1.79 nm.
The NCs detected already at RT are measured to have a mean radius of ~1.5 nm, and after
being annealed at 300 °C for 891 minutes, their values increased only to 1.79 nm. So the
observed growth is relatively small, whereas the number of detected NCs follows the total area
tendency indicating that nucleation is the primary active process for 300 °C.

Exp. no. 5)

Annealing at 350 °C for 270 min

Experiment no. 5 presents the in-situ Impulse Isothermal results for the NW annealed at 350
°C for 270 minutes. Again, the image processing procedure was performed following the
workflow described in section 7.2. Figure 134 shows the analyzed NW and is constructed
similarly to the previous ones from in-situ experiments.
One can notice that the mean radius of detected precipitates increases notably (from 1.40 to
2.25 nm) during 50 min of annealing at 350 °C. After 90, 150, and 270 minutes, the analyzed
images of the NW show that the mean radius stays roughly at the same level. The fitting to the
dataset is performed with the same fitting function as for previous in-situ Impulse Isothermal
experiment (Experiment no. 5), revealing the target value of 2.28 nm. Similar logarithmic
behavior is observed for NCs total area registered at the annealing time. However, the
dependency is found for the number of NCs detected in time, showing that the NCs count
grows rapidly up to 30 minutes and may indicate that the nucleation and growth coincide.
However, after 50 minutes, the number of counts drops, and for subsequent points of
measurement, it remains constant (whereas the total area remains growing). Such behavior
might suggest that a structural change occurs between 30 and 50 minutes, which could be due
to the nanocrystals phase transition.
Therefore, imagining NW in <10-10> makes it is easier to catch the moment of the phase
transition from WZ-MnAs to α-MnAs (appearance of Moiré pattern appearance). On the
other hand, choosing this ZA has a huge drawback for image processing application as Moiré
pattern for bigger NCs creates additional artifacts of fake intensity minima and maxima,
leading to quantification errors.
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Moreover, during the experiment, the high
high-resolution
resolution images were taken in [10-10]
10] zone axis
to pick up the emergence of Moiré pattern. Indeed, it was observed
obse
in the image (Figure
Figure 135a)
collected after 50 min of annealing, which indicates that precipitates of a mean radius of 2.25
nm with αα-MnAs
MnAs crystal structure can be obtained at 350 °C.
Additionally, the follow
follow-up
up EDS mapping was done at the end of the experiment, i.e., after
271 minutes at 350 °C ((Figure
Figure 135b).
b). It confirms the high content of Mn (20 % in reference to
80% Ga) for the bright precipitates found in the NW
NW.

Figure 134 Experiment no. 5 – Isothermal Impulsive in
in-situ
situ experiment results presenting the same area of a NW
taken with 320kx magnification before annealing (start) and after annealing at 350 °C for 2, 6, 14, 30, 50, 90, 150,
270 min a) Each row contains STEM original image, filtered image after Image Processing, image with segmented
and color
color-coded
coded NCs and their histograms, b) Normal distributions curves for every data point. c) Nanocrystal
mean radius as a function of annealing time. d) The time dependence of the total NCs area (left yy-axis,
axis, half
half-black
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squares) and of the NCs number detected for each temperature (right y-axis,
y axis, colored squares). The color code
corresponds to the chosen temperature.

b)

a)
Figure 135 Moiré patter appearance during in-situ
in situ experiment correlated with bright regions. b) Chemical
characterization of the NW analyzed in Figure 134.. EDS maps collected after 270mins
270min at 350 C show the Mn, Al,
Ga and combined atomic % maps. The line profile integrated along the area in combined map EDS is presented
in the graph in the bott
bottom
om right corner of panel b.

Exp. no. 6)

Annealing at 400 °C for 271min

Experiment no. 6 presents the third in-situ
in situ Impulse Isothermal results for the NW annealed at
400 °C for 271 minutes. The image processing procedure was performed following the
workflow described in section 7.2. Figure 136 is constructed similarly to the
the previous ones
from Impulse Progressive and Impulse Isothermal. It presents the analysis for a chosen NW.
Unfortunately, the image for the as
as-grown
grown NW was not taken. It was due to selecting other
NW for analysis. However, after the first 1min at 400 °C, it rotated, so its orientation was lost
(check the list in Section 6).
). However, the mean radius of as
as-grown
grown NW should be similar to
the other experi
experiments,
ments, and the data point should be located around 1.5 nm.
In this experiment, one can notice that the mean radius ((Figure 136c)
136c) is fitted with the same
sa
fitting curve ((logarithmic
logarithmic growth) as it was for two previous Impulse Isothermal experiments.
The function’s 3.36 nm convergent point is found. The data shows that the mean radius of
NCs starts to saturate after annealing at 400 C for 51 minutes (mean r = 3.2 nm). A similar
effect of local saturation is also found for NCs total area ((Figure 136d)
136d) detected in the images
taken after 91 and 151 minutes ((almost
almost at the same level as the data point after 51min).
However, the last data point collected after 271 minutes reveals the return to the increasing
trend. Nevertheless, the time dependence of NCs counts shows a decreasing tendency, unlike
the ones for p
previous
revious experiments. It suggests that after 1 minute at 400 C, highly efficient
nucleation with the growth must have occurred (relatively low total NCs area and the high
NCs number) since the mean radius is found to be around 2.2 nm. Moreover, the graph
showing
owing the NCs number (Figure
Figure 136d),, one can observe the exponential decay suggesting
that the coarsening already occurs after 1 minute
min of annealing at 400 °C.
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Figure 136 Experiment no. 6 – Isothermal Impulsive in-situ
in situ experiment results presenting the same area of a NW
taken with 320kx magnification before annealing (start) and after annealing at 400 °C for 1, 33,, 7, 15, 31, 51,
51
91,151, 271. aa) Each row contains STEM original image, filtered image after Image Processing, image with
segmented and color-coded
color coded NCs and their histograms, b) Normal distribution curves for every data point.
c) Nanocrystal mean radius as a function of annealing time. d) The time dependence of the total NCs area (left
y-axis,
axis, half
half-black
black squares) and of the NCs number detected for each temperature (right yy-axis,
axis, colored squares).
The color code corresponds to the chosen temperature.
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NW 130 Impulse Isothermal in
in-situ
situ experiment summary
To compare and contrast the analysis of structural NCs evolution (occurring in the nanowires
from sample NW130) due to the isothermal annealing, the data obtained from three Impulse
Isothermal experiments performed at 300, 350, and 400 °C
C (Experiment no. 4,5, and 6,
respectively) were plotted together (Figure 138).
138 The
he mean radius of all three experiments with
the fitting
itting of the same function ((of logarithmic character)
character) is shown in the graph in Figure
138a.. One can quickly notice that the saturation of (max) mean radius found from the fitting
of each experiment grows with the annealing temperature (linear scale in Celcius), shown in
Figure 137
137b.. The linear function fitting was done successfully to this dependency. However,
three data points (Figure
(Figure 137b)) are insufficient to completely predict the NCs' behavior
behavior at
higher temperatures. Nevertheless, the dependency suggests that the process is thermally
activated and probably begins around 300 °C (temperature determined in Impulse Progressive
experiments) since no notable changes in the sample occurred below it.

Figure 137 a) Function of time of mean radius of nanocrystals shown for three Impulse Isothermal in
in-sit
experiments. b) Maximum mean radius in function of temperature with linear function fitting.

Furthermore, for quantitative
quantitati NWs comprison, the data obtained for NCs was calculated in
the reference to the (Ga,Mn)As volume (cluster voluetric density – Figure 138a
138 and a fraction
frac
of Mn in the clusters – Figure 138
138b) and to NW volume (NCs volume fraction – Figure 138c).
138

Figure 138 Comparison of Impulse Isothermal treatment at
at three different temperatures.
temperatures a) Nanoclusters
volumetric density, b)) Fraction on NC's volume to whole NW volume,
volume c)) Fraction of Mn in the clusters.
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Cluster density, i.e. the number of NCs per (Ga,Mn)As shell volume shown in Figure 138a
depicts the differences of temperature selection for isothermal annealing on NC distribution:
•
•

•

for the 300 °C, it grows throughout the whole time of annealing indicating on strong
nucleation process, whereas
for 400 °C the exponential decay with the saturation is observed – indicating on NCs
coarsening almost at the very beginning (first data point was obtained after 1 min at
400 C, i.e. 1 minute was enough for effective nucleation)
the dependence of clusters density for 350 °C locates itself in the middle – first
logarithmic growth, then drop and stabilization

The fraction of NCs (Figure 138b) and NCs volume fraction (Figure 138c) show similar
tendencies. The number of Mn in the clusters (percent of Mn found in detects NCs volumes
to all Mn calculated in (Ga,Mn)As the volume) might be burdened with a mistake due to the
inability to detect all the NC in the NW (several of the NC can overlap in the NW, which
might be seen as one in the image/projection).
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11 NW 114 of WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
WZ (Ga,Mn)As with [Mn]=4%
[Mn]=
11.1 AS
AS-GROWN
GROWN
According to MBE calibration (Table
Table 4),
), sample NW 114 consists of core-shell
core shell NWs with the
stoichiometry as follows Ga0.8In0.2As/Ga0.7Al0.3As/Ga0.95Mn0.05As/LT-GaAs,
GaAs, i.e. the
(Ga,Mn)As shell consists of [Mn] = 5%. However, chemical analysis of the NW thin crosscross
sections in TEM ((Figure
Figure 140a,b)
a,b) detects manganese at 4%, therefore, the sample NW114 is
consider to contain 4 % and will be referred in this thesis using this amount.
amount
Aerial density of NWs is estimated to be around 107/mm2 using SEM images of the as-grown
as grown
sample shown in Figure 139.. Their length is found to be up to 5.3 µm and their diameters
range from 100 to 250 nm. The NWs are have relatively smooth surfaces. They are slightly
tapered in shape due to the shadowing effect affecting the shell during the MBE growth
process.

Figure 139 SEM image of sample NW114
NW114. Reproduction from [94]

1010

In

Al

Mn C+Pt

~4
~11% ~18 ~4%

~12% In
~20% Al
~4% Mn
100% C+Pt
C+P

ZA: [0001]
Figure 140 a) SEM image of as-grown
as grown NWs from NW114 sample.
sample. b,c) STEM images of the NW cross-section
cross section
taken in [0001] zone axis with atomic content profiles done by EDX analysis. The inset in b shows FFT and
depicts crystal structure of WZ-GaAs.
WZ
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TEM investigations confirms that the nanowires in sample NW114 were grown in wurtzite
structure as shells inherited the core WZ structure and are in perfect epitaxial relations with
each other – no misfit dislocations are found after MBE growth. Wurtzite c-axis, i.e. (0001) is
oriented parallel to the NW growth axis. However, one can find some (several per nanowire)
stacking faults propagating through the core and all the shells perpendicularly to the growth
axis (in (0001) plane).
Moreover, nanowires from as-grown sample NW114 has already been the subject of the
dissertation of dr. Aloyzas ŠIUŠYS [94].

11.2 IN-SITU annealing
In-situ experiments for sample NW114 have been performed according to the description in
section 6 using both Impulse Progressive and Impulse Isothermal approaches.

11.2.1 Impulse Progressive
Exp. no. 7)

Annealing at increasing temperatures up to 460 °C
for equal time intervals ∆t = 10min

Experiment no. 7 presents the in-situ Impulse Progressive results for the NW from sample
NW114 annealed for 10 minutes at 100, 200, 250, 280, 300, 320, 340, 360, 380, 400, 420, 440,
460 °C and was parallel with Experiment no. 3. An in-situ heating chip was prepared so that
both types of nanowires were present, i.e., NW 130 and NW 114. The image processing
procedure was done following the workflow described in section 7.2.
Figure 141 shows the analysis overview of the structural evolution of the chosen NW due to
thermal treatment. The data in Figure 128 is organized in the same style as the previous ones.
NCs size distributions after spending 10 minutes at each chosen temperature are gathered in
Figure 141b and reveal that a dramatic increase in total NCs number occurs at 380 °C, which
is consistent with the mean radius, the total area, and the counts in the function of the
temperature. One can notice that on each graph, the increase is visible starting from 360 °C
and continues exponentially up to 440 °C, which may indicate on begging of nucleation at 360
°C and substantial growth starting at 380 °C and the continuation of these two processes until
440 °C. The data point received for 460 °C suggests that the new process begins, i.e., mean
radius growth slows down and the number of detected nanocrystals starts to drop, whereas the
total NCs area growth is continuous. It suggests that at 460 °C, the NCs coarsening starts.
Moreover, two fittings curves (the same as for Experiment no. 3) represent the mean radius
behavior: 1) exponential growth and 2) Boltzmann curve, which well aligns with the last point
of the dataset.
It is also worth mentioning that the as-grown NWs from this sample (NW114) differ from the
NWs of NW130 since they have considerably fewer or almost no NCs, which is confirmed by
in-situ analysis, where the number of detected NCs (starting point) is very low. Moreover,
their mean radius amounts to 1.3 nm (the image processing detects NCs bigger than 1 nm2,
which gives the 0.7 nm radius of the spherical particle). It means that some artifacts, such as
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high variation in intensity, can be taken into quantification by mistake, which might be a case
in this analysis (especially for the images taken after annealing at temperatures up to 360 °C).

Figure 141 Experiment no. 7 – Impulse Progressive in-situ
in situ experiment results presenting the same area of a NW
taken with 320kx magnification before annealing and after annealing for 10 min at 100, 200, 250, 280, 300, 320,
340, 360, 380, 400
400,, 420, 440, 460 °C. a) Datasets from the experiment are shown in two
two--column.
column. Each row
contains STEM original image, filtered image after Image Processing, image with segmented and color
color-coded
coded
NCs and their histograms, b) Normal distributions curves for eve
every
ry temperature. c) Nanocrystal mean radius as a
function of annealing temperature. d) The temperature dependence of the total NCs area (left yy-axis,
axis, black
squares) and the NCs number detected for each temperature (right yy-axis,
axis, colored squares). The color code
corresponds to the chosen temperature.
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11.2.2 Impulse Isothermal
Using the data from Impulse Progressive experiment (Figure 141), three characteristic
temperatures were chosen for Impulse Isothermal annealing:
•
•
•

360 °C – the beginning of nucleation
400 °C – intermediate temperature for the growth in number of NCs and their mean
radius
450 °C – temperature in the coarsening regime, i.e. between the peak for detected NCs
number (440 °C) and the first decrease in NCs numbers (460 °C – temperature for
which the first coarsening is noted).

Exp. no. 8) Annealing at 360 °C for 50 min
Experiment no. 8 presents the fist in-situ Impulse Isothermal results for the NW from
NW114 sample annealed at 360 °C for 50 minutes. The image processing procedure was
performed following the workflow described in section 7.2. Figure 142 is constructed in the
same way as the previous and shows the analyzed NW.
The mean radius (Figure 142c) in the function of the time for 360 °C annealing temperature
shows the logarithmic growing trend. The same function, as in the previous experiments, was
fitted to the dataset, revealing the horizontal asymptote of yo = 1.83 nm, i.e. the maximum
mean radius. One can notice that the mean radius value found for as-grown NW is higher that
the value obtained after 1 minute of annealing: 1.20 nm vs. 1.00 nm, which can be due to the
dissolution of these few, i.e. 32 detected NCs or can be the effect of artifacts taken into
account for the as-grown sample. The number of NCs and their total area show the growing
trend for the whole in-situ process and can indicate that the nucleation starts already around 13 minutes of annealing at 360 °C and is supported with the NCs growth. However, the
increase in number of NCs slows down in time around 30 minutes of annealing, which with
regard to the mildly growing total NCs area can suggest that around 30 minutes the process of
NCs merging (coarsening) starts.
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Figure 142 Experiment no. 8 – Impulse Isothermal in-situ
in situ experiment results presenting the same area of a NW
taken with 320kx magnification before annealing (start) and after annealing at 360
60 °C for 50 minutes and imaged
after 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 30, and 50 minutes
minutes.. a) Each row contains STEM original image, filtered image after image
mage
processing,
rocessing, image with seg
segmented
mented and color-coded
color coded NCs and their histograms, b) Normal distributions curves for
every
ry data point. c) Nanocrystal mean radius as a function of annealing time. d) The time dependence of the total
NCs area (left yy-axis,
axis, half
half-black
black squares) and of the NCs number detected for each temperature (right yy-axis,
axis,
colored squares). The color code co
corresponds
rresponds to the chosen temperature.
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Exp. no. 9) Annealing at 400 °C for 271 min
Experiment no. 9 presents the second in
in-situ
situ Impulse Isothermal results for the NW from the
NW114 sample annealed at 400 °C for 271 minutes. Again, the image processing procedure
was performed following the workflow described in section 7.2. Figure 143 is constructed in
the same way as the previous ones.

Figure 143 Experiment no. 9 – Impulse Isothermal in-situ
situ experiment results presenting the same area of a NW
taken
ken with 320kx magnification before annealing (start) and after annealing at 400 °C for 271 minutes and imaged
after 1, 3, 7, 15, 31, 51, 91, 151, and 271 minutes
minutes. a) Datasets from the experiment are shown in two column.
Each row contains STEM original ima
image,
ge, filtered image after Image Processing, image with segmented and color
colorcoded NCs and their histograms, b) Normal distributions curves for every data point. c) Nanocrystal mean radius
as a function of annealing time. d) The time dependence of the total N
NCs
Cs area (left y-axis,
y axis, half-black
half black squares) and
of the NCs number detected for each temperature (right yy-axis,
axis, colored squares). The color code corresponds to
the chosen temperature.

The NCs mean radius (Figure
(Figure 143c)
c) is found to follow the logarithmic growth character in the
function of the time spent at 400 °C. As can be noticed in the original STEM and after post
postprocessing images (Figure
(
143a), the investigated NW has already NCs detected for as
143a),
as-grown
NW (r = 1.63 nm, 77 counts) and after 1 minute of annealing (r = 1.60 nm, 77 counts). It can
be due to the artifacts registered on the border between the bright and dark areas of the NW.
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Therefore it should be assumed that the mean radius should be, in fact, lower for the as-grown
sample – around 1 nm.
In the graph in Figure 143d, the total NCs area grows at a high rate in time, for 31 minutes,
then saturates and remains almost constant until the end of the in-situ experiment. In terms of
the total number of NCs, it grows for 31 min – similarly to the total area of the NCs, but after
that, it starts decreasing. It may suggest the strong nucleation and growth contribution up to
31 min of annealing and then the contribution from coarsening process (number of NCs falls
where the mean radius and total area remain constant).

Exp. no. 10) Annealing at 450 °C for 151 min
Experiment no. 10 presents the fist in-situ Impulse Isothermal results for the NW from
NW114 sample annealed at 450 °C for 151 minutes. The image processing procedure was
performed following the workflow described in section 7.2. Figure 144 is constructed in the
same way as the previous ones.
From the analyzed data, the extracted mean radius behavior (Figure 144c) shows the
logarithmic character in the function of annealing time again. The high increase of the mean
radius, the total area, and the total number of NCs registered up to 3 minutes of annealing
suggest the substantial contribution of the nucleation and growth.
However, for the last data points of the mean radius, collected after 51 minutes, a slight drop
and deviation from the fitted curve are observed (it can also be found in the NC size
distribution graph in Figure 144b, where the distribution curves for t = 51, 91, and 151
minutes have their peaks shifting towards decreasing values). Surprisingly, the total area of
NCs and their total number (shown in Figure 144d) present different behavior in time in
contrast to the previous experiments – a notable drop in both cases is observed. Generally, the
decrease in NCs number may suggest the coarsening (NCs merging into bigger ones).
However, the simultaneous drop in the total area and the mean radius may indicate different
processes. In this case, such observation can be accompanied by the NC tendency to escape to
the side walls of the NW (Figure 145). It results in losing the total number of NCs, uncovering
and leaving the smaller NCs in the field of view.
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Figure
igure 144 Experiment no. 10 – Impulse Isothermal in-situ
situ experiment results presenting the same area of a NW
taken with 320kx magnification before annealing (start) and after annealing at 450 °C for 151 minutes and imaged
after 1, 3, 7, 15, 31, 51, 91, and 151 minutes
minutes. a) Each row contains STEM original image, filtered image after
image
mage processing,
rocessing, image with segmented and color
color-coded
coded NCs and their histograms, b) Normal distributions
curves for every data point. c) Nanocrystal mean radius as a function of annealing time. d) The time dependence
of the total NCs area (left y-axis,
y axis, half-black
half black squares) and of the NCs number detected for each temperature (right
y-axis,
axis, colored squares). The color code corresponds to the chosen temperature
temperature.
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Figure 145 STEM image acquired at the end of in
in-situ
situ isothermal annealing at 450 C. Arrow indicates the MnAs
NC tendency to escape towards NW surface.

NW 114
14 Impulse Isothermal in
in-situ
situ experiment summary
To compare the structural NCs evolution occurring for the sample NW114 due to the
isothermal annealing, the data from three Impulse Isothermal experiments performed at 33660,
400 and 4450 °C
C (Experiment no. 8, 9 and 10, respectively) is gathered together in Figure 146
and Figure 147.
The
he mean radius of all three experiments with the fitting of the same function ((of logarithmic
garithmic
character)) is shown in the graph in Figure 146a.
146 . One can notice that the plateau of (max) mean
radius found from the fitting of each experiment
experiment grows with the annealing tempera
temperature
ture (linear
scale in Celcius) and is shown in Figure 146b
b.
The linear function fitting was done successfully to tthis
his dependency. However, three data
points (Figure
Figure 146b)) can be insufficient to completely predict the NCs' behavior at higher
temperatures. Nevertheless, the dependency suggests that the process is thermally activated
and probably begins around 33600 °C (temperature determined in Impulse Progressive
experiment no. 7)) since no notable changes in the sample occurred below it.
Furthermore, for quantitative
quantitative NWs comprison, the data obtained for NCs was calculated in
the reference to the (Ga,Mn)As volume (cluster voluetric density – Figure 147a
147 and a fraction
of Mn in the clusters – Figure 147
147b)
b) and to NW volume (NCs volume fraction – Figure 147c).
147
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Figure 146 Nanocrystal mean radius shown for three isothermal experiments a) Mean radius of nanocrystals in
function of time shown for three Impulse Isothermal in
in-sit experiments.
iments. b) Target mean radius versus
temper
temperature
ature with linear fitting.

Figure 147 Comparison of Impulse Isothermal treatment at three different temperatures
temperatures. a) Nanoclusters
volumetric density, b) Fraction on NC's volume to the whole NW volume, c) Fraction of Mn in the clusters
clusters.

Cluster density, i.e. the number of NCs per (Ga,Mn)As shell volume shown in Figure 147a
depicts th
thee differences of temperature selection for isothermal annealing on NC distribution:
•
•

•

for the 360 °C, it grows at high rate for 30 minutes and saturates after that, which indicate
on the strong nucleation and growth contribution and after 30 min single growt
growth
h
for 400 °C the logarithmic character of total number of NC is found with the slight drop
observed after 551 minutes, what indicat
ndicates on fast nucleation and growth occurring for 31
minutes, the single growth between for the next 20 min and the beginning of coarsening
after 51 minutes
the dependence of clusters density in time, for 4450 °C annealing temperature, indicates on
very rapid nucleation occurring for 1 minute of annealing. Additionally
Additionally, analyzing the
mean radius behavior,, the single growth can be ob
observed
served between 3 and 7 minutes of
annealing and for latter measurement the strong contribution of the NC escape to the
NW side walls is visible

The fraction of Mn in the NCs (Figure
Figure 147b)
b) and NCs volume fraction ((Figure 147c)
147 show
similar tendencies. The number of Mn in the clusters (percent of Mn found in detects NCs
volumes to all Mn calculated in (Ga,Mn)As the volume) might be burdened with a mistake due
to the inability to detect all the NC in the NW (several of the NC can overlap in the NW,
which might be seen as one in the image/projection).
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12 In--situ TEM experiment summary
the comparison of NW 130 and NW 114
Isothermal annealing experiments reveal that the precipitation process exhibits different
dynamics for NW114 and NW130.
NW130. The characteristic processes are observed at different
temperatures and the resulting nanocrystals size and distribution differs.

Figure 148 Scheme of as grown NW114 and NW130

12.1 Impulse progressive
The Figure 149 presents the comparison of Impulse Progressive in
in-situ
situ experiments for
nanowires of sample NW114 (black pentagons) and NW130 (colored squares).
squares).
One can notice that the characteristic temperature
temperature at which NCs begins to appear (nucleate)
and grow is found:
•
•

at ~
~300 °C for NW 130,, i.e. WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
WZ (Ga,Mn)As of [Mn]= 6%
at ~360 °C for NW 114, i.e. WZ
WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
(Ga,Mn)As of [Mn]= 4%

The number of detected NCs differs for these two samples. For the as
as-grown
grown NW, over three
times higher volumetric cluster density is observed, i.e., in the sample NW 130, the small
agglomerates were found already after MBE growth, which are the favored nucleation sites for
further precipitation and Mn segregation. It might be the reason, along with the higher Mn
content, for the lower temperature at the beginning of the Mn nanocluster formation and
faster rates
es of structural transformations.
In both cases (NW130 and NW114), the fraction of Mn in nanoclusters and the NCs volume
fraction has the exponential character
character,, however, for NW 130 the peak and drop is found at
440 C and 460 C, respectively. Moreover, tthe
he mean NCs radius for Experiments no. 3 and 7,
performed simultaneously (NWs were on the same chip) is found to be around ~3 nm and
~2.55 nm, for NW130 and NW114 respectively.
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Figure 149 Comparison of impulse progressive experiments no. 1,2,3 showing structural changes occurring in
nanowires from sample NW130 (green, blue, red squares) and sample NW 114 (black pentagons) due to
temperature: a) Mean radius, b) Fraction of Mn atoms in the clusters, c) Number of Mn
Mn-nanocluster
nanocluster per
(Ga,Mn)As volume, d) NCs total volume to the volume of NW.

12.2 Impulse Isothermal
The me
mean
an NCs radius in the function of time for in-situ
in situ Impulse Isothermal experiment is
shown for both types of nanowires ((Figure
Figure 150a),
a), i.e., NW130 (pink
(pink-purple
purple color
color-scale)
scale) and
NW114 (green
(green--blue color-scale).
scale). The datasets present the same logarithmic character for all six
experiments (Experiment no. 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10). We noticed that for both samples NW 130
and NW114, the values of target radiuses at chosen temperature perform the linear character
in the function of invers temperature, however, they have different slopes.
Such a representation is known as Arrhenius plot and is typically used for description of
process
processes kinetics under the influence of temperature. It is found for a thermally activated
process ((single
single rate-limited)
rate
) that the certain values (such as diffusion) plotted against reciprocal
of the temperature result in a straight line, providing the information of e.g. the activation
energy
energy.
Here,
ere, the Arrhenius plot does not refer to any physical value. It shown as an observation
resulting from experimental data which can be used for further theoretical description and
evaluation of the precipitation model.
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Figure 150 a) Nanocrystals mean radius shown for NW130 and NW114 in six isothermal experiments in function
of time. b) Target mean radius in the inversed temperature (expressed in Kelvins) function 1000/T with the linear
function fitting for both samples NW130 and N
NW130
W130 separately.

12.3 Phase separation in WZ (Ga,Mn)As
As was discussed in Section
Section, the phase separation occurs due to a thermodynamic driving
force. According to Sanvito and Hill [114],, the total energy per Mn-As
Mn As atomic pair in α-MnAs
α MnAs
is lower than for the Mn
Mn-As
As pair in zinc blende GaMnAs structure (so can be extrapolated to
wurtzite structure). Therefore, the system free eenergy
nergy decreases after precipitation since more
MnAs atomic pairs are created. Hence, the free energy difference between the supersaturated
(Ga,Mn)As matrix and the GaAs matrix containing αα-MnAs
MnAs nanocrystals is a driving force for
phase separation ((Figure
Figure 151 Right).

Figure 151 ( Left) Schematic diagram of (Ga,Mn)As fabrication condition for LT
LT-MBE growth.
growth. Reproduction
from [33]. (Right) a) Total energy and b) magnetization of the function
unction of Mn-As
As pair volume for NiAs
NiAs-type
type
structure and zinc
zinc-blende
blende [114].

The schematic diagram demonstrates the influence
influence of MBE growth temperature on the
structural properties of the metastable Ga1-xxMnxAs (Figure
Figure 151 Left) epilayer showing that Mn
in GaAs has a strong chemical driving force to phase separation and MnAs nucleation.
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In the case of ZB Ga1-xMnxAs, it has been shown that depending on growth conditions:
conditions: Mn
content and annealing temperature, Ga1-xMnxAs decomposes to α-MnAs
α MnAs (or ZB
ZB-MnAs)
nanocrystals [62].
[62]

12.4 Mn diffusion iin
n WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
WZ (Ga,Mn)As
As shown for the zinc
zinc-blende
blende (Ga,Mn)As,
(Ga,Mn)As the substitutional Mn diffusion is responsible for
Mn clustering [57] since the MnGa clusters are found to be energetically favorable [60][115],
owning that there is an abundance of mobile Ga vacancies in the structure.
structure Using similar
assumptions for WZ
WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
(Ga,Mn)As,, namely:
•
•

the interstitials Mn removal from the structure during
ring low
low-temperature
temperature annealing (i.e.
Mni diffuse out and become MnGa or migrate
rate to the NW free surface)
excess of VGa in the structure,

we presume that vacancy mediated MnGa diffusion mechanism is the reason
ason for Mn clustering.
clustering
Figure 152 shows the possible diffusion paths for MnGa atom (light blue) jumps on Ga
sublattice
sublattice,, concerning first and second nearest neighb
neighbors
ors (NNs). Hence, among the jumps to
st
1 NNs, there are six symmetry equivalent path
paths (red
(red line segments)
segments lying
ying in c-plane
c plane (0001) of
the WZ unit cell
cell,, which are geometrically the shortest (3.99 Å) and six equivalent paths with
the component parallel
parallel to c-axis
c axis [0001] – dark
ark blue (4.01 Å)).. Concerning jumps to 2nd NNs
sites, there are again six equivalent paths shown with green color (5.66 Å) causing out-of-plane
out
MnGa jumps.
s. One can easily notice that both out
out-of-plane
plane paths lead not only to the cdirection migration
migration,, but also to the in-plane
plane movement.
movement

Figure 152 Possible ddiffusion paths
aths for Ga vacancies/MnGa atoms on the wurtzite lattice via jumps to first or
second nearest
nearest neighbor (gallium) sites. aa)) Crystal structure with MnGa (light
light blue ball)
ll) in the middle bonded: inin
plane (c-plane) with 1st Ga NN (red bond), out
out-of-plane with 1st Ga NN (dark blue bond), out
out-of-plane
plane with 2nd
Ga NN (green bond) shown a) in perspective with highlighted cc-plane
plane (grey), b) in projection
projectio along [0001
[
(top
view), c) in [112 0 projection (side view) and d) in [0110 projection (front view).
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In the co
co-operation
operation with prof. Hannes Raebiger and dr. Soungmin Bae, the total energy
density-functional
functional calculations of WZ
WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
(Ga,Mn)As has been performed
performe with the use of the
supercell approach and the all
all-electron
electron projector augmented-wave
augmented wave method and the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA
(GGA-PW91)
PW91) for exchange-correlation
exchange correlation implemented in the vienna abinito simulation package (VASP) code [116]..

(in ¾0001¿¿ plane)) and ff-j) path II out-of-plane
out plane diffusion (in ¾1
1100¿ plane). a,f) Orthogonalized WZ
WZ-GaAs
GaAs
supercell visualized in perspective with discrete MnGa (light blue ball) intermediate stages towards Ga-vacancy
Ga vacancy
(black ball) for: a) path I with %0001* plane marked with grey and f) path II with %1100* marked with green. b,g)
Migration energy barrier for Mn jump: b) in path I projected on the b 2110 À direction (a-axis)
axis) and g) in path
II, projected on the b 0001 À direction (c-axis).
(c
Atom coordinates are expressed in fractional values of supercell
parameters
parameters. c,h) b 011 0 À projection of Mn jump for c) path I and h) path II. d,i) b 0001 À projection of Mn
jump for d) p
path
ath I and i) path II. e,j) b 1120 À projection of Mn jump for e) path I and j) path II.
II

Figure 153 Two most probable diffusion paths
paths of MnGa in WZ--GaAs
GaAs structure: aa-e) path I in-plane
plane diffusion

The 359 atom orthogonalized supercell (cube with dimensions of a=20.3
20.3 Å
Å, b=21.1Å
21.1Å,
c=20.7Å
20.7Å and α =β=γ=90°,
=β=γ=90°, i.e. &‖:, (‖
 and )‖f) build up with 5x5x3 unit cells(Figure
cells(Figure
153a,f)
a,f) is used for the calculations. The Brillouine zone sampling is chosen with the 4×4×3 kk155

point mesh. The binding energies are calculated as the difference in total energy of the pairs
located at nearest-neighbor and fifth-nearest-neighbor separations on the Ga HCP sublattice
in x atom supercells that are fully relaxed.
In order to obtain the migration barriers for MnGa, the drag method was used in a 359 atom
supercell containing one MnGa atom and Ga vacancy pair (MnGa-VGa).
In the first step, the MnGa migrating atom is dragged towards the VGa, and the lowest energy
path is determined by calculating several points on a grid around the assumed path with the
relaxation allowed. Therefore, two minimum energy paths for MnGa-VGa jumps are found:
•

•

path I: in %0001* plane (Figure 153a-e), where the x-coordinate of Mn atom is fixed
(from & = 0.5: to & = 0.7:) while y and z-coordinate of Mn atom and 1st neighbor
Ga, As atoms are relaxed.
path II in %1100* plane (Figure 153f-j), where the z-coordinate of Mn atom is fixed at
each point (from z=0.33c to z=0.5c) while x and y-coordinate of Mn atom and 1st
neighbor Ga, As atoms are relaxed.

Both paths are presented in Figure 153 and visualized in perspective as well as projected on
the main WZ crystallographic axes. In terms of path I, the migrating MnGa displacement takes
place only in (0001) plane (perpendicularly to c-axis), whereas in path II, the MnGa
displacement is a combination of the movement in (0001) plane and along c-axis direction.

The resulting migration energy barriers projected on the b 2110 À direction (a-axis) for the
path I and b 0001 À direction (c-axis) for the path II are shown in Figure 153b and g,
respectively. One can easily notice that the in-plane MnGa jump (path I) costs less energy (0.96
eV), whereas the out-of-plane jump (path II) towards c-axis direction is less energetically
favorable (1.44eV).
The migration barriers for MnGa jumps in both paths are found to have saddle points
(maximum energy positions near the O-interstitial site and T-interstitial site in path I and II,
respectively.
In conclusion, the very clear picture with Mn clustering preferation in (0001) WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
plane (and thus perpedicular to the NW growth axis) appears, as energetically fovourable.
Furthermore, the first principles calculations are in accordance with the ex-situ and in-situ
TEM observations since the NCs are found to segregate and move far more easily perpendicur
to NW growth axis rather than along it.
.

12.5 Formation of Mn nanoclusters of WZ structure
In the case NWs with WZ Ga1-xMnxAs (NW130 sample where x = 6% and NW114 sample
where x = 4%), we can differentiate three main stages of Mn clustering:
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Initial stage:
Theoretically, Mn should be randomly distributed in the GaAs matrix, occupying Ga sites
(majority) as well as interstitial positions (minority) – the case of NW114. However, we find
Mn atoms forming lose clusters (laterally aligned agglomerates) already for as-grown sample
(in sample NW130), when the bright contrast in the STEM images appears (discussed in
Section 5.1). As shown in section 10 and 11, these regions correspond to the higher Mn
content and exist already after growth. Simulation for STEM contrast imagining confirms that
indeed Mn siting at interstitial position (not shown in this thesis to limits its size) produces
additional signal for chosen ADF detectors (Section 5.3), that is why we can observe such
areas as brighter.
Medium-temperature annealing:
Annealing at temperatures below 300 °C results in the disappearance/dissociation of the
bright regions. We conclude that Mn from interstitial positions diffuse out and can occupy Ga
vacancies becoming Mn substitutional or diffuse out to the surface (for both samples NW130
and NW114). Therefore, in the image processing, we detect less signal of Mn-rich area.
High-temperature annealing:
Once temperature approaches 300 °C (for [Mn] = 6%), and 360 °C (for [Mn] = 4%), the
activation energy for nucleation is reached and the clustering starts, i.e. numerous of new
bright regions appear and grow for higher temperatures and longer times as shown for
Impulse Progressive (Figure 125) and Isothermal in-situ annealing.
Regarding the possible diffusion pathways for Mn clustering, it is well-known that LT-GaAs
films contain a high density of point defects, typically Ga vacancies and As anti-sites. Upon
annealing, point defects, especially vacancies can diffuse fast and activate a vacancy-assisted
mechanism for the diffusion of Mn. Moreover, first principle DFT calculations confirms that
the diffusion of Mn atoms towards the Mn-rich clusters is related to the presence of Gavacancies and in WZ-GaAs lattice is more likely to occur in basal plane, along a direction.
Therefore, we expect that clustering concerns MnGa and occurs via vacancy mediated diffusion
and first leads to WZ-MnAs nanoclusters precipitation, being naturally coherent with the
GaAs matrix, but strained.
Simulations of the STEM images for the WZ-MnAs NCLs being negatively strained in the
reference to the matrix give the visible contrast, i.e. brighter regions, which can correspond to
strained WZ-MnAs nanoclusters Figure 76, Figure 80.
At higher temperatures (or longer annealing times), the critical radius of NCLs is reached and
they undergo phase transition to α-MnAs nanocrystals – the characteristic Moiré pattern can
be observed in HR images proving that the main crystallographic axes of WZ-GaAs and
hexagonal α-MnAs are preserved (Figure 120). Due to crystallographic transformation within
the precipitate the matrix lattice continuity is broken and some dislocations at the matrix/NC
interface appear, therefore they NCs are semi-coherent to the WZ-GaAs matrix.
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12.6 Phenomenological model of p
precipitat
recipitate
recipitate formation in WZWZ
(Ga,Mn)As
(Ga,Mn)As NW shell
Relying on literature research and summary of STEM in-situ
in situ observations in sections:
ections: 10.3 and
11.2
11.2,, the phenomenological idea of MnAs precipitation in WZ
WZ-GaMnAs
GaMnAs has been proposed
for WZ
WZ-Ga0.94Mn0.06As and WZ-Ga
WZ Ga0.96Mn0.04As shells, i.e.
i.e for the samples NW130
(a→b→c→d→e→f,
→b→c→d→e→f, a’→c→d→e→f) and NW114 (a’→c→d→e→f), respectively, shown in
Figure 154.
As was shown for sample NW130 (Section
(Section, NWs
Ws exhibit some inhomogeneities
homogeneities within their
crystal structure which is not due to native stacking faults propagating from the core, but are
found to be Mn agglomerates created during (Ga,Mn)As shell growth. For this reason, these
agglomerates are favored sites for Mn nanoclusters nucleation, which results in
a→b→c→d→e→f
→b→c→d→e→f path of precipitation. Nevertheless, there are areas without such preferred
nuclei location in NW130 which, in turn, will follow a’
a’→c→d→e→f
→c→d→e→f precipitation pathway.

Figure 154 Schematic diagram of MnAs precipitation in WZ
WZ-GaMnAs
GaMnAs shell showing to pathways of
of:
a) laterally aligned Mn (Mn substitutional and interstitial agglomeration located near NW defects) created already
during NW growth,
growth b) low
ow temperature out
out-diffusion
diffusion of Mn interstitials, a’) WZ-(Ga,Mn)As
WZ (Ga,Mn)As – GaAs matrix with
Ga vacancies and randomly distributed Mn atoms in the substitutional and interstitial sites, c) Mn
embryo
embryo/nucleus),
), d) strained coherent WZ-Mn
WZ Mn(Ga)As
As nanocluster, e) WZ
WZ-MnAs
As NCL of critical size, f) phase
p
transformation to α-MnAs
α
and contraction of NCL volume (denser structure)

The same scenario applies to NW114 sample where no agglomerates after NWs growth are
found and precipitation process follows the a’
a’→c→d→e→f
→c→d→e→f model
a) Laterally
terally aligned Mn agglomerations exist natively (are created already during GaMnAs
shell growth) in sample NW130 and are possibly located near the NW defected areas.
areas
They are expected to consist of MnGa (~75%)) and Mni (~25%)
(
[52] These
[52].
agglomerations are visible in STEM images (long CLs) as brighter regions due to
electron beam de-channelling
de channelling by interstitial Mn atoms (as shown by simple STEM
simulations – Section 5.3.1) and bent atom columns (strain). Ga vac
vacancies
ancies are expected
to be present in the (Ga,Mn)As structure after low temperature growth.
b) At low annealing temperatures ( < 300 °C) Mni diffuse out to occupy VGa (becoming Mn
substitutional).
substitutional) In the STEM image stacks
stacks, laterally aligned Mn agglomeration
agglomerations
dissociate
issociate, leaving the NW image with lower contrast.
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a’) As grown, expected WZ-(Ga,Mn)As with VGa and randomly distributed Mn ions with
majority substituting Ga sites and minority in interstitial positions consistent with
theoretical expectations. It is a starting point or sample NW114 and some areas in
sample NW130.
c) At higher temperatures (still lower than 300 °C) nucleation starts and Mn
nucleus/embryos of critical size for spontaneous growth are created. They are built up
with several MnGa atoms and no noticeable strain in the matrix is introduced yet.
Therefore, they are invisible in STEM images.
d) We do not observe characteristics of the spinodal decomposition modulations.
e) Around 300 °C, Mn(Ga)As nanoclusters of wurtzite structure coherent with WZ-GaAs
matrix are created, not bigger than 1.5 nm. The size of NCLs grows and the majority of
the Ga are substituted by Mn atoms, i.e. NCLs chemical composition gets closer to
MnAs therefore, the strain increases, making the WZ-Mn(Ga)As to some extend
detectable with STEM images.
f) Around 350 °C, already all Ga are exchanged with Mn atoms and the NCLs reach the
highest level of strain, i.e. they attain critical size (r ~1.5 - 2 nm) for structural change.
Therefore, coherent and strained WZ-MnAs are visible in STEM (as shown with
simulations in section 5.3).
g) WZ-MnAs NCLs undergo phase transformation to α-MnAs nanocrystals. Their volume
decreases since α-MnAs has denser structure. We expect that the consequence of the
NCLs reduction in volume is the vacancies creation in the neighborhood of the NCs,
which can support further Mn diffusion as well the whole NCs movement. As it was
investigated with GPA, α-MnAs are not fully relaxed and some residual anisotropic
strain remains, which is the reason of “freezing” ferromagnetic α-MnAs behavior over
400 K.

12.7 Comparison of precipitation in ZB vs. WZ (Ga,Mn)As
Most of the literature reports on the Mn segregation in (Ga,Mn)As are based on TEM
observations of already formed nanocrystals (as discussed in section 3.4). The only data
available from in-situ annealing [117] are of low quality due to high thermal drift of the old
generation in-situ holders. Moreover, the data achieved from the thin samples (prepared by
ion-milling) can alter the structure of the specimen and introduce new defects such as
vacancies.
Other kind of data coming from X-ray analysis is based on calculating the strain of the ZBGa(Mn)As matrix and its indirect interpretation in terms of nanoclusters evolution [61][118]
Moreno et al. provides the analysis of X-ray diffractometery based on the signal coming from
nanocrystals of already formed α-MnAs (> 5nm) [62][119].
We cannot directly compare the initial stages of nucleation with ZB-(Ga,Mn)As since there is
no experimental data of the early stages of precipitation.
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On other hand, for NCs produced as an effect of high temperature annealing, the data is
available and therefore, these process can be compared to some extent. First, one needs to
have in mind that the comparison is made between the WZ-(Ga,Mn)As NW shells (relatively
thin < 30 nm) and ZB-(Ga,Mn)As layers (up to µm), which generates the differences not only
due to the matrix crystalline symmetry, but also due to the geometry of the investigated
systems. Apart from that the differences between ZB and WZ (Ga,Mn)As are following:
•

The phase transition to hexagonal α-MnAs from the coherent stage of the precipitate
is definitely more complicated for ZB-MnAs (cubic  hexagonal) and originate in
more dislocations than for WZ-MnAs (hexagonal hexagonal).

•

The presence of voids in and arsenic inclusion is definitely higher in ZB than WZ(Ga,Mn)As (barely observed in WZ).

•

MnAs NC crystallographic orientation in reference to the matrix. α-MnAs has one
possible orientation in the reference to WZ-(Ga,Mn)As, i.e. (0001)||(0001), whereas
α-MnAs in ZB-GaAs can have four realization of the (0001)||{111}, which make it
harder to control and manipulate the magnetic properties of MnAs NCs (higher
randomness).

•

The influence, i.e. the strain exerted from the ZB-GaAs matrix seems to be lower than
in WZ case, which is depicted in the Curie temperature achieved for the NCs, 370 K
and > 400 K, respectively.

•

The Mn diffusion in ZB is isotropic, whereas in WZ-GaAs it occurs in preferential
direction (0001) plane.
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13 Additional aspect of Mn diffusion control
NWs with double (Ga,Al)As shells – NW 168

-

13.1 As
As-grown
grown NWs
To check the usability of the (Ga,Al)As shell as an effective diffusion barrier for Mn atoms
and MnAs NCLs
NCLs,, the sample with NWss based on WZ-GaAs
WZ GaAs having two (Ga,Al)As shells
surrounding the Ga1-x
Mn
As
of
x=
5%
shell
shell,
were
grow
grown
n in MBE (specification in Table 4).
1
x
The as-grown
grown NW is shown in Figure 155,, the EDS profile shown in Figure 155b
b confirms
that the 5 nm thick (Ga,Mn)As shell contains 5% of manganese.

Figure 155 a) STEM image of as
as-grown
grown NW from sample NW168 with two schematic
schematic cross-sections
cross sections in the
corners (perpendicular to the growth axis – top right and parallel – bottom left). b) EDS profile conducted along
the orange arrow in the panel a, showing Ga, Al and Mn atomic content. c,d) STE
STEM
M images of magnified right
and left sides of the NW in panel a. (Ga,Al)As and (Ga,Mn)As shells are marked.

13.2 EX
EX-SITU
SITU annealing
The piece of the as-grown
as grown sample NW168 was externally annealed for 300 minutes at 450 °C.
The results are presented in Figure 156. In comparison with Figure 155, thee bright regions
appeared in the NW structure and correspond to the Mn
Mn-rich
rich areas, as demonstrated with
EDS chemical characterization in Figure 155b.
155
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Figure 156 NW from NW168 after ex
ex-situ
situ annealing at 450 C for 20 minutes. a) STEM image of the NW
containing bright round regions with the rectangle indicating the area used for chemical characterization.. b) EDS
mapping of the area highlighted in the panel a, showing Mn, Ga, Al, and As atomic content. c) Magnification of
the right side of the NW shown in panel a. d) Magnification of the area in panel c marked with orange rectangle.

Moreover, one can notice that Mn NCLs are confined between two (Ga,Al)As shells, visible in
Figure 155b
b which further confirms that (Ga,Al)As shell pl
play
ay a role of a diffusion barrier for
Mn atoms and MnAs nanoclusters. Therefore, it can be used for intentional architecture of the
future nano
nano-devices
devices in terms of MnAs nanoclusters manipulation.

13.3 IN-SITU
SITU annealing
The initial experiment with nanowires from NW168 was carried out. The results are shown in
Figure 157.. One can notice that the NW’s structure start cha
changing
nging (Figure
(
157d)
d) after 2
minutes at 400 °C + 10 minutes at 450 °C and some modulation in contrast appears (visible
bright areas). Figure 157ff presents the STEM image of the NW collected at the end of the
annealing, presented in Figure 157aa (the purple point)
point),, where tthe
he bright areas are clearly visible
inside the NWs structure.
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Figure 157 Results from initial in-situ
in situ experiment for the NW from NW168 sample. a) A heati
heating
ng curve with
color-coded
coded points indicating on the time and temperature of the recorded STEM images, shown in panels bb-f),
resenting the NW: b) before annealing, c) after spending 2 minutes at 400 °C, d) after spending next 10 minutes
at 450 °C, e) after spending
spending next 15 minutes at 450 °C, f) after spending next 30 minutes at 450 °C.

Unfortunately, the chip used for in-situ
in situ experiment contained partially oxidized and damaged
NWs,, probably due to the fact that the sample might have get stained and NWs get oold,
moreover some dirt may have entered the solution with unattached NWs before their transfer
onto the chip. Therefore, the NWs image stacks contained a lot of artifacts such as high
variation of contrast (partially
(partially visible in Figure 157,, Figure 158,
158 Figure 159)
159 and so the
quantitative data for images processing could not be extracted.
Nevertheless, after the completion of the in
in-situ
situ experiment, the chemical analysis was
performed for the above mentioned NW and is shown in Figure 158.
158. One can notice that the
EDS profile contains high amount carbon and oxygen confirming the NWs contamin
contamination.
ation.
However, it did not prevent the EDS mapping from revealing the information about Mn rich
NCL confined between two (Ga,Al)As shells, marked with the green arrow. Moreover, the
enlarged image of the orange box in Figure 158a,
a, shown in Figure 158b
b demonstrate the
precipitates with characteristic Moiré pattern, confirming that they have already undergone the
phase transition to αα--MnAs.
In addition
addition,, the EDS Al
Al-map
map demonstrate high Al content in two areas (Al:Ga ratio ranging
from 2/5 to 5/8), which indicate the strong Al segregation on the stacking faults (ZB
segments)
segments).. In STEM images it is frequently visible as darker (Z
(Z-contras
contras contribution) and is
typical for NWs investigated in this thesis.
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Figure 158 EDS mapping after in
in-situ
situ annealing experiment.
experiment. A) STEM image of investigated NW. b)
Magnification of orange box in panel a. c) EDS maps from the blue rectangle in panel a, containing O, C, Ga,
Mn, Al and their mixture. d) EDS profile along the arrow shown in mixed EDS map with atomic content of
chosen elements.

Further
Furthermore,
more, the movie for the live structural changes occurring in the NW was recorded at
450 °C during 30 minutes annealing impulse. One image from the aligned image stack is
shown in Figure 159.. We observed the movements of whole MnAs NCs. The initial results
from NCs trajectories tracking is shown in Figure 159b. The movement is found to occur in
the direction perpendicular to the NW growth axis, i.e. in the basal, (0001) plane (as marked
with the colored lines in Figure 159b.
159b. It complies with the ab-initio
initio calculations for Mn
migration and lower energy barrier in (0001) plane for the vacancy mediated MnGa diffusion.
Interestingly, one can notice that the detected NCs (with pink circles) are located be
between
stacking faults (observed as darker lines, perpendicular to the growth axis, as discussed above).
The movie also confirms the (Ga, Al)As shell role as the diffusion barrier for the NCs and
demonstrate their movements in the confined area between two (Ga,Al)As shells.

Figure 159 a) One of the images form
f
in-situ
situ experiments movie, recorded for the NW at 450 °C, revealing the
Mn NCs movements. The heating curve with the blue point indicating the measurement conditions. c) The from
panel a with some NCs detected for tracking – initial data.

The phenomenon of live movements of whole αα-MnAs
MnAs will be further investigated and
analyzed.
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Chapter V
Outlook and summary
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14 Conclusions
This research was done owing to the possibility of growing WZ-(Ga,Mn)As, never obtained
before, thanks to the MBE technique and the experience of my collaborator Janusz Sadowski,
who grew the WZ-GaAs nanowires and (Ga,Mn)As shell inheriting the WZ structure.
Therefore, it created a possibility to investigate this canonical DMS of a non-standard wurtzite
(hexagonal) structure.
In this work, we show that as-grown NWs did not exhibit any remarkable magnetic properties
(TC ~45 K). However, the thermal decomposition of WZ-(Ga,Mn)As into ensembles of
hexagonal α-MnAs (NiAs-type crystal structure) nanoprecipitates results in a granular system
with ferromagnetic clusters sharing the same crystal lattice symmetry with the surrounding
semiconducting material matrix. Such a unique situation allowed us to achieve a considerable
(over 80 K) increase in the ferromagnetic phase transition temperature in MnAs due to
negative hydrostatic stress exerted on MnAs nanocrystals by the surrounding matrix, otherwise
impossible to achieve.
This finding was a starting point for further TEM in-depth research on the structural details of
this process. Moreover, NW samples were advantageous for TEM experiments since their
thickness (diameter reaching 200 nm) allowed the use of unaffected as-grown material for insitu annealing. In contrast, conventional TEM-cross sections acquired from 2D layers always
involve sophisticated specimen treatment, which can change the studied material. This is
especially important for metastable (Ga,Mn)As solid solution, vulnerable to external
conditions.
The control and understanding of the nature of the precipitation process in WZ-(Ga,Mn)As is
a difficult task since the size, the density, the morphology, and the chemical composition of
the Mn-rich precipitates depend on several parameters in a complex manner:
1) MBE growth conditions of (Ga, Mn)As shell: growth temperature, thickness, the Mn
concentration, and neighborhood of (Ga,Mn)As shell in NW geometry
2) post-growth annealing conditions: temperature and time.
Starting with the as-grown (Ga,Mn)As (i.e., certain MBE growth conditions and NW
geometry, see Table 4), my mission was to investigate how the annealing parameters influence
on the Mn diffusion and nanoclusters formation. The quantitative determination of the
thermodynamical parameters describing Mn segregation is of great significance for
understanding and tuning NCs physical properties.
Therefore, I used in-situ TEM possibilities to explore the Mn-rich NCLs precipitation in WZ(Ga,Mn)As shell. In-situ experiments were performed for over 100 NWs using mainly two
approaches: Impulse Progressive and Impulse Isothermal. With regard to in-situ holder
stabilization due to the thermal drift, the images were taken after rapid cooling down to 25 100 °C (temperatures which have no further influence on the NW structure modification) to
achieve the effect of the NWs “frozen” structure after chosen thermal treatment (temperature
and time).
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Utilizing the workflow I designed for automatic image processing (described in section 7.2),
the aligned image stacks obtained from in-situ experiments were analyzed. The extracted data
about each NCs area, number of NCs, the total area of NCs was gathered and plotted for
further analysis to understand the precipitation kinetics.
The theses successfully tested in this work relate to two aspects: TEM methods and NW
properties.

14.1 TEM part
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Mn NCLs and MnAs NCs embedded in GaAs lattice can be visualized by STEM in the
same optimized imaging conditions – using LAADF detector (with inner collection semiangle <= 25 mrad, i.e. CLs >=230 mm).
Arising bright contrast for Mn-rich regions in LAADF STEM images has been confirmed
by EDX and EELS chemical investigations and supported with the multi-slice image
simulations and found to be visible in STEM images due to:
 strain for small NCLs, coherent with the GaAs matrix (strain contrast)
 diffraction (Bragg-reflexes) from α-MnAs crystal lattice (of smaller constants than
GaAs matrix) reaching the LAADF detector (coherent scattering)
Both effects are visible in HR-STEM images due to electron de-channeling when
scanning through strained Mn-rich regions.
α-MnAs NCs are visible in HRTEM/HRSTEM images due to Moiré effect with the WZ
matrix, such patterns indicate the NCs size and orientation.
GPA allows to measure local lattice displacement and has been successfully used to
determine 2D strain tensor components for MnAs NCs embedded in WZ-GaAs matrix,
provided that the sample is thin enough and a matrix has minor influence on strain
calculation.
4DSTEM allows to obtain information from various virtual detectors simultaneously and
provides additional data for classical STEM imaging and GPA analysis.
Transmission Electron Microscopy is the only experimental technique, which can provide
the local information about nanoclusters embedded in one of the shells of the coresmultishell nanowire system. Moreover, in-situ TEM is the explicit method to study
evolution of the precipitation process, i.e. the evolution of WZ-(Ga,Mn)As NW shell and
formation of Mn NCLs as well as MnAs NCs. The synchrotron X-ray nano-beam
diffraction could give complementary data but the diameter the beam is larger by orders
of magnitude (in theory 10 nm). Performing STM on a broken NW in UHV could also
give some additional information but is experimentally very difficult. Therefore, to
investigate the subject of this thesis further (i.e. study the initial stages of Mn NCL
nucleation), the use of more advanced TEM techniques should be considered, i.e. the
STEM phytography, EDS/HRSTEM tomography (with sample rotation) and depth
profiling.
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14.2 Material part
• Diffusion of Mn in WZ-(Ga,Mn)As occurs:
 for Mn interstitials at moderately low temperatures T < 300 °C, MnI in diffuse out to the
NW surface due to the low solubility of Mn in GaAs (according to literature, Mni in ZB
GaAs can be caught by MnGa (isolated atom or –MnGa– complexes) or recombines with
VGa becoming Mn substitutional).
 for Mn substitutional at higher temperatures T>=300 °C, MnGa diffusion starts and is
mediated via gallium vacancies on the Ga sub-lattice. According to prof. Raebiger and
dr. Bae calculations (private communication), Mn jumps occur through interstitials
positions, which are of highest energy, i.e., energetically unfavorable for Mn). Moreover,
the migration barrier has lower energy in (0001) plane, which favors diffusion
perpendicular to the NW growth axis.
• MnGa diffusion leads to Mn clustering and α-MnAs NCs separation.
• Furthermore, MnGa diffusion leads to NCs growth, where the larger NCs grow at the
expense of smaller ones, which eventually disappear.
• According to the in-situ experiment analysis, i.e. mean radius, number of NCs, their total
area and distribution changing with time and temperature indicate that clustering of MnAs
in WZ-GaAs matrix can be divided into three stages:
 Nucleation and growth of WZ-Mn(Ga)As NCLs, coherent and highly-strained with
respect to the WZ GaAs matrix.
 Phase transformation of WZ-MnAs to α-MnAs, resulting in semi-coherent with WZ
GaAs matrix, experiencing tensile, residual anisotropic strain.
 Growth via coarsening, i.e. small NCs merging into bigger (coarser) ones. The driving
force for this phenomenon is lowering a surface energy for bigger NCs (Ostwald
ripening).
• Due to accumulation of the vacancies after phase transition to α-MnAs (occupies smaller
volume than the same number of atoms in WZ-GaAs), NCs become mobile at T > 300 °C
and at higher temperatures T > 450 °C, they are observed to migrate to NW surface, which
can be due to anisotropic strain exerted on the NC from the matrix.
• α-MnAs NCs have been found to have (relatively) spherical shape, unlike the coherent Mnrich NCLs, which might be slightly elongated in the (0001) plane. STEM simulations show
that the contrast for ellipsoidal NCL can give spherical contrast.
• As-anion sub-lattice stays relatively stable during Mni and MnGa diffusion, experiencing only
small local displacements. After phase transition to α-MnAs, As-sublattice changes the
length of its lattice constants, however maintaining its crystallographic arrangement (the
same HCP symmetry as for As-sublattice in WZ-GaAs an α-MnAs).
• The ZB segments and SF (especially ISF3) are the anchors and preferable locations for
MnAs NCLs/NCs nucleation and limit nanocrystal migration.
• Mn atoms/NCLs/NCs migration can be additionally controlled by NW architecture:
 radially by (Ga,Al)As shells acting like diffusion barriers for Mn atoms
 axially by ZB segments present perpendicular to nanowire growth axis (WZ c-axis)
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• The clustering strongly depends on initial Mn concentration of the (Ga,Mn)As shell, i.e. for
[Mn]= 6% it starts at 300 °C, whereas for [Mn] = 4% at 360 °C
• WZ matrix exerts tensile strain and stabilizes α-MnAs ferromagnetic phase above ~400K
(confirmed by SQUID magnetometry). Crystal structure and strain analysis of MnAs NCs
embedded in WZ GaAs matrix can be cross-correlated with their abnormal magnetic
properties i.e. Curie temperature enhancement in comparison to bulk MnAs material.
• NCs facets are observed for bigger MnAs NCs r > 3 nm.
• Nanowires with MnAs shells directly on WZ GaAs core (NW 140) are good model for
NC/matrix interface atomic configuration.
Open questions
Even though this research allowed to reveal a lot of details of Mn segregation in WZ(Ga,Mn)As, it generated subsequent questions and left some room for further investigations,
namely:
•

How the MnAs strain evolution affects the Curie temperature of the NCs?

•

Can our hypothesis on WZ-MnAs to α-MnAs phase transition be confirmed by
theoretical calculation?

•

How WZ-(Ga,Mn)As of lower manganese content, i.e., [Mn]=1-3% evolves with
temperature?

•

Can the direct TEM measurement of magnetic properties of Mn-NCLs be performed
using DPC and of-axis holography and helium TEM holder?

Impact
The data obtained in this thesis will have an impact not only on expanding the knowledge
about the granular GaAs:Mn system studied for years, but also it is an achievement in the field
of in-situ TEM research, image analysis methods, and physics of non-equilibrium crystal
structures. These studies also open up new perspectives in the construction and modeling of
the properties of complex magnetic nanostructures using stress engineering and the proper
nanoscale architecture (such as diffusion barriers). Understanding the processes of phase
transformations and diffusion described in this thesis will be extremely helpful in the future
design of all kinds of nano magneto-mechanical-optic-electronic devices and their
performance prediction in long-term operation at elevated temperatures.
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